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ABSTRACT 

The primary intent of this dissertation project has been to assess the potential 

of a unique CMOS design capability, which is derived from a methodology known 

as Sea-of-Wires Arrays (SWA). The new capability is expected to yield the per

formance benefits of a custom design while maintaining the quick turnaround and 

ease of semicustom design for ASIC applications. The specific goal of this research 

is to develop the design representations, design techniques, and computer software 

for the SWA design methodology. This includes the design and analysis of heuris

tic algorithms for every issue related to synthesis, logic minimization and layout 

optimization with respect to both delay and chip area. 

The research begins by showing that the SWA architecture based on distributed 

gates is a promising approach to VLSI design. The synthesis and optimization al

gorithms form the core of the design system whose goal is high-performance SWA 

design. The innovative table lookup timing analysis approach facilitates a fast and 

accurate performance evaluation. Numerous programs have been written to consti-

tute the performance-driven SWA synthesis system that maps the input RIF (RTL 

Intermediate Format) specification onto the output SLF (Symbolic Layout Format) 
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layout with satisfaction of constraints dictated by technology, design flow, and man

ufacturability. This is based on a well-designed Data Modeler which specifies both 

RIF and SLF design representations. 

The present results, obtained from a number of benchmark designs, indicate 

that the research goals have been fulfilled. Fast turn-around time and a density 

advantage make the SWA approach a potentially important player in the commercial 

market. However, the research project presented here is not yet the final solution. 

The ultimate goal of future research is to achieve an SWA chip layout that compares 

favorably with manual design of the same architecture. 

Index Terms: Design Systems for VLSI Circuits, Synthesis and Optimization 

Algorithms, Timing Analysis, Design Representations. 
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CHAPTER 1 

Introduction 

Advances in both electronic design automation (EDA) tools and complementary 

metal-oxide semiconductor (CMOS) fabrication processes converged simultaneously 

in the early 1980s to trigger the rapid expansion of the semiconductor industry. 

During the 1980s, application specific integrated circuit (ASIC) technology rapidly 

assumed an important position in the worldwide IC marketplace [1]. Today ASICs 

have fundamentally altered the IC business and significantly impacted the com

puter, consumer electronic, and telecommunications industries [2]. 

The rapid growth of ASICs is particularly evident in the way that the Digi

tal Equipment Corporation develops the multiprocessing computer systems by its 

Midrange Systems Business (MSB) group at Boxborough, MA. More than 80% of 

current MSB's VLSI CMOS needs are being met by ASICs with Sea-of-Gates Ar

rays technology provided by external semiconductor vendors. Only 10% to 20% of 

the VLSI designs needed in the highest performance CMOS systems are designed 

with a full custom approach [3]. 
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1.1 The Need of a High Performance Synthesis System 

In contrast to the ASIC design which is based on the extensive use of computer

aided synthesis tools and systems, the full custom IC design remains synonymous 

with a methodology based on handcrafting. By manual techniques, it is still possible 

to achieve the circuit size and timing performance which can not be met with the 

current ASIC technologies. 

However, the improved density and performance achieved with the full custom 

method carries a significant penalty. First of all, development cost is high. Full 

custom chips must usually be implemented by another organization with a full 

custom expertise, and nonrecurring engineering charges are thus higher for full 

custom than they are for semi custom implementations [2, 3]. Secondly, development 

time is long. This is due to the fact that full custom chips require extra effort at 

all levels from the design entry to the polygon layout [4, 5]. Thirdly, no fabrication 

time can be saved. Since the entire fabrication is customized, each circuit must be 

built as a unique entity through all levels of the fabrication process [6, 7]. Finally, 

long turnaround time of full custom design style may jeopardize on time delivery 

of a whole system. The risk is increased if a decision to switch from semi custom to 

full custom is made late in the design cycle [3]. 
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Therefore, the need for an alternative capability is clear. The new capability 

should yield the performance benefits of a custom design while maintaining the 

quick turnaround and ease of semi custom design. 

1.2 The Sea-of-Wires Arrays Design Methodology 

The primary intent of this dissertation project has been to assess the potential of 

a unique CMOS design capability, which addresses the issues of the previous section. 

This design capability is derived from a methodology known as Sea-of-Wires Arrays 

(SWA). 

The Sea-of-Wires Array is a variant of the Storage Logic Array (SLA) concept, 

which was first proposed by Patil at MIT in 1979 [8J. Shortly after its appearance, 

researchers at the University of Arizona adopted the SLA as the target for compiling 

to hardware descriptions in the hardware description language AHPL [9]. The first 

version of AHPL SLA stage 3 compiler was created in 1982 [10, 11]. Later, routines 

were added to further reduce layout area and improve cell utilization (12]. Little 

other followup SLA research was published by other institutes. In particular, studies 

of the electrical properties of distributed gate layouts, e.g., delay modeling and delay 

optimization, are missing. 

The specific goal of this research is to develop the design representations, design 

techniques, and.computer software for the SWA design methodology. The research 
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focus is on the automatic synthesis of SWA CMOS cell-based layouts from the 

AHPL register-transfer-Ievel hardware descriptions. The system is aimed at ap

plications where the emphasis is on reducing engineering effort, design turnaround 

time and at the same time maximizing chip area utilization and/or chip perfor

mance. The process itself not only implements the SWA methodology, but also 

provides additional insight into the basic SWA design capability. This knowledge 

will finally facilitate the SWA cell library design. 

1.3 Research Scope 

Chapter 2 will present an overview of the SWA structure to serve as a gen

eral background to the distributed gate design style. This is followed by a chapter 

which presents data representations required by the SWA synthesis process. The 

focus is on the data management of integrated VLSI design environments. Chapter 

4 presents the architecture of the SWA synthesis system. Algorithms leading to 

an area optimization design are detailed there, followed by strategies to design a 

high performance chip. Chapter 5 discusses timing issues of the distributed gate 

circuitry. A table-based timing analysis method is proposed to estimate path delay. 

Implementation of the system is described in Chapter 6. The effectiveness of the 

SWA design methodology is assessed by evaluations of AHPL Benchmarks with 
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respect to area required and resource utilization. Chapter 7 compares the experi

mental results of SWA realizations with those from other design methods. Finally, 

Chapter 8 draws conclusions and lists directions for future research. 
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CHAPTER 2 

Sea-of-Wires Arrays 

The primary objective of research on Sea-of-Wires Arrays (SWA) is to achieve 

high performance digital VLSI circuits approaching full custom density with ASIC 

Gate Array turnaround time. The SWA layout is a form of layout matrix resembling 

a Programmable Logic Array (PLA) structure. The following features of the SWA 

array account for the challenge to full custom design. 

o granulated unit cells 

Q AND and OR planes folded into one logic plane 

o rows and columns subdivided into independent distributed gates 

o storage elements embedded into logic plane 

o various number of wires in each row and column dependent on technology 

o channel-less routing 

An SWA is a folded PLA, with memory distributed throughout the array, with 

arbitrary column and row breaks to give multiple, to provide independent sequential 

modules. In th.e following·sections we will explain all essential features of SWA 

methodology in step-by-step fashion. 
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f1 = ABC + ABO 

A B BCD s t f1 

I AND] 

I AND 2 I 
I I OR t-

Figure 2.1: Localized Gate Style Design. 

2.1 Distributed Gates 

A boolean function It = A· B . C + A . B . D can be conventionally implemented 

by three localized gates represented by standard cells AND1, AND2, and OR as shown 

in Figure 2.1. Five independent input variables are routed in the left channels, 

and auxiliary product terms s, t and output JI are produced in the right channels. 

Gates AND1, AND2, and OR are designed at polygon level with help of a full custom 

CAD system and are stored in a cell library as standard cells. 

An alternative way is to design the It function as an interconnection of three 

distributed gates as shown in Figure 2.2. A distributed AND gate is achieved by 

combining data along a single row and a distributed OR gate is achieved by combining 

data along a single column. For instance, ANDl is implemented as a collection of 
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11 = ABC + A B D 

Figure 2.2: Distributed Gate Style Design. 

Al, A2, and A3 components distributed in a horizontal channel (row) and OR as 

components 01 and 02 spread in the rightmost vertical channel (column). 

The distributed gates approach to VLSI design deliberately blurrs the distinction 

between logic and interconnection wires. A continuous row, e.g., s or t in Figure 2.2, 

can be a distributed gate as well as a connection wire. The component which 

implements one input of an OR operation can also provide the connection from a 

row wire to a column wire. The same is true for a continuous column. It was 

anticipated that this approach would permit significantly higher gate density than 

the localized gate approach in which logic and interconnections are distinct and, 

therefore, separate. 
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Technology I Speed Density Power 

CMOS 50 MHz Highest Lowest 
TTL 100 MHz Medium Low 
BiCMOS 50 MHz High Low 
ECL > 1 GHz Low Highest 
GaAs > 3 GHz Lowest Medium 

Table 2.1: Key Characteristics of VLSI Technologies. 

2.2 CMOS Implementation of Distributed Gates 

There are several candidate technologies for implementation of an SWA. The key 

characteristics of several popular technologies are summarized in Table 2.1. CMOS 

is by far the most popular technology in use today [2]. Its principal advantages are 

density and low power dissipation. The major drawback of CMOS has been the 

operating speed [13]. The trade-offs among different technologies for a VLSI design 

have been explored extensively [6, 4, 5], and will not be discussed here. We will 

illustrate the SWA concepts based on CMOS circuits throughout the research. 

An arbitrary combinational function can be built out of NAND or NOR gates. NAND 

gates are the preferred alternative in CMOS. Because the mobility of the electrons 

in N-channel transistors is about twice that of holes in P-channel transistors, N-

channel transistors exhibit about one-half of t.he ON channel resistance of P-channel 

transistors of the same size. The P-channel transistors of the NAND gate are in par-

aIlel. The P-channel transistors of the NOR gate are in series. Therefore, symmetric 
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A B c o 

Figure 2.3: CMOS Distributed Gates Realization. 

low-to-high and high-to-Iow propagation delays can be achieved in less chip area 

with NAND gates [13]. 

A VLSI design consistent with the distributed gate approach can be efficiently 

synthesized in a regular CMOS structure. The circuit is based on a representation of 

a Boolean function as a set of two-stage sum-of-product terms. The representation 

can also be mapped into a cell-based circuit interconnected with metal layers. 

Figure 2.3 illustrates a CMOS implementation of the function II using a NAND-

NAND network. The layout follows exactly the distributed gate design depicted in 

Figure 2.2. The unit cell is a pair of complimentary N-channel transistor and P-

channel transistor. 

2.3 SWA Structures 
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Figure 2.4: Sea-of-Wires Array Architecture. 
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SWA is a structured arrays design method based on the following idea. Instead 

of thinking of an integrated circuit as initially covered with a sea-oj-cells that can be 

interconnected with wires by designer or router, the SWA method views the Ie as a 

set of horizontal and vertical wires into which the designer can place building blocks 

called SWA cells. This pre-defined grid of vertical and horizontal wires is, therefore, 

called a Sea-oJ- Wires [14]. Figure 2.4 illustrates the basic SWA ftoorplan. The 

number of wires (grids) in each row and column varies and depends on technology 

and type of circuitry used. When developing a SWA wiring image, the choice of the 

wiring pitch on each lever (horizontal and vertical) is a key decision. To maximize 

the number of available wiring routes, the minimum fabrication process pitch is 

usually selected. 

Multiple row and column wires promotes the efficiency of cell utilization and 

directly results in a saving in the silicon area. For example, the realization of 
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Figure 2.5: Realization of II with Column Wiring Capacity of Two. 
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Figure 2.3 can be further optimized as shown in Figure 2.5 if each column is allowed 

to contain two wires. 

2.4 The Hierarchy of the SWA Cell Set 

Table 2.2 lists a hierarchy of SWA cells designed as building blocks [14]. The 

smallest cells cover exactly one unit of SWA matrix area and is called a unit cell. 

The unit cell is designed at polygon level with help of a full custom CAD system. An 

example of a unit cell is an inverter. Small clusters of unit cells perform operations of 

a logic gate as we have seen in Figure 2.2. The constituent unit cells of a distributed 

gate are called micro cells and represented by a single letter in the symbolic layout 

matrix. 
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I Level Instances 

Mega-cells functions of LSI, microprocessors 
Super-cells functions of MSI, arithmetic units 
Storage cells flip-flops 
Micro-cells distributed gates, buffers 
Unit cells inverters 

Table 2.2: A Hierarchy of SWA Cells. 

A storage cell occupys the area of several unit cells but is separately designed. 

The number of unit cells required to realize a storage cell varies and depends on the 

storage function. For examples, a SIR flip-flop designed by researchers at University 

of Utah occupies a space of two columns by seven rows [15], while a D flip-flop in 

the Intel 8251A chip (a universal synchronous asynchronous receiver transmitter) 

needs 8 unit cells [14]. 

Larger layout sections such as counters, arithmetic units and other MSI-size 

(medium scale integration) functions are built using a number of micro-cells and 

some storage cells. These MSI functions are called super-cel/s. The largest building 

blocks of the SWA cell set are called mega-cells which consists of LSI-size (large-scale 

integration) functions, such as an 8-bit microcomputer. 

All of the super-cells and mega-cells can be soft-coded (specified by netlist) blocks 

of logic - meaning they have no fixed layout. With distributed gate approach, the 

constituent micro-cells and storage cells can be arranged to suit the available space 

when they are realized. They can be spread apart as needed to allow ~fficient 

interconnections. In the interest of overall minimal chip area, the location of an 
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arithmetic unit's inputs and outputs can be arranged to be optimally located from 

the point of interconnection with other sections in the design. This dissertation will 

not utilize librarys of super and mega-cells in the compiling process. 

2.5 Factors to Higher SWA Density 

The SWA combines the best features of standard cells and PLAs but improves 

upon both. The primary difference between the SWA and the conventional gate 

arrays and standard cells is that the S\VA utilizes distributed gates. The distributed 

gates perform the function of both logic and interconnect. Unlike gate arrays and 

standard cells there is no need to set aside wide interconnect channels in the SWA. 

PLAs have three separate planes: AND, OR, and Memory. The memory elements 

are usually located only at the edge of the array. In SWA the AND plane and the OR 

plane are folded onto one another. Furthermore, storage elements are embedded in 

the body of the logic array. As results of folding the input and output array into 

single array, the input and output wires are located near each other. In addition, 

storage elements can be attached to them without any routing of wires. 

Several factors facilitate realization of higher densities within the SWA format. 

Most important among them are: 
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o The ability to choose just the functionality desired and change physical shape 

of the tiled modules; the ability to determine the location of the block in

put and output wires. This flexibility results in superior match between one 

module and another both in terms of functionality and in terms of physical 

interconnect. 

o Superposition of interconnections and logic with distributed gates; the flexi

bility to re-arrange signals for direct connections and ability to insert through 

connections. 

o Availability of different levels of cell granularity at unit, mzcro, storage, su

per and mega-cell levels. Any improvement in the compactness at any level 

directly results in a saving in the silicon area. 

These features are the foundation of space reduction algorithms to be presented 

in Chapter 4. 
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CHAPTER 3 

Design Representations 

A VLSI CAD system consists of three broad classes of tools: synthesis, analysis, 

and information management [16]. Synthesis tools assist a designer in creating 

the object being designed. Analysis tools assist him or her in checking the design 

correctness. Information management tools organize the structure of the design 

data, and form the foundation upon which synthesis and analysis tools can be 

built. 

The information management component is crucial to the success of a VLSI CAD 

system. The information management tools must efficiently manage large volumes 

of information that describe a design. This includes the descriptions of the different 

representations of a VLSI design and versions of a design as it evolves. This chapter 

focuses on the critical issue of managing various VLSI design representations in an 

integrated design environment. 
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Figure 3.1: Unintegrated vs. Integrated Design Environments. 

3.1 Integrated Design Environments 
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An integrated design database is a prerequisite for creating an integrated de-

sign environment. In an un integrated environment (see Figure 3.1(a)), design data 

must be laboriously translated from one design tool's representation to another. 

In contrast, an integrated environment shown in Figure 3.1 (b), places all design 

information under the control of a single data management system consistency. In 

addition, a database is more than merely a collection of files. It organizes the 

design information across representations, alternative implementations, and evolu-

tionary versions. By making the dependencies among parts of the design explicit, 

the ramifications of design changes can be more easily discovered and propagated 

in a controlled manner [16]. 

The BAIA-Plus System currently being developed in the Digital Equipment Cor-

poration is an example aimed to be integrated VLSI design environments [17]. The 

BMA-Plus system is established in support of a computer system design project to 
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provide logic synthesis capabilities for a wide variety of synchronous circuit types. 

BMA-Plus is also being developed for inclusion within a standard semi-custom 

ASIC design environment and for integration with higher level graphical behavior 

modeling tools. Figure 3.2 shows the BMA-Plus sub-system for VLSI Sea-of-Wires 

Arrays design. 

The primary challenge of the SWA CAD system centers on the two integrated 

databases, RTL Intermediate Format (RIF) and Symbolic Layout Format (SLF), by 

which design data can be shared among the design tools of the design environments. 

In the following sections, we will first examine different ways of describing the rep

resentational and structural details of a VLSI design. We then introduce an Data 

Structure lv/odeler [16] for organizing the design description within and across rep

resentations, for incorporating interface specifications, and for representing design 

versions and alternatives. 

3.2 Data Representations of a VLSI Object 

A VLSI design database has a particularly rich and complex structure, since it 

must organize the design data across the different views of the system under design. 

An example SEQSEL is used here to illustrate the sequence of design representations 

needed in SWA synthesis. 
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Figure 3.2: The BMA-PlusSub-system for VLSI SWA Design. 
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Design Specification: Circuit SEQSEL, sequential selection, contains four 4-bit 

storage registers. It accepts a string of 4-bit vectors as inputs and delivers 

only one of the most recent three vectors as its output. The two-bit external 

input, Y, specifies which of the three vectors or binary vector (1,1,1,1) is 

selected at the output. Once the desired vector was selected, data are stored 

in register F which connects to the external output Z until next selecting 

signal becomes valid. In addition, two other external control inputs, P and 

Q, indicate when the input vector and selecting signal are available. 

Block Diagram: Circuit subsystems are represented as named boxes, with In

put/output signals to denote control and data flow. The key information 

that a block diagram presents is how subsystems are wired together. This 

representation is used primarily as a documentation and organizational aid. 

Figure 3.3 shows the block diagram of SEQSEL. 

RTL FUnctional Description: Regisler-transfer-level (RTL) languages are capa

ble of describing both function and structure of a digital system. Unlike the 

block diagram which does not describe function, an RTL description provides 

a complete unambiguous representation of the behavior and structure of the 

hardware. When the designer writes an RTL expression, he or she is able to 

picture clearly the hardware that will eventually result. An RTL (specifically 

AHPL [18]) description of SEQSEL is shown in Figure 3.4. 
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Figure 3.3: Block Diagram of SEQSEL. 
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MODULE: SEQSEL. 
EXINPUTS: X[4]i Y[2]i Pi Qi CLKiRESET. 
MEMORY: A[4]i B[4]i C[4] i F[4]. 
BUSES: BUS1[4]. 
EXOUTPUTS:Z[4] . 
CLUNITS:INC[4] <: INCER{4}. 
CLUNITS:DCD[4] <: DCDER{2}. 

BODY SEQUENCE: CLK. 
1 =>(P, Q, ~P&~Q)/(2,4.1). 

2 =>(P)/(2). 

3 A <= Xi B <= Ai C <= Bi 
=>(1). 

4 F <= INC(BUS1); 
=>(1). 

ENDSEQUENCE 
CoNTRoLRESET(RESET)/(l); 
Z = F; BUSl = (A ! B ! C (\1,1,1,1\)) * DCD(Y). 
END. 

CLU :INCER(X) {I}. 
INPUTS :X[I]. 
OUTPUTS :Y[I]. 
CTERMS :RESULT[I];CARRY[I-l]. 
BODY 
CARRY[I-2],RESULT[I-l] = X[I-l].~X[I-l]; 
FOR J=I-2 TO 0 CONSTRUCT 
RESULT[J] = CARRY[J] ~ X[J]i 
IF J<>O THEN CARRY[J-l]=CARRY[J]&X[J] FI 
RoF; 
Y = RESULT. 
END. 

CLU :DCDER(IN) {I}. 
INPUTS : IN [I] . 
OUTPUTS :OUT[2~IJ. 
CTERMS :RESULT[2~IJ. 
BODY 

FOR M=O TO (2~I)-1 CONSTRUCT 
RESULT[M] = &/TERM(M;IN) 

ROF; 
OUT = RESULT. 

END. 

Figure 3.4: AHPL Descriptions of SEQSEL. 
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RTL Intermediate Format (RIF): The RIF is a canonical form of technology-

independent sequential circuit RTL representation that is stored in a common 

database. The RIF is a design hub that links several front-end and back-end 

tools together. Two alternative of front-end tools can assist the user in a cap

turing the RTL design. Both approaches ultimately translate the design into 

the same RIF format for the subsequent use by the final synthesis steps of the 

processes. The RIF serves as a common input to multiple synthesis processes 

for automatic generation of semi-custom layout. Finally, the RIF is a data 

depository for a pre-synthesis and post-synthesis analysis and optimization 

processes at the RTL level. 

Symbolic Layout Format (SLF): The SLF is a cell-based, polygon-free layout 

representation that hides Ie mask details. It represents cells and their in

terconnections as symbols, and facilitates a variety of topological transfor

mations by both automatic and manual means. The SLF is a design hub at 

the combined gate and transistor levels that links together the SWA Synthe

sizer/Optimizer, Editor, the Wirelist Extractor and the Layout Expander as 

was given in Figure 3.2. An SWA symbolic layout of SEQSEL is illustrated in 

Figure 3.5. 
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3.3 The Data Structure Modeler 

In this section, a mechanism for representing data structures and semantics [16], 

which we shall call a Data Structure Modeler, is introduced to specify both the 

RIF and SLF design representations. The Data Structure Modeler which resembles 

EDIF (Electronic Design Interchange Format) [19] defines the basic primitives from 

which the design data structure is formed. The goal is to make the design as self 

describing as possible, thus enabling the design management system to assist III 

keeping its description consistent in both RIF and SLF databases. 

Design objects are convenient aggregations of design information. They fall into 

two broad categories: representation objects and index objects. Representation ob

jects describe a portion of the design in one of its hierarchical representations, and 

thus are of a particular type, e.g., a description object, a logical object, or a lay

out object, as described in the last section. Most information about the design is 

organized through representation objects. On the other hand, index objects in

troduce auxiliary structures for grouping together representation objects and other 

index objects into useful clusters, e.g., objects that provide primitive objects of a 

composite object. 

An S-ex]Jl'ession or parenthesized notation is adopted for writing down the object 

specification. These are built from nested expressions of the form 

(SLOTNAME valuel value2 value3 ... ), 
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where each value can be a simple atom or a parenthesized expression. S-expressions 

are used because the format is easy to extend with new slots. Also, because the syn-

tax is similar to the LISP programming language, a design specification constructed 

in this way could eventually be executable as well as descriptive. 

The skeletal representation object specification for a VLSI design looks like fol-

lowing, where slot WITHIN and COMPOSITION are index objects while the rest are 

representation objects. 

(OBJECT 136 

) 

(NAME Seqsel) 
(VERSION 2.1) 
(DESIGNER IngYi_Chen) 
(TYPE RTL_Intermediate_Format) 
(TIME Fri Apr 24 21:43:16 1992) 
(DESCRIPTION SEQSEL contains four 4-bit ...... ) 
(PERFORMANCE ...... ) 
(WITHIN Object_4782_RIC) 
(COMPOSITION ...... ) 
(INTERFACE ...... ) 

(REPRESENTATION ...... ) 

More slots can be added into the frame for specifying more information about 

the design. The details of each slot of the specification are described as following. 

1. Name: the name of the object, including its version. 

(NAME Seqsel) 
(VERSION 2.1) 



2. Designer: the designer who is responsible for its implementation. 

(DESIGNER IngYi_Chen) 
(TYPE RTL_Intermediate_Format) 
(TIME Fri Apr 24 21:43:16 1992) 
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3. Description: a description of the object's behavior, e.g., an English language 

description of the design specification or detail performance data of the object. 

This description is primarily for documentation purposes, but could eventually 

be used by analysis tools as the appropriate specification for simulation. 

(DESCRIPTION SEQSEL contains four 4-bit ...... ) 
(PERFORMANCE ...... ) 

) 

(POST-SYNTHESIS 
(AREA_OPTIMIZATION 

(DELAY 6.28ns) 
(AREA 28 by 21) 

) 

(CRITICAL-PATH ...... ) 

) 

4. Hierarchical Index: Component (child) objects are contained within the 

composite (parent) object. This is a useful way to specify the outline of the 

object for viewing on a graphical representation. For instance, the following 
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index objects describe SEQSEL , which contains Memory, Bus and a CLUNIT, 

and is a component of a DSP machine. 

(WITHIN DSP) 
(CmtPOsITION 

) 

(MEMORY A[4] B[4] C[4] F[4]) 
(BUS BUS 1[4] ) 
(CLUNIT INC[4] DCD[4]) 

In an alternative way, the index objects can group representation objects into 

a directed acyclic graph (DAG) as shown in Figure 3.6. Associated with each 

edge is an index object which specifies how to create an instance of the com-

ponent object. Vertices represent component objects. Leaves are primitive 

objects, while internal vertices are composite objects. The determination of 

what constitutes a primitive object from the viewpoint of the Data Structure 

Modeler is left to the design. In the SWA case, the primitives can be as simple 

as the unit cells or as complex as the mega-cells described in Chapter 2. 

5. Connectivity Information: Ports are the input and output connection 

points of an object. Ports are named, have types and directions, e.g., input, 

output, or bidirectional bus. If the object has components synthesized down 

to the physical layout, port locations can be readily specified. 

(INTERFACE 
(PORTS 



) 

DSP 

SEQSEL 

A[4] 8[4] C[4] F[4] 8US1[4] INC[4] DCD[4] 

Figure 3.6: Directed Acyclic Graph of an Example Machine. 

(INPUT X[4] (0,1)(0,6)(0,14)(0,18)) 
(INPUT Y[2] (0,5)(0,9)) 

) 

(CLOCK (0,12)(29,12)) 
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6. Representation: Depending on the representation, the object can specify 

the design in different levels. For example, graphic modeling objects can de-

scribe a system in the behavior level. These objects represent the hardware 

resources (such as registers, data ,path logic, memories), and the control flow. 

Describing the design in an RTL prevails among today's hardware synthesis 
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tool developers. Many language-based hardware compilers have been devel-

oped to configure complete network description of the system from its register 

transfer level description. A network description may take a variety of forms 

in varying degrees of detail. For instance, a 4-bit decoder can be specified by 

the following representation object. 

(REPRESENTATION 

) 

(NAME decoder 

) 

(out[O] AND -in[O] -in[l]) 

(out[l] AND -in[O] in[l]) 

(out[2] AND in[O] -in[l]) 

(out[3] AND in[O] in[l]) 

More details of the Representation portion of the objects in the RIF and 

SLF databases will be given in the following sections. 

3.4 RTL Intermediate Format (RIF) 

The RIF is a common design hub that links together front-end design capture 

systems and back-end multi-target semi-custom synthesis and optimization systems. 

The RIF description is independent of technology (CMOS, BiCMOS, GaAs), design 

style (SWA, SC, SOG), and input HDL language (VHDL, VERILOG, AHPL, and 

DECSIM/BDSS). The choice of the RIF abstraction level is critical to the synthesis 
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Figure 3.7: RTL Language Fundamentals. 
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tools which employ that RIF. If the difference between abstraction levels for syn-

thesis input and synthesis output (SLF) is too large then there is a risk that the 

synthesis tool will lose information in translating between the two representations. 

A abstraction level chosen for the RIF is characterized by the Extended Seg-

ment Hardware Entity (XSHE). A graph of XSHEs constitutes the output of the 

pre-compiler for a preferred RTL language, e.g., a synthesizable subset of VHDL 

modeled after AHPL. 

The essential features of an RTL statement can be summarized as shown in 

Figure 3.7. In view of RTL abstraction, a vector-handling digital system is a coIIec-

tion of segment (vector) objects among which data may be transferred, with logical 

manipulations taking place during the transfers. K is the schedule defining each 
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I Type I Object 

0 Constant 
1 Register 
2 BUS 
3 External Input/Output 
4 Memory Arrays 
5 Logic Operation 
6 Combinational Logic Unit 
7 Index 
8 Control Flip-flop 

Table 3.1: Data Types of AHPL. 

transfer and specifying the ordering and timing in which these transfers will take 

place. Transfer of the contents of one object (S, source) into another (T, target) 

is indicated by an arrow. Transfers can be clocked or unclocked, depending on the 

type of target objects. For example, memory is a clock triggerable target while 

bus target is unclocked. The application domain of an RTL defines the number of 

object types. AHPL contains 9 types of objects detailed in Table 3.1. 

Execution of transfers may be dependent of satisfaction of conditions. Only 

if both source condition gj and clock condition fi are satisfied, will data in Sj be 

transferred to Ti • Index i denotes the number of the target object and j is the source 

number. Most RTL objects can serve as either a target or a source. An object is 

a source while it sends out data, and can be a target if it accepts a transaction. 

Instead of describing an RTL design by the order of data transactions sequentially, 

a pre-compiler translator will partition t.he transfer expressions according to segment 

objects. 
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Figure 3.8: Organization of An Extended Segment Hardware Entity (XSHE). 

An XSHE is therefore defined by the segment itself plus the fan in and fan out 

logic associated with it. The physical data transaction and clock control channels 

are interconnected separately by data and control buses among the XSHEs when 

the system is synthesized down to the layout level. Figure 3.8 depicts the function 

of the HDL pre-compiler. 

An XSHE is a well-organized data structure designed appropriately for RIF. The 

constituents of an XSHE must be general enough to support any of the tools linked 

to the design hub, but also be self-describing enough to specify complex designs. A 

strategy to achieve the above goals is to keep the data frame as simple as possible 

for the purpose of generality, but to allow various types of the data contents for 

diverse applications. The skeJetal Representation object of an XSHE appears as 

follows: 



(REPRESENTATION 
(NAME XSHE_5 

) 

(SEGMENT 
(NAl<IE A) 
(TYPE register) 

(SIZE 4) 
(LOW 0) 

(HIGH 3) 
) 

(FANOUT 
(STEP 3 TARGET XSHE_6 COND null) 
(STEP all TARGET XSHE_l0 COND SHE_20) 

) 

(FANIN 
(STEP 3 SOURCE XSHE_14 COND null) 

) 
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Unlike the original RIF for AHPL, ''''hich organizes data into homogeneous re-

lational tables, partition into XSHEs support.s graphical network structures among 

records as shown in Figure 3.9. Nodes are the constituent objects (XSHEs) of the 

design, while edges present data transfer relations (interconnection routes) among 

the objects. An XSHE is composed from three elements, Le., SEGMENT, FANOUT, and 

FANIN. SEGMENT specifies constructive body and attributes of the entity, including 

size, type, and so on. The contents of SEGMENT strongly depends on its type. For 

instance, a soft-coded (specified by netlist) data type of arithmetic unit is signif-

icantly more complicated than a simple data type of counter, and therefore takes 
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Figure 3.9: Database Organization of XSHEs. 

more slots to specify its construction. Memory elements in an XSHE are explicitly 

defined, and clock cycle behavior is associated with specified clock edges. Different 

types of SEGMENT provide different functions for the design. The following SEGMENT 

types are commonly contained in HDLs. 

" Data input/output, clock, and reset ports 

o Memory elements (flip-flops, latches) 

e Boolean functions 

o Arithmetic, relational, shift operators 

o Special operators (XDR, XNDR, MUX, tri-state driver) 

o Interconnections 

o Embedded gate-level models 

o Hierarchical references, etc. 

The number of SEGMENT types allo\ved in an XSHEs reflect HDL properties and 

are determined by its structure. For example, APL has fewer object types than 
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AHPL since the latter has more hardware-related features than the former. A data 

structure based on XSHEs is suitable for any synthesizable HDL, no matter how 

many SEGMENT types the HDL has. Some HDLs are very suitable for simulation, 

but do not support synthesis. This is because not all operations on binary vectors 

have a precise unambiguous hardware correspondence. VHDL is an example of a 

not fully synthesizable language. 

The other two components of an XSHE are FANOUT and FANIN objects, which 

specify data transactions among XSHEs. A transaction K Ti * Ii ~ Sj * gj can 

also be described as given by Equation 3.1, where the interconnection (InterXSHE 

Data Bus) between XSHEs is explicitly defined. 

K InterXSllE Data Bus = Sj * 9ji 

K Ti * Ii t- Inte7XSllE Data Bus. (3.1) 

The first ciescription becomes a part of FANOUT object of the source XSHE, while 

the second one belongs to the FANIN portion of the target XSHE as shown in Fig

ure 3.10. FANOUT object specifies necessary logic that synthesizer must realize. This 

includes source condition and control signals for sending data to the interconnec

tion. On the other hand, FANIN object describes under what conditions the data 

on the interconnection can be accepted into SEGMENT. 

The basic slot for FANOUT (FANIN) contains control step, data target (source) and 

conditions as follows. 
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Figure 3.10: FANOUT and FANIN objects of the XSHE. 

(STEP 5 TARGET XSHE_6 COND XSHE_23) 
(STEP 12 SOURCE XSHE_8 COND XSHE_42) 
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A control step is a signal from the control unit of the design. There are many 

approaches to control unit realization depending on the synthesis strategies, e.g., 

hard-wired, microprogramming, and so on. Conditions can be all types of the XSHEs 

from status register, external I/O, to partial output of a CLU. 

In summary, partition into XSHEs provides well-organized circuit description 

allowing for specifying complex system with various segment types. This is con-

sistent with the RTL abstraction, which supports back-end high level graphical 

modeling tools and front-end design entry of synthesis tools. Together with other 

description objects which specify synthesis directives (topology in INTERFACE, cri-

teria in CONSTRAINT ... ), analysis information (pre and post synthesis values in 

PERFORMANCE ... ), etc., Extended Segment Hardware Entities in the REPRESENTATION 
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completely describe the design within the Data Structure Modeler. This is the foun

dation of RIF database. Figure 3.11 shows portions of the SEQSEL description in 

RIF. A complete printout of the implemented form of the REPRESENTATION object 

is detailed in Appendix A. 

3.5 Symbolic Layout Format (SLF) 

S WA Symbolic Layout Format is the other essential design representation unique 

to SWA synthesis. The SLF is automatically generated from the RIF by the SWA 

synthesizer and then improved upon by the SWA Optimizer. Features and imple

mentations of SWA synthesis tools are the topics of next chapters. In this section 

representations of SLF, consisting of SWA cell symbols and their interconnection, 

will be defined. 

An ideal data model must be able to specify different representations of a design 

regardless of abstraction levels. It is content of the data model that reflects design 

abstraction, rather than data structure itself. The Data Structure Modeler designed 

here not only makes the design self-describing but also supports design alternatives. 

By enhancing the high level RIF data content, the Data Structure Modeler can 

represent low level SLF designs as well. 



(OBJECf 136 
(NAME SeqScl) 
(VERSION 2.1) 
(DESIGNER IngYi_Chcn) 
(TYPE RTL_Intermediatc_Ponnat) 
(TIME Pri Apr 2421:43:16 1992) 
(DESCRIPTION SeqScl contains 4 bits .... ) 
(pERFORMANCE 

) 

(METHODOLOGY distributed-gatc) 
(TECHOLOGY 2u-CMOS) 
(CRITERIA 

(DELAY 7.2ns) 

) 
(AREA 30 by 22) 

(CONSTRAINT 
(LOAD 5pl) 
(FANOUT# 9) 
(FANIN# 9) 
(LENGTH 99) 

(WITHIN Objcct_ 4728 RIC) 

(COMPOSITION .... ) ~---

(INTERFACE .... ) 

(REPRESENTATION .... ) 

· · · · · · · · ! 
! 
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..................................................... ! 
(COMPOSITION 

(MEMORY 

) 

(DFF A[4]) 
(DFF B[4]) 
(DFF C[4]) 
(DFF F[4]) 

(BUS BUS1[4]) 
(CLUNIT 

(lNCER INC[4]) 
(DCDER DCD[4]) 

. 
! 

: ) 
i .................................................... .. 

................................................ '\ 
(INTERFACE 

(poRTS 
(INPUT X[4]) 
(INPUT Y[2]) 
(INPUT P) 
(INPUT Q) 
(OUTPUT Z[4]) 

) 
(CLOCK) 
(RESET) 

L •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

r····················································· ...................... . 
(REPRESENTATION 

(NAME XSlIE_5 
(SEGMENT 

(NAME A) 
(TYPE DFF) 
(SIZE 4) 
(LOW 0) 
(HIGH 3) 

) 
(FANOUT 

(STEP 3 TARGET XSHE_6 COND null) 
(STEP all TARGET XSHE_I0 COND XSHE_20) 

) 
(FANIN 

(STEP 3 SOURCE XSHE_14 COND null) 

· · · · · · · · · · · · · · ................................................................................ 

Figure 3.11: Partial SEQSEL Descriptions in RTL Intermediate Format. 
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Unlike the RIF whose design primitives are register level objects, the SLF is 

composed of SWA cells. The slot of SLF COMPOSITION object is therefore redefined 

as following. 

(COMPOSITION 
(NAME and SYMBOL ~ CELL micro_2) 
(NAME or SYMBOL x CELL micro_3) 
(NAME dff SYMBOL m CELL storage_1) 

) 

A primitiveSWA cell is specified by its name, symbol and hierarchy. The number 

of distinct cells used in the design and their detailed structures are constitute the 

cell library. Location and connection pattern of cells becomes the most significant 

specifications in the REPRESENTATION object, whose basic structure is as follows. 

(REPRESENTATION 
(NAME SEQSEL 

(m ( 1, 1, 3,12)( 1, 6, 2,12) · .... ) 
(x ( 3, 1, 1, 0)( 3, 6, 1, 0) · .... ) 
(CO ( 2, 11, 0, 0)( 2, 12, 0, 0) · .... ) 

) 

) 

All cells with the same primitive type are specified together in a slot. The 

symbol of the primitive is the slotname, followed by a number of four value elements 



Column 1 

Row 1 0 

1 

0 

Row2 1 

Column 2 

blank 

r-t--t--t..., ./ cell 

....................................... . . 
(REPRESENTATION ! 

(NAME example ! 
(x (2,1,2,4» <1-f... 

: CellA 

(@ (2,2,4,2) ~ i Cell B 

(1,1,5,1» ~ 
! CellC 
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0 

CeliS 
@ (. (1,2,0,0» ~ ) i blank cell 

.. ? ................................. .i t 
Connection~ 1 0 0 o 1 0 

Palterns 

(a) Location and Connection o/Cells (b) Representation o/Cells 

Figure 3.12: Location and Connection Pattern of Primitive Cells. 

presenting location and connection pattern of this kind of cells. The four values in 

sequence denote a cell's row and column coordinates, and the left and bottom side 

connection patterns of the cell. 

An orthogonal coordinate system for SWA layouts consists of columns and rows 

of unit cells. Each column contains m vertical wires and each row contains n 

horizontal wires. A blank (default) cell is not occupied by any primitive unit cell 

but contains all crossing wires, as an example shown at the position of (row 1, 

column 2) in Figure 3.12(a). Interconnecting wires on all four sides of a cell can be 

intact or broken. A binary bit is used to specify a wire connection. The default 

case is to leave connections (0) and only in those cases where wires must be broken 

in the neighboring cells will a break (1) be specified. 
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The break will disconnect any combination of the wires that are on the left and 

bottom side of a cell. If wires have to be broken on the right side or above a cell 

A, then the wires have to be broken in the neighboring cells located to the right of 

(cell B) or above (cell C) the cell A, as illustrated in Figure 3.12(a). 

Thus, the four cells in Figure 3.12a can be specified in a REPRESENTATION object 

like the one in Figure 3.12(b) if the connection patterns are denoted in decimal 

numbers rather than binaries. The SLF expander can translate this symbolic layout 

to a polygon layout. The intermediate data used by the synthesis and analysis tools 

need not be included in the SLF. The SLF maintains the final record of the design 

for use by the expander. 

Since an SLF is a post-synthesized data format, each design object contains more 

information than in the RIF. For instance, port locations have been specified in the 

SLF INTERFACE object. Most slots designed for analysis data are filled in SLF, e.g., 

timing and area performance, critical path identification, etc. Figure 3.13 shows a 

partial SLF representation of SEQSEL, whose complete description (except default 

cells) of the REPRESENTATION object is detailed in Appendix B. The version given in 

Appendix B is an actual printout of the SLF generated by the synthesis program. 

Figure 3.5 was a convenient symbolic display of this same SLF. Wire terminations 

are not completely specified in the user friendly Figure 3.5 and must be inferred. 



(OBJECI' 136 

) 

(NAME SeqSel) 
(VERSION 2.1) 
(DESIGNER IngYi_Chen) 
(TYPE RTL_Intcrmediate_Fonnat) 
(TIME Fri Apr 24 21:43:161992) 
(DESCRIPTION SeqSel contains 4 bits .... ) 
(PERFORMANCE 

) 

(METHODOLOGY distributed-gatc) 
(TECHOLOGY 2u-CMOS) 
(POST-SYNTHESIS 

(AREA_OPTIMIZATION 
(DELAY 6.8ns) 
(AREA 28 by 21) 

) 
(TIMING_OPTIMIZATION 

(DELA Y 5.6ns) 
(AREA 33 by 25) 

) 
(CRITICAL_PATH 

(@ (3.19» 
(+ (4.19» 
(@ (5.19» 

(WITHIN Objcct_ 4728 RIC) 

(COMPOSITION .... ) <2---
(INTERFACE .... ) oerr---
(REPRESENTATION .... ) 
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. __ ............................................................... . 

(COMPOSmON 

) 

(NAME nand SYMBOL 0 CELL micrO_I) 
(NAME and SYMBOL @ CELL micro_2) 
(NAME or SYMBOL x CELL micro_3) 
(NAME dff SYMBOL m CELL storagc_l) 
(NAME v_w!re SYMBOL 1 CELL micro_4) 
(NAME h_ wlIe SYMBOL - CELL micro 5) 
(NAME c_wire SYMBOL + CELL micro_6) 
(NAME blank SYMBOL . CELL uniU) 

(INTERFACE 
(PORTS 

(INPUT X[4] (0.1)(0.6)(0.14)(0,18» 
(INPUT Y[2] (0.5)(0.9» 
(INPUT P (29.13» 
(INPUT Q (29.16» 
(OUTPUT Z[4] (29.5)(29.9)(29.15)(29.19» 

) 
(CLOCK (0.12)(29.12» 
(RESET (29.3» 

· · 

r·····························································i. 
(REPRESENTATION 

(NAME SW A SUPER 29 
(m (1.1.3.i2)(1.6,2.12) ...... ) 
(0 (4.5.0.0)(4.10,0,0) ...... ) 
(@ (3.2.0.0)(3.7.0.0) ....... ) 
(x (3,1.1.0)(3.6.1.0) ..... ) 
(I (4.1.0.0)(4.2.0.0) ..... ) 
(- (2.3.0.0)(2.4.0.0) ..... ) 
(+ (2.5.0.0)(2.9.0.0) ...... ) 
(. 0.3.1.0)(1.8.1.0) ..... ) 

· · · · · · · · · L .... __ .............. __ .................................. __ ........... _.: 

Figure 3.13: Partial SEQSEL Descriptions in Symbolic Layout Format. 
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Procedure Module 

............ ............ 
System ............ Symbolic Layout Format (SLF) 

NAME Cell 
0 NAND 

TYPE 
@ AND I INTERFACE x OR 

COMPOSITION 
m OFF 

I REPRESENTATION -
V-WIRE 

H-WIRE 

+ C-WIRE 

BLANK 

............. 

Figure 3.14: System Representations in Symbolic Layout Format. 

Finally, a digital system described in an RTL can be represented in SLF with 

a few primitive SWA cells after the synthesis process, no matter how complicated 

the system is, as shown in Figure 3.14. 
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CHAPTER 4 

The SWA Synthesis System 

The SWA synthesis system has been implemented. The results indicate that the 

goals of automatic compilation from an RTL and performance and density com

petitive with full custom have been met. The performance-driven SWA synthesizer 

maps the input RIF specification onto the output SLF layout and satisfies additional 

constraints dictated by technology, cell design and manufacturability. 

The overall SWA process consists of logic synthesis and optimization. A block 

diagram of the SWA synthesis system is given in Figure 4.1. The system initially 

produces a correct SLF layout (synthesis) and then improves the logic and layout 

by a series of correctness preserving transformations (optimization). Accordingly, 

the synthesis and optimization algorithms are the core of the automatic SVI/ A com

pilation. 

In addition to being fully automatic process, the SWA synthesis system also 

allows designers to explore different system solutions and offers leverage over manual 

placement procedures. A key part of the system is the fact that it can be enhanced 



Constraints 

RTL Intermediate Format 
(Segment-oriented 

Hardware Entity) 

Interconnections User 
Placement 

Suggestions 

Timing Analysis 

Figure 4.1: Organization of the SWA Synthesis System. 
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by adding more data segment types, thus offering the possibility of future extension 

of applicable HDL features; 

The list below highlights the features of the SWA synthesis software. 

1. Minimal number of control state variables realization of the control unit. 

2. Performance-driven placement. 

3. Interconnections of Extended Segment Hardware Entities (XSHEs). 

4. Space reduction of SWA la.youts. 

5. Table lookup timing analysis. 

Synthesis and optimization algorithms of each highlighted feature are elaborated 

upon in the remainder of this chapter. The techniques that are implemented in the 

major components of the system will be discussed in Chapter 6. 

4.1 Synthesis of the Control Unit 

The utility of AHPL or any hardware description language is based on the fact 

that most digital systems can be partitioned into a control section and a section 

containing data registers and logic [18], as shown in Figure 4.2. The control section 

will cause register transfers to take place in the data section by sending signals on 

a set of control lines. Sometimes, the sequencing of control will be influenced by 

branching information fed back from t~e data section. 
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· • • 
Conlr 01 

s Output 

Figure 4.2: Data/Control Partition. 
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In general, a control unit can be modelled as a deterministic automaton or de-

terministic Finite State Machine (FSl\'I) [20]. Since sequential functions can be 

represented, using the Huffman model [21], as the combination of a combinational 

circuit and a memory, then a generic control unit can be represented as an inter-

connection of a combinational circuit and memory. In particular, if the control 

function is combinational in nature, as in the case of the IBM 801 processor [22] 

or the AHPL SHIFTR benchmark [11], the memory component is not implemented 

and the automaton has only one state. On the other hand, if the control function is 

not combinational, it is assumed that memory is synchronized to the system clock 

(synchronous FSM) to avoid race conditions [23], as done in most designs. Mem-

ory is then implemented by clocked registers, which store the control state of the 

machine. 
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4.1.1 Synthesis Procedures 

The synthesis of a control unit can be partitioned in the following tasks: func-

tional design, logic design and physical design [24]. Functional design consists of 

mapping the high-level specification into a Finite State Machine. In this project, it 

is performed directly by the system designer with an RTL, i.e., AHPL or the syn-

thesizable set of VHDL [25], where the control sequence of operations is explicitly 

specified. Logic design focuses on transforming the control sequence into Boolean 

equations (or an equivalent representation) and to optimize this representation [26]. 

As is the case throughout the synthesis process, the dual criteria for logical design 

of the control unit are minimal silicon area and maximum allowable clock frequency. 

Physical design addresses the generation of the mask geometries or symbolic layouts 

from the logic specifications [27]. 

Figure 4.3 depicts the SWA logic synthesis process of a control unit. The com-

pilation begins with an HDL pre-compiler which extracts the control sequence from 

the functional design and organizes it into a classical state transition table. For 

example, the SEQSEL, control state diagram depicted in Figure 4.4( a), is defined by 

the control sequence as following. 

1 =>(P, Q, ~P&~Q)/(2,4,l). 

2 =>(P)/(2). 
3 =>(1). 
4 =>(1).> 



................................... . . 
Tho Data Unit 

XSHEs 

The Control Unit 
XSHEs 

~ ................................... . 
RIF 
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Memory 
Assignment 

Control State 
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Logic Minimization 
(Espresso) 

Figure 4.3: Logic Synthesis Procedures of a Control Unit. 
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P&Q 
next state = ®~ 

(P.QJ= HHa,a'd 
((0.0) (0.1)\ 

next state .. CD next state c @ 
present state .. CD 

(a) State Diagram (b) Unorthogonal Branching Csonditions 

Figure 4.4: Control Sequence of SEQSEL. 

Each control step is regarded as a state with the branch statement associated 

with the step specifying the next state as a function of the current state and branch-

ing conditions. As illustrated in Figure 4.4(a), control state 1 will transfer to one 

of its three next states depending on the corresponding branching functions. One 

and only one of the three functions will be satisfied; otherwise, state 1 will trans-

fer to multiple states if more than one branching function condition is satisfied. 

Indeed, it is not unusual that a designer might carelessly leave unorthogonal (not 

exclusive) conditions in the RTL functional design. This type of design error will 

cause circuit malfunctioning if unorthogonal conditions are satisfied at same time. 

Figure 4.4(b) shows that two next states occurs when conditions P and Q are both 

1 simultaneously. Consequently, it is the first step of the compilation process to 

ensure that the branching conditions are orthogonal with each other. 
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The S\VA synthesis system employs a routing to check all the transition con-

ditions for each state that uses more than one input literal. For each such state, 

Equation 4.1 must be verified for all i and j, where i =I j. 

(4.1) 

Each Ji is a Boolean function of the logic values Xl, X2, ••• ,XI., which are either 

control inputs or variables fed back from the data unit. As a result, control step 

1 may be amended as one of the following three statements in which all conditions 

are orthogonal and no functional behavior is changed from the intended design. 

1 =>(P&~Q, Q, ~P&~Q)/(2,4,1). 

1 =>(P, ~P&Q, ~P&~Q)/(2,4,1). 

1 =>(P&~Q, ~P&Q, ~P&~Q)/(2,4,1). 

The S\VA synthesis system will chooses the third option of the above amended 

control statements. The intention is to leave all non zero intersections of every 

pair of expressions to be don't cares. The more next states that are unspecified 

(don't care) in a state transition table, the higher chance of a control unit is to be 

minimized in the logic design phase. 

A design may contain more than one module [18]; hence, it is possible that 

more than one control sequence operates in a control unit. For example, the AHPL 

benchmark STACJ<4 [11], whose description is shown in Figure 4.5, contains two 

modules. One module performs stack mechanism by providing buffer registers for 

incoming and outgoing data and checking the availability of the stack. The other 



MODULE: STACK. . 
MEMORY: R1[4] ;R2[4] ;STKPNT[2] ;READYFF;FULLFF. 
INPUTS: DATAOUT[4] iCOMPLETE. 
OUTPUTS: DATA[4];ADDRESSIN[2];WRITE;READ. 
EXINPUTS: OBUS[4] ;PUSH;POP;START;CLOCK;RESET. 
EXOUTPUTS: EMPTY;READY;FULL. 
CLUNITS: INC[2]<: INCER<.2.>. 
CLUNITS: DEC[2]<: DECER<.2.>. 

BODY SEQUENCE:CLOCK. 
1 STKPNT<=2$0; READYFF <= \1\; FULLFF <= \0\; 

=>(ASTART)/(1). 
2 READYFF*(PUSH+POP) <= \0\; R1*PUSH <=OBUS; 

=>(A(PUSH+POP),PUSH,POP)/(2,3,5). 
3 WRITE = \1\; =>(ACOMPLETE)/(3). 
4 R2 <= R1; READYFF <=\1\; STKPNT <= INC(STKPNT); 

FULLFF*(STKPNT[0]&STKPNT[1]) <=\1\; =>(2). 
5 STKPNT <= DEC(STKPNT); FULLFF <= \0\. 
6 READ =\1\; =>(ACOMPLETE)/(6). 
7 R2 <= DATAOUT; READYFF <= \1\; =>(2). 
ENDSQUENCE 
CONTROLRESET(RESET)/(l); 
READY=READYFF; FULL=FULLFF; DATA=R2; 
EMPTY = A(STKPNT[O]+STKPNT[l]) & AFULLFF; ADDRESS IN = STKPNT. 
END. 

MODULE:RAM. 
MEMORY: M<4>[4]<.FILE.>. 
MEMORY: MD[4] . 
INPUTS: DATA [4] ; ADDRESSIN[2]; READ; WRITE. 
OUTPUTS: DATAOUT[4]; COMPLETE. 
EXINPUTS: CLOCK;RESET. 
CLUNITS: DCD[4]<:DCDER{2}. 

BODY SEQUENCE:CLOCK. 
1 =>(A(READ+WRITE),READ,WRITE)/(l,2,4). 
2 HD <= M*DCD(ADDRESSIN). 
3 COMPLETE =\1\; 

4 
=>(READ+WRITE,A(READ+WRITE»/(3,1). 
M*DCD(ADDRESSIN) <= DATA; 

=>(3). 
ENDSEQUENCE 

CONTROLRESET(RESET)/(l); 
END. 

DATA OUT = MD. 

Figure 4.5: AHPL Descriptions of STACK4. 
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module implements actual storage of the stack. Each module has its own control 

sequence to control data flow within that module. They interact in executing control 

functions of the chip. A complicated design may consist of several control sub-unit. 

The SWA synthesis system can distinguish them and compile each control sequence 

into a separate state table, and thus provides parallel processing mechanism for 

different modules in a single chip. 

The output of the control synthesis at this stage will use the same database 

format as the data unit, which has been compiled first into Extended Segment 

Hardware Entities (XSHEs). The intention is to treat the control and data units 

equivalently in terms of data structure. This allows the following physical design 

phase to place and route the XSHEs of the two with the same routines. Area 

use and possibly even performance may be enhanced by merging modules where 

appropriate. 

As defined in Chatper 3, an XSHE contains three major components: SEGMENT, 

Fanin and Fanout. Four steps in Figure 4.3 execute the compilation of a state 

transition table into a control XSHE. First of all, a Memory Assignment routing 

specifies a number of control flip-flops as the content of SEGMENT. This is followed by 

a State Assignment procedure to code each control step with a unique combination 

of the control memory values. According to the state assignment, next state func

tions of control variables are generated and stored in the Fanin slot. The Fanout 

component of the XSHE organizes the control signals to be sent into the data unit. 
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The content of those two combinational objects is further simplified by the two-level 

logic minimizer, Espresso [26], in the final step. The process iterates until all the 

transition tables are compiled to the XSHEs. 

4.1.2 Control Realization and Minimization 

Figure 4.6 illustrates the SWA implementation of a generic control unit or FSM. 

The SWA control area is proportional to the product of the number of rows times 

the number of columns plus control memories. Memory component designates the 

state of the control unit. The coding length of each control state is related to the 

number of flip-flops and S\VA columns. An SWA column represents a branching 

condition or one of the input/output signals of the control unit; meanwhile, an SWA 

row implements an implicant of Boolean functions. 

There are many approaches to realizing a control unit requiring varying numbers 

of flip-flops and varying amounts of combinational logic [28]. The S\VA synthesis 

system employs a least number of memory elements to yield an area-effective control 

unit. Each control step is specified by a unique combination of the values of the 

memory elements. The Memory Assignment routing allocates n flip-flops to encode 

an up to 2n control state sequence. Compared with the one flip-flop per control state 

realization [18], this approach saves at least a total area of 2n - n SWA columns 

and flip-flops. rhe number.of SWA rows required in the realization is equal to the 

cardinality of the cover of the FSM combinational component according to a given 
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Figure 4.6: SViA Implementation of a Control Unit. 
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assignment. A good state assignment yields raw state equations with reducible 

features such as sums of adjacent states or sums of complementary input literals. 

In the worst case, each transition of the state diagram demands an individual row. 

The key issue of optimal design of a control unit is state assignment [21], which 

affects the ultimate number and width of product terms in the next state and output 

equations. Finding a perfectly optimized state assignment is an interesting mathe-

matical problem but a computationally intractable one. In fact, it has been proved 

that the optimization of incompletely specified automata is a NP-complete prob-

lem [29]. Most automata derived from control structures are incompletely specified 

because a next state branch condition may not be applicable to all states leading 
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to don't care entries in the state table. So far no method (other than exhaus

tive search) is known that solves the state assignment problem exactly. Therefore 

heuristic strategies are used to approximate the optimal solution. 

Based on the following observations, the State Assignment routing of the SWA 

synthesis system uses three guidelines to find an effective state assignment. 

Q A transition to state So on the state diagram does not require any terms in 

the state equations. 

o A transition from a state A and a transition from a different state B with iden

tical transition condition X yield reducible product terms for a state variable 

that is active in both destination states if and only if state A and state B have 

logically adjacent state assignments. 

o Out-arrows from one state only require equation product terms for active 

destination state vector bits. 

State Asignment Guidelines for SWA Designs 

1. Assign zero to the state with the most in-arrows. 

2. Search the diagram for arrows with the same transition condition X from 

different source states. The destination state(s) of the X transitions must have 

an assignment with at least one common active bit (more is better). Those 

active bits can be excited by a same product term during the next state. In 

addition, the source states must be assigned as many common values of state 
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Figure 4.7: State Assignments of an Example. 
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variables as possible so that the input equations of state variables can be 

simplified by reducing the number of product terms. This step repeats until 

no transitions with the same condition are found. 

3. Making assignments to binary states with fewest 1 bits (smallest logical mag-

nitude) in reverse order of in-arrows count for the remaining unassigned states. 

The number of SWA rows required by a destination state is proportional to 

the number of in-arrows except for the all zero state. The first guideline directly 

eliminates implicants of those transition arrows to So state since none of the terms 

in any next state equations will be active. The second guideline generates adjacent 

state minterm sums that can be further combined by logic minimization tools in 

the latter design phase. For instance, Figure 4.7{a) shows part of the state diagram 

of an example which needs at least 4 flip-flops to encode its control sequence. State 

Assignment 1 in Figure 4. 7{b) gives a simple next state equation for state 5 which 

has 4 unconditional source states. The simple equation is due to the fact that there 
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Figure 4.8: A State Assignment of SEQSEL. 

are 2 state variables assigned commonly for all the source states in Assignment l. 

On the other hand, none of common value assigned to the source states results 

in a more complicated input equation in Assignment 2. In the third guideline, 

the logical magnitude of a binary number is defined by the number of l's in that 

binary string. Single active bit values (1,2,4 ... ) have smaller logical magnitude 

than double active bit values (3,5,6 ... ) and therefore result in fewer minterms in 

the minterm list for state variable excitations. 

Figure 4.8(a) shows the state transition table of SEQSEL generated by the HDL 

pre-compiler. Each row entry represents a transition arrow of the state diagram 

in Figure 4.4( a). According to the guidelines, control steps are assigned with the 

minimal state vector width approach, as shown in Figure 4.8(b). State 1, which 

has the most in-arrows, is assigned to state So by the first guideline. State 3 and 

State 4 unconditionally transfer to a same state, State 1. They are assigned in a 
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cube of lX by Guideline 2. The last available state, 01, is therefore assigned to 

State 2 by the third guideline. Once a control unit design is represented by a fully 

assigned state table, the corresponding state equations can be derived. The SWA 

synthesis system adopts a character matrix to represent state equations in the form 

of two-level Boolean switching functions. A routing for state equation generation 

is developed to map the symbolic transition table onto the character matrix. The 

following description (with added labels) is a printout of the generation routine for 

the SEQSEL example. 

1 3 5 7 9 <= Column 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

00 11000 01 Label: 

00 11000 01 column 1 = yl of current state; 

00 11000 01 column 2 = y2 of current state; 

01 11--0 01 column 3 = CLOCK; 
11 1---0 00 column 4 = Pi 

10 1---0 00 column 5 = Q; 

00 10100 10 column 6 = ~P&~Q; 
01 10--0 11 column 7 = RESET; 

00 10010 00 column 8 = Yl of next state; 

1---1 00 column 9 = Y2 of next state; 

The matrix contains three string arrays which directly correspond to an actual 

cell-based S\VA implementation. The first two arrays specified by current states and 

transition conditions respectively represent a text version of the sum of minterm 

state equations. Each column corresponds to an input variable where a 0 implies the 

corresponding input literal appears complemented in the product term, a 1 implies 
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the input literal appears uncomplemented in the product term, and - implies the 

input literal does not appear in the product term. The last array designates desired 

next state outputs. From the viewpoint of physical layout, a 1 implies a cross 

connection between an SWA column of the state variables input and an SWA row 

of the control input product terms. On the contrary, a 0 means this product term 

has no meaning for the value of the corresponding state variable. An active product 

term will excite state variables which connect to it during next clock period. \Vhen 

added with commands, this character matrix representation can serve as an interface 

(input file) to the logic minimization tools, e.g., Espresso [26] is employed in the 

SWA synthesis system. A complete version of the interface files with Espresso is 

detailed in Appendix C. 

Figure 4.9 shows a realization of the SEQSEL control unit before and after logic 

minimization with the state assignment pattern specified in Figure 4.8(b). Before 

minimization, the control unit costs a total area of 7 SWA rows times 6 columns 

plus 2 memory elements. But after simplification, as shown in Figure ??(b), only 3 

rows are needed to implement the prime implicants which cover all the minterms. 

In fact, this is an optimal solution of the two-level control design for SEQSEL. 

The effectiveness of a combinational logic minimizer heavily depends on a good 

state encoding algorithm. In the extreme case, logic simplification may not be 

possible if all m,interms are .prime implicants. For instance, control realization with 

one flip-flop per state (one-hot) approach naturally leads to a worst case design 
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for SWA technology. This is because one and only one flip-flop corresponding to 

the current state is allowed to contain a logic 1. All the product terms are prime 

already and thus no further logic reduction is available. Figure 4.10 shows an 

implementation of the SEQSEL control unit with one-hot approach, in which each 

state transition demands an individual row and the total area costs 7 rows, 10 

columns and 4 memories. 

In the SWA design, the minimal control variable approach not only saves mem-

ory elements, but also consumes less combinational logic area than the one-hot 

realization. This is true even if no logical minimization follows from the minimal 

memory element assignment. In this occurrence, the area difference will be 2n 
- n 

columns and memories. The amount of saving increases when the length of control 

sequence mcreases. 
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Different design styles have been used for the control unit design. In the past, 

there was a clear distinction made between custom and structured control unit 

implementations. Structured implementations, as in the case of the 11C68000 [30], 

take advantage of circuit design regularity to support complex function design as 

well as engineering changes. Control units with structured implementations have 

been called micro-programmed, which was first presented by M. V. Wilkes in 1951 

[31]. The control unit of a microprogram mabie computer consists principally of a 

memory, e.g., a ROM, rather than a large network of flip-flops and logic. 

On the other hand, high performance chip designs like ASIC applications benefit 

from the physical proximity of data-path and control and from the possibility of 

tuning the control unit to the data unit design. Custom implementations tend to 
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exploit particular choices to enhance performance by a custom interconnection of 

random logic gates. The control part of the 28000 belongs to this category [32]. 

The S\VA synthesis system combines the best features of custom and structured 

methods to implement the control logic functions by interconnection of gates in a 

quasi-structured fashion. Figure 4.11 illustrates the control floorplan of an SWA 

design. Control signals are universally accessible to the data unit through con-

iTO/ bus. Control output lines combining the values of the control bus are directly 

routed into the corresponding XSHEs of the data unit. Since there is no longer 

exists a physical clear cut boundary between the control and data parts of the SWA 

layouts, no extra logic is demanded to align siguals into and out of the two units 
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as was required in the SLA realizations of [10, 11, 12]. An SWA row is the only 

need to implement each control output. The control bus fashion not only provides 

a custom hard-wired control unit faster than the one with the structured ROM ap

proach, but also consumes less silicon area in realizing communications between 

the two sections. This feature contributes to a significant chip area advantage for 

the SWA design methodology and at the same time maximizing chip performance. 

Those improvements are to be demonstrated in the results of AHPL benchmark 

experiments. 

4.2 Placement of XSHEs 

Physical design phase of the SWA Synthesis System consists of transforming the 

technology-independent RIF design representations into the SWA cell-based SLF 

layouts. This process contains three primary functions: determining the position 

of XSHEs on a layout surface, called placement, interconnecting the XSHEs with 

wiring, called 1'Outing, and minimizing the layout area while satisfying the tech

nology constraints, called spacing compaction. Placement is an essential issue of 

the physical design phase [33]. A good placement algorithm not only makes the 

router's job easy but also produces minimum length of the interconnection wiring. 

This finally leads to a compact and high performance circuit. 

The characteristic of the SWA layout surface is illustrated in Figure 4.12. The 

entire layout carrier is partitioned into dissections of segment rows and bit-slice 
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columns. Each segment row consists of three slots: upper interconnection ports, 

segment body and lower interconnection ports. In the SWA design style, there is 

no concept of pre-defined routing areas or legal gate sites as is the case of gate arrays 

[34]. The segment rows may have varying heights depending on the complexity of 

XSHEs. For example, a CLU XSHE may need more SWA area in the segment body 

slot than a register XSHE. On the other hand, a register XSHE like an accumulator 

(AC) may require larger routing area of the interconnection ports than a CLU to 

realize data paths with other XSHEs. The number of bit-slice columns an XSHE 

takes up is determined by its size. One of the bit-slice columns is allocated to the 

control signal bus. The width of bit-slice columns will not be the same in the final 
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Primary Supportive Connecting 
Object Object Object 

Register Constant BUS 
RAM Logic Operation External I/O 
CLU Index 
Control 

Table 4.1: Categories of Data Types in XSHEs. 

circuit layout. The first and the last segment rows are reserved for the external 

input/output XSHEs. 

XSHEs of an SWA design can be partitioned into three categories according to 

their data types, as shown in Table 4.1. Primary objects are placed initially in the 

segment rows. Their positions will indirectly decide the locations of supportive and 

connecting objects. For instance, the 4 bit decoder DCD (Y) is a supportive object 

for determining the data contents of BUSl in the following statement of SEQSEL. 

BUS1 = (A ! B ! C ! (\1,1,1,1\) * DCD(Y). 

The positions of the bus sources will decide the length of the bus as well as 

its control signals. The decoder is distributed within the corresponding source 

segments. 

4.2.1 A Cluster Growth Placement Algorithm 

The placement problem for the SWA synthesis system is to determine positions 

for the XSHEs that permit effective wiring. Figure 4.13 shows an example circuit 

with different size of XSHEs and a data path constraints graph of the XSHEs. 
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Figure 4.13: An Example of XSHEs and Their Data Path Constraints Graph. 

Each edge of the graph is associated with a weight representing the communication 

complexity between the nodes. The communication complexity between two nodes 

is defined as the maximum number of bits of data transactions between the two 

XSHEs. For example, the communication complexity between A [7] and E [3] in 

Figure 4.13(b) is 3. The largest data transaction between those two XSHEs might, 

for example, determined by either A[C : 2] i- E or E i- A[4 : 6]. A cluster growth 

constructive placement algorithm, as shown in Figure 4.14, is developed for initial 

placement honoring the goal of minimizing layout area. The algorithm begins with 

choosing a seed component from the primary XSHE which has the maximum bit 

size. This size in terms of the number bf bit-slice columns will be the width of the 
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ClusterGrowthPlacement(XSHEs) 
{ 

} 

SeedComponent = the XSHE with the max bit size; 
CircuitWidth = bit size of SeedComponent; 
AvailableSpace = 0; 
while (not all XSHEs placed){ 

} 

if (AvailableSPace == o){ 

} 

create a new SegmentRow; 
AvailableSPace = CircuitWidth; 

SelectedComponent = Select(XSHEs); 
if (SelectedComponent == o){ 

} 

create a new SegmentRow; 
AvailableSPace = CircuitWidth; 
SelectedComponent = Select(XSHEs); 

Current Placement = 
Place(SelectedComponent, CurrentPlacement); 

AvailableSPace = AvailableSPace - Width(SelectedComponent); 

CurrentPlacement = RowOrdering(SegmentRows, ConnectioriMatrix); 

CurrentPlacernent(SegrnentRows, ConnectionMatrix) 
{ 

} 

SeedRow = the SegrnentRow with the max score in ConnectioriMatrix; 
while (not all SegrnentRows placed){ 

SelectedRow = Select(SeedRow, ConnectioriMatrix); 
CurrentPlace = Place(SelectedRow, CurrentPlace); 

} 

Figure 4.14: The Cluster Growth Placement Algorithm. 

circuit layout in the placement phase. Cluster growth operates by selecting unplaced 

XSHEs and adding them sequentially to those segment rows already placed. 

A segment row may contain more than one XSHE. The Select function of the 

algorithm decides the order in which unplaced components are included in segment 

rows of the placement. The order is determined by how well the un placed XSHEs fit 

into available space of the segment rows. If more than one candidate XSHE equally 
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have the best fit to the available space, the one having the highest communication 

complexity with the XSHE placed in the current segment row is chosen. If the 

available space is too small to accommodate any unplaced XSHE, a new segment 

row is created and the available space is reset to be the circuit width. The Place 

function updates layout configurations of the segment rows. This process continues 

until all XSHEs are placed. So far, the cluster growth algorithm is organizing XSHEs 

into segment rows regardless of the data path constraints among the segment rows 

as illustrated in Figure 4.15(a) for the example. 

A segment rows connection matrix, as an example in Figure 4.15(b) is devel-

oped for a number of given segment rows. Each entry (i,j) of the matrix is the 

summation of the edge weight of a segment row pair i and j corresponding to the 

data path const~aints graph. According to the circuit connection information of the 

matrix, the second phase of the cluster growth algorithm reduces communication 
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wires between segment rows with a row ordering function. The segment row with 

the highest connection score is chosen as the center of gravity to attach unplaced 

rows. The Place function chooses a position for the selected component as closely 

to its strongly connected mate as possible. Layout grows as more segment rows 

adjoin to the current placement. Relative positions of XSHEs in a segment row 

are adjusted according to the communication complexity of XSHEs among different 

rows in the final step. Figure 4.16 depicts the evolution of the compact placement 

of the example as segment rows are successively attached. XSHEs G [1J and B [6J 

exchange their positions in row 2 in the last step since G [1J has a data transaction 

with D[4J according to the connection graph of Figure 4.13(b). The connection 

wires tend to be short and more between two local XSHEs than two which are far 

. apart, resulting in an area effective layout. 
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At this stage, attention has been given to an area effective placement. An equally 

important is placement for best performance or least worst case path delay. There 

are two primary factors which influence the propagation delay along a path in the 

SWA design: switching delays of the SWA cells along the path and interconnection 

delays caused primarily by resistance and capacitance of the wiring. Interconnection 

delay is the factor that placement can directly influence. Thus it is important to 

consider performance during the placement process. 

4.2.2 A Timing Improvement Placement Algorithm 

The key to performance effective placement is to select XSHEs along the crit

ical path and place them adjacent with each other. The goal is to minimize the 

interconnection delay along the longest data path of an SWA design. An iterative 

timing improvement technique has been developed to strengthen the cluster growth 

algorithm by modifying the initial placement according to the circuit timing analy

sis. The necessary data base for computing path delays will be defined in Chapter 

5. Here we assume the critical path of a routing-completed SWA design has been 

identified. 

The timing improvement process begins with examining the critical path of an 

area effective design. If the XSHEs along the path have been placed physically in 

sequence, then this placement pattern not only leads to an area effective design, 



IterativePlacement(CurrentPlacement) 
{ 

} 

Current Delay = Timing(CurrentPlacement); 
PathXSHEs = Path(CurrentPlacement); 
MinPlacement = CurrentPlacement; 
MinDelay = CurrentDelay; 
Iteration = 0; 
do{ 

Iteration ++; 
TrialPlacement = Place(PathXSHEs, CurrentPlacement); 
TrialDelay = Timing(TrialPlacement); 
TrialXSHEs = Path(TrialPlacement); 
if (TrialDelay < MinDelay){ 

MinPlacement = TrialPlacement; 

} 
MinDelay = TrialDelay; 

CurrentDelay = TrialDelay; 
CurrentPlacement = TrialPlacement; 

} while (Iteration < Limitation && TrialXSHEs != PathXSHEs) 

Figure 4.17: The Timing Improvement Placement Algorithm. 
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but also yields a performance effective circuit. Otherwise, the placement improve-

ment algorithm, as shown in Figure 4.17, is applied to enhance the performance. 

Figure 4.18{a) illustrates the critical path of the previous example identified with a 

solid line. Due to the requirement of area effective, data paths may detour among 

the XSHEs. This degrades the performance of the chip. 

The Path function of the algorithm chooses the XSHEs along the critical path of 

the current placement to be the seed components of a potential revised placement. 

The Place function determines the new locations for the selected XSHEs by placing 

them physically in a sequence according to their data exchange relations. The rest 
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Figure 4.18: A Timing Improvement Placement for the Example. 

of the XSHEs are then arranged into available space by the area effective algorithm. 

Figure 4.18(b) shows a trial placement of timing improvement for the example. 

In the current generation of VLSI chips, interconnection delay is a significant 

part of the overall propagation delay through a circuit. This requirement means 

that a timing evaluation on the segment level is too imprecise. A routed design 

will provide enough timing detail. After the circuit has been routed, the timing 

analysis function of the SWA synthesis system is invoked to measure the quality of 

the new arrangement. This process is iterated until current placement is proved to 

be better than any prior trial or the search saturates system resources. The Space 

Compaction phase which is the most time-consuming stage in the design flow can 

be executed inside or out of the iteration loop, as shown in Figure 4.19. The SWA 
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synthesis system provides the user with an option to determine the best design flow 

under the different resource environments. 

In addit.ion to the fully automatic option, the SWA synthesis system also pro-

vides an interactive user interface to speed up the time-consuming iterative process. 

The system reports the current placement pattern in an table like the Automatic 

Placement Table shown in Figure 4.20 for the SEQSEL example. It allows designers 

to explore different system solutions by changing positions of the XSHEs, as the 

A uxiliary Placement Table shown in Figure 4.20( a). 

In summary, good placement is critical in order to generate high quality layouts, 

especially when area versus performance trade-offs is considered. The algorithms 
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+----------------+ +------------------------------------+ 
Aux. Placememt I Automatic Placement 

----------------1 
Icol 1 Icol 2 I col [1] = [2] col [2] = [2] 

--+-------------1 --+---------------------------------
11 Upper I/O I 11 Upper I/O [4] 

-------------------------------- ==================================== 
21 8 21 ( 5)A [4] 

--+------------- --+---------------------------------
31 18 I 31 ( 6)B [4] 

--+------------- --+---------------------------------
41 5 I 41 ( 7)C [4] 

--+------------- --+---------------------------------
51 6 I 51 ( 8)F [4] 

--+------------- --+---------------------------------
61 7 I 61( 18)INC [4] 

--+------------- --+---------------------------------
71 1 I 71 ( l)CTR[l] [2] 

-------------------------------- ==================================== 
81 Lower I/O 81 Lower I/O [4] 

+----------------+ +------------------------------------+ 

Figure 4.20: User Interface of the Placement Phase. 

developed in this section greatly influence the amount and the location of wiring 

required to interconnect the XSHEs. They are essential to the success of the SWA 

Synthesis System. 

4.3 Interconnection of XSHEs 

Following placement, XSHEs are arranged on a plane and the task remains to 

insert the electrical connections among the XSHEs to make them function. In 

an SvVA design, there are two layers available for interconnections [14]. All the 

horizontal wires are routed 'on one layer, and all the vertical wires on the other. A 
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via is used to connect wires on different layers. The space between wires obeys the 

relevant design rules. 

A typical data transaction between XSHEs in an 

SWA design can be illustrated in Figure 4.21. The position of the control bus is 

pre-defined at the stage of control floorplan. The placement phase determines the 

best locations for XSHEs. The routing stage where the interconnections between 

XSHEs are laid out on the chip follows. This stage is broken down into two stages: 

global routing and detailed routing. The global routing stage determines which bus 

channels will accommdate individual data transactions. The detailed routing stage 
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determines the actual physical structures inside the fan in and fan out regions of 

the XSHEs. 

4.3.1 The Global Router 

Unlike the conventional channel routers which assigns interconnection channels 

permanently to pairs of electrical connection nets [27], the routing phase of the 

SWA synthesis system uses a communication data bus to interconnect components 

of XSHEs. The goal is to save routing area by sharing channels among transfers in 

different control steps. 

Figure 4.22(b) shows a conventional physical realization of a single data bit of the 

HDL statements of an example of Figure 4.22{a), in which 8 channels are assigned 
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among the registers. Each channel is permanently excited by the source value of 

a data transaction although the transaction may not occur every time st.ep. The 

number of channels may be further reduced by physical minimization techniques. 

However,4 channels are at least required in the example since there are four different 

signals. 

On the other hand, considering timing sequence in the channel assignments will 

result in saving routing channel area. Figure 4.23 shows that only 2 channels are 

needed in the example, if the interconnection between registers are realized by bus

like connections. Data transactions in different time periods are supported by a 

shared bus. Source signals are available in the connection channels only at the 

periods that the corresponding transactions occur. In addition, the connections 

between sources of conditions g, f and relevant of source and target XSHEs are 

also implemented on single bit buses. 

The global router assigns data and conditions channels for XSHEs according 

to the algorithm shown in Figure 4.24. Interconnection buses are allocated in the 

routing region of each bit slice. First the router checks the availability of existing 

data buses at the dema1ld time period ]{. If no bus is available at some time 

f{, when the data transaction is active or the transaction needs exclusive use of 

the connection (after ENDSEQUENCE), a new channel is created. Otherwise, the 

interconnection will be accommodated by an existing channel. This channel is then 

marked at the demand time to prevent a second assignment in the same peri"d. 
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This process continues until each data slice or condition has been assigned to some 

connection bus. 

4.3.2 The Detailed Router 

The actual routing is performed by the detailed router. There are two commu-

nication port regions in an XSHE: upper and lower. A pair of source and target 

XSHEs can assume one of 8 relative location patterns as shown in Figure 4.25. 

Depending on the relative positions of the source and target XSHEs, the detailed 

router first selects proper communication regions for the interconnections with the 

. goal of minimum connection length. Likely, the SWA chip has two external I/O 



ChannelAssignrnent(BitSlice.Step) 
{ 

} 

if (Step != ENDSEQUENCE){ 
Channel = head of the bus link list in BitSlicei 
while (Channel != NULL){ 

} 

if (Channel available at Step) 
break; 

else 
Channel = next bus in the link list; 

if (Channel == NULL){ 
Channel = CreatABus(BitSlice); 
Put Channel in the link list; 

} 
else{ 

} 

Channel = CreatABus(BitSlice); 
Put Channel in the link list; 

Mark Channel at Step; 
return(Channel)i 

Figure 4.24: The Interconnection Bus Assignment Algorithm. 
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communication ports. The router chooses the right I/O port, the top or the bottom 

region of the chip, for the external signals incoming to or outgoing from the chip 

according to the placement. 

Figure 4.26 illustrates the SLF physical layout structure and its corresponding 

logic representation of a fundamental HDL statement in the SWA synthesis sys-

tern. A source or target XSHE usually contains more than one bit. The router 

takes advantage of the segment oriented data structure of the XSHE. Elements of 

a segment are placed in an aligned segment row. For an n bit layout of an XSHE, 

the router repeats the same routing task in each bit slice. This structured layout 
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Figure 4.25: Relative Locations of a Pair of Data Transaction XSHEs. 

of a segment-oriented design will further benefit to the following space compaction 

stage and to the final physical testing of a fabricated chip. 

Four steps realize the detailed routing of the fan out and fan in object of an 

XSHE. First, an AND gate combines source condition 9 and control step J( into a 

conditional control for the source XSHE. This control is then routed into the bit 

slices as a source selection operator of the data bus. Second, each data bit of the 

source XSHE associated with the selection control constructs a conditional connec-

tion to the interconnection bus. The bus privilege will be granted to the source 

whose condition 9 is effective during the control step J(. The third step is to route 

data path from the interconnection bus into the target XSHE. Whether or not the 

bus content is clocked into the target will determined by the clock control operator. 
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Figure 4.26: The SLF Physical Layout Structure of a Fundamental HDL Statement. 
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Figure 4.27: Examples of Segment Object Realizations. 

The fourth AND gate implements the clock operator dispatching logic result of clock 

condition f and control step J( into the clock input of target elements. Conse-

quently, the contents of the fan out and fan in objects of XSHEs are systematically 

routed into the physical layout. 

On the other hand, there is no single method way to realize the segment objects 

of different types of XSHEs. For example, Figure 4.27(a) shows a single memory 

element layout which is different from the realization of a combinational logic unit 

(CLU). The number of SWA columns, me, and the number of SWA rows, mr, 

required to realize a clocked memory element will depend on the actual technology 

in which the SWA is to be realized. They are parameterized in the SWA synthesis 

system in order to be applicable to any technology. Three local data buses D input, 

Q and Q outputs extend vertically from both top and bottom of the device area 

for the fan in and the fan out data. Lines connected to the write enable extend 

from both sides of the device. A row of aligned memory elements realize a register 
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Figure 4.28: Simplification of Gate with Large Number of Input. 

as depicted in Figure 4.27(b). Associated address lines and a cluster of registers 

may be organized to be a RAM. XSHEs of type combinational logic, such as CLU's 

and logic operators, are arranged in gate lists by the pre-compiler. At the detailed 

routing stage, they are mapped one by one into SWA distributed gates. 

A routing-completed SWA design may contain logic elements which have large 

fan in or fan out. A verification route of the system will break a large gate into 

several relative smaller gates according to the circuit timing analysis. Those paths 

with high delay are remained in the second level (fewer inputs) gate, as shown in 

Figure 4.28. Currently the maximum fan in number for a gate is limited to 9. 

The maximum fan out number is also 9. At this stage, the circuit is ready for the 

following design phase - space compaction. 
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4.4 Space Compaction 

Figure 4.29 illustrates an example of preliminary SWA layout generated by the 

system for SEQSEL. The space utilization ratio, as defined by Equation 4.2, of the 

raw layout is quite low at this stage. 

# of programmed cells 01
0 Utilization = ~-'-""--""::"------/( 

total # of cells 

Large areas are filled with blank (unprogrammed) cells represented by dots. 

(4.2) 

A space compaction phase to reduce the amount of unused area follows the 

routing phase. Chip area compaction is achieved first by eliminating unnecessary 

logic and then by folding interconnection wires [35]. The compaction process is 

made efficient by working from the SLF symbolic layout rather than the polygons 

actually used in fabrication. Separating processing technology information from 

the layout compactor contributes significantly to the success of the SWA synthesis 

system. 

4.4.1 Logic Simplification 

The interconnections between XSHEs are by data buses. Control logic must be 

associated with each data source of the bus so that demands on the connections bus 

will not conflict. Bus allocation is dynamic in the interconnection process. Until 

the routing completed, it is not knO\vn· that how many data sources are connected 

to a data bus. 
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X[O] X[l] 
IY[O] IY[l] CLK X[2] X[3] 

+-------� 1-----------1 1-------1-----------1----------1-----+ 
1 x-----all ..... x-----(f) I ..... III ..... x-----al .... x-----(f). . . . 1 

rnm ..... I ..... mm ..... 1 ..... 111 ..... rnm ......... rnm ........ . 
rnm-----+-----mm-----+-----~~~-----rnm---------rnm ........ . 
. (f)-----+x ..... ~-----+x .... 1 I I ...... ~-----x .... ~-----x .. . 
. I .x---o+-----+-x---o+----+++------+-x---+----+-x ... I .. . 
. ~-al-x.1 I ..... ~-~-x.1 1 .... 1 II ...... (f)-~-x.1 .... ~-(f)-x.I .. . 
... .. x-(f)+---------x-(f)+----+++----------x-+--------x.1 .. . 
.. . x-+-o+-------x-+-~+----+++--------x-+-+------x. 1.1 .. . 
. ~-~-x. I I ..... ~-~-x.1 I .... 1 II ...... ~-~-x.1 .... ~-~-x. I .. . 

10 x+---+-+~ .... x+---+-+~ .... 1 I I ..... x+---+-(f) ... x+---+-~... 10 
mm ... 1.1 ..... mm ... 1.1 ..... 111 ..... rnm ... 1 ..... mm ... 1 .... . 
rnm---+-+-----mm---+-+-----~~~-----mm---+-----mm ... I .... . 
. ~---+-+-x .... ~---+-+-x ... I II ...... ~---+--x ... (f)---+--x .. 
.. . x-+-~-+------x-+-o-+---+++--------x-+--+-----x. I .. I .. 
. ~-~-x ... I .... ~-~-x ... 1 ... I I I ...... (f)-~-x .. I ... ~-~-x .. I .. 
x+---+---(f) ... x+---+---~ ... I I I ..... x+---+--~ .. x+---+--(f) .. 
mm ... 1 ....... mm ... 1 ....... 111 ..... mm ... 1 ..... mm ... 1 .... . 
mm---+-------mm---+-------~~~-----rnm---+-----mm ... I .... . 
mm ... 1 ....... mm ... 1 ....... 111 ..... mm ... 1 ..... mm ... 1 .... . 

20 mm---+-------mm---+-------~o~-----mm---+-----mm ... I..... 20 
I ~--x I ....... I ~--x I ....... I I ...... I ~--x I ..... I (O--x I .... . 
x---++----(O .. x---++----~ .. I I ...... x---++---m.x---++---m. 

I .... x~ ..... 11 .... 1 .. 11 .......... 11 ... 1 ..... 11 ... 1. 
I ..... 1 ..... 11 .... x<o.II .......... 11 ... 1 ..... 11 ... 1. 
I ..... 1 ..... 11 ..... 1.11 .......... 11 .. . x<o ••• • 11 ... 1. 
I ..... 1 ..... 11 ..... 1.11 .......... 11 .... 1 .... 11 ... x(f) 
~-----x-----++-----+ol I .......... I I .... I .... 1 1 .... 1 
I ..... I~----+~-----+xll .......... II .... 1 .... 11 .... 1 
I ..... lx----++-----++++----------+~----+----+(f) .... 1 

30 o-----x+----++-----+(OI I .......... I .... 1 .... 1 1 .... 1 30 
· ...... o----+(O-----x. II . . . . . . . . .. I .... I .... II .... I 
· ...... ~----+o-----x.ll ....... '" I .... 1 .... 11 .... 1 
· ........... I ........ I I . . . . . . . . .. m----x----+o .... I 
· ........... I ........ I I . . . . . . . . .. o----x----+m .... I 
· ........... I ........ I I . . . . . . . . .. . ......... lo----x 

.m--+------------+--------xl .................... 1 ..... . 

. I .. I ......... m--+--------+x. . . . . . . . .. . ......... I ..... . 
mm .. 1 ........ mm .. 1 ........ 11 .................... 1 ..... . 
mm--+--------mm--+--------++m ................... 1 ..... . 

40 x---+--------+---+--------o++-o~o ............... I...... 40 
I ... I ........ x---+--------o++-m+o. . . .. . ......... I ..... . 
x---+--------x---+--------o~+-o+o ............... I ..... . 

+-----1------------1----------1-11 1----- ----------1-------+ 
2[0] 2[1] 1 1 1 RESET 2[2] 2[3] 

1 IQ 
I P 
CLK 

Figure 4.29: A Preliminary SWA Layout of SEQSEL Before the Space Compaction. 
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(a) Multi-sources Connection Bus (b) Single Source Bus (c) Unconditional Transaction 

Figure 4.30: Logic Simplification of a Preliminary Layout. 

A case may exist that only a single source is attached to a bus, as an example 

shown in Figure 4.30(a). In this situation, the source has exclusive use of the bus. 

The condi tional connection of the source to the bus is not necessary in this case, and 

can be removed as shown in Figure 4.30(b). Furthermore, if the data transaction is 

not with a source condition, the condition row of the preliminary layout can even 

be eliminated as shown in Figure 4.30( c). This kind of unnecessary logic is detected 

and cleaned up first at the beginning of the compaction phase. 

Unnecessary data path detours are then straightened in the next step. Fig-

ure 4.31(a) shows a typical situation for removing a jog row. The position of the 

merged straight line in Figure 4.31(a) can be placed at column a, b or some other 

column, depending on the space availability. Unnecessary jogs can cause prob-

lems for later compaction steps by reducing the chance for line merging. However, 

intended jogs may be introduced in the final step of the routing phase after the un-

necessary ones have been eliminated. Gates with large number of fan in or fanout 
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Column Column 
a b 

r 
(a) Logic Simplification (b) Gate Simplification 

Figure 4.31: Logic Simplification and Gate Simplification. 

are selected for jogging and jogs (added gate levels) are added to enhance perfor-

mance. Figure 4.31(b) shows an example of this case. The compactor of the SWA 

synthesis system can distinguish the function of jogs. It preserves the intended jogs 

and eliminates the unnecessary ones. 

4.4.2 Physical Minimization 

The second stage of the compactor is to reduce the chip area by folding wires. 

The area minimization of SWA layouts is a two-dimensional optimization problem. 

Our approach is divide and conquer. Wires are folded one-dimension at a time. 

The first pass is column minimization. The goal is to maximize the number of 

wire foldings in the column dimension while minimizing the wire length in the row 

dimension. A cost function defined in Equation 4.3 measures the effect on wire 

length of the rows (columns) when a line (is columns (row) folded in one side from 



SWA Layout 

D rEI F:G', I... '.1' 

Before Minimization 
# of columns = 7 

Length = AE + CE + EF 
=4+2+1=7 

Current line = E 
Candidate line for merge = { B, G } 

Csae 1: merge = ( B, E ) 

E 
ABCDFG 

I I 

-I 
After Minimization 
iJ of columns = 6 

Longth = AB + BF + Be 
=1+3+1=5 

Cost = 5 - 7 = -2 

Csae 2: merge = ( G, E ) 

E 
ABCDFG 

I I 
~ 

I I 

After Minimization 
# of columns = 6 

Length = AG + FG + CG 
",5+1+3=9 

Cost = 9 -7 = 2 

Figure 4.32: An Example of the Cost Function Evaluation. 

current position Lc to a destination L D • 

Cost = LengthD - Lengthc = L: LDLi - I: LCLi 
i 
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(4.3) 

Each term of Equation 4.3 represents a summation of length of wires which have 

one of their wire terminals connected to the folded line f. Li is the coordinate of 

the other terminal of the wires. The total wire length varies when line f changes 

position. 

A line f may have many destinations to relocate. The problem of wire folding 

reduces to finding a destination which leads to the minimum cost of Equation 4.3 

in the candidate set. Figure 4.32 shows an example in which line E has 2 candidate 

destipations for folding. The folding pair (E, B) results in a lower cost than the 

other pair (E, G). A lower cost means less total wire length and benefits to finding 
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D iii: F:G'I 
1 •• - " •• -

Before Minimization 
# of columns = 7 

Length = AE + CE + EF 
=4+2+1=7 

Current line = E 
Candidate line for merge = { B, G } 

Csae 1: merge = ( B, E ) 

E 
ABCDFG 

I 

After Minimization 
tI of columns = 6 

Length = AB + BF + BC 
=1+3+1=5 

Cost = 5 - 7 = -2 

Csse 2: merge = ( G, E ) 

E 
ABCDFG 

I 

After Minimization 
tJ of columns = 6 

Length = AG + FG + CG 
=5+1+3=9 

Cost = 9 -7=2 

Figure 4.33: Another Example of the Cost Function Evaluation. 
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more folding pairs in the other dimension. From this viewpoint, case 1 of merging 

(E, B) is a better choice than case 2 of merging (E, G) in the example. 

The simple minimum cost approach is not always an effective criteria for iden-

tifying pairs for folding. Figure 4.33 shows another example with a line pattern 

slightly different from the previous example. Although the folding pair (E, B) has 

a smaller cost (-2) than the one (2) of pair (E, G), it is not a better selection from 

the global view. Case 1 of merging (E, B) in Figure 4.33 will leave column D with 

no chance to merge with any other lines since its only choice is to merge with line 

B. On the other hand, Case 2 of merging (E, G) leaves more chances for the other 

lines to merge. The final result of the physical minimization will not only depend 

on the cost function hut also rely on the sequence of selecting folding pairs. 



WireFolding(SWA Preliminary Layout) 
{ 

CompactionConstraintGraph = Graph(Layout); 
DestinationNodes = Partition(TheGraph); 
STACK = Sorting(DestinationNodes); 
while (STACK != NULL){ 

} 

Destination = POP(STACK); 
CandidateSet = Candidate Set of the Destination; 
if (CandidateSet != NULL){ 

} 
else 

Costs = Cost(Destination. CandidateSet); 
Source = node with the minimum value in Costs; 
Pair = (Source. Destination); 

Pair = (NULL. Destination); 
Layout = Folding(Layout. Pair); 
delete Source from STACK and. Source Candidate Sets; 

Figure 4.34: The Wire Folding Algorithm. 
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Figure 4.34 illustrates a connectivity const1'aint graph based algorithm which finds 

the largest number of foldable pairs in the layout. The first part of the algorithm 

is to determine the compaction constraints in the layout. A directed graph is used 

to represent the constraints. 

Definition 4.1 Each node of the connectivity constraint graph is a wire with 

location. 

Definition 4.2 An a1TOW edge between two nodes is a legal compaction by 

folding and merging the source node with the destination node. 

An opposite arrow may not exist in a pair of source -+ destination nodes. For 

example, A -+ G is a legal compaction in the example of Figure 4.35(a), while A .- G 

is not since the latter causes a signal conflict in the first row. Figure 4.35(b) shows 

a complete constraint graph of the example. 
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ABCDEFG 

I 

(a) SWA Layout (b) Compaction Constraint Graph 

Figure 4.35: An Example of Connectivity Constraint Graph. 

Definition 4.3 A node without an in-arrow and an out-arrow is an invariant 

in the physical minimization. 

Each segment element of an XSHE is an invariant. Bit slices of a segment object 

are always aligned during the compaction process. 

Definition 4.4 The mobility of a node is equal to the number of out-arrows 

associated with the node. 

Definition 4.5 A source candidate set contains nodes with out-arrows point-

ing to a same destination node. 

A compaction constraint graph can be partitioned into subgraphs of Equa-

tion 4.4, where i is the total number of nodes. 

Graph = {di I di = D( mobility) [source candidate set]} (4.4) 



F (O)[] 
C (1)[ A] 
D (1)[ 8] 
E (2)[ 8, G] 
A (2)[ 8, C, G ] 
G (3)[ E] 
8 (3) [ A, D, E, G ] 

(a) The Stack (b) Wire Folding Pairs 

Figure 4.36: An Example of Connectivity Constraint Graph. 
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The partitioned subgraphs are pushed into a stack in the order of their mobilities. 

Figure 4.36(a) shows the content of the stack for the previous example. 

The second part of the algorithm executes the actual folding task. Instead of 

starting with source nodes to search for destinations, the algorithm begins finding a 

most suitable source node for each destination. Destination nodes are poped from 

the stack one at a time. Nodes with lower mobility have higher priority to select a 

pair mate since they have fewer sow'ce mates to match. If a node has more than one 

choice, the cost function of Equation 4.3 is applied to choose a source with minimum 

cost in the candidate set. From the viewpoint of the source, the destination mate 

may not be its lowest cost choice, but it helps the destination, which has fewer 

choices than the source, to find a possible mate. 

A pair of source and destination nodes are folded and deleted from the stack and 

the source candidate sets. Nodes not able to find any mate will be left unfolded. 

This process executes until the stack is empty. Figure 4.36(b) shows folding pairs 
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Before Compaction After Compaction Ratio 
Benchmark Area Utilization Area Utilization After jBefore 
HWTEST 38 x 36 61.6 % 29 x 14 88.7 % 29.7 % 
SEQSEL 42 x 56 51.1 % 30 x 16 88.3 % 20.4 % 
SHIFTR 18 x 41 64.2 % 12 x 14 88.7 % 22.8 % 
STACK4 110 x 70 54.5 % 85 x 29 86.8 % 32.0 % 
SERCOM 130 x 119 47.1 % 86 x 45 77.3 % 25.0 % 
PROCER 827 x 231 53.4 % 690 x 107 79.8 % 38.6 % 

Table 4.2: Chip Area Comparison between Before and After Compaction. 

selected by the algorithm for the example. Table 4.2 compares chip areas of a set of 

routing completed SWA designs of AHPL benchmarks before and after compaction. 

The compactor reduces more than 70% of chip area for most cases. The absolute 

area advantage of the SWA layouts will be demonstrated in Chapter 7 by comparing 

with the standard cell realizations. 

In summary, symbolic layout and compaction are closely related topics of the 

physical design phase [27]. Symbolic layout captures more of a designer's intent 

than dose pure layout and allows the layout to be updated to new technologies; 

compaction encourages a systematic approach in the routing stage regardless of 

chip utilization. The combination of logic simplification and physical minimization 

stages make the SWA synthesis system a powerful tool for automating the area 

effective designs. 



CHAPTER 5 

Timing Analysis 
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A goal of the SWA synthesis system is the automatic generation of area effective 

designs that meet timins constraints. One traditional approach to delay modeling is 

in circuit level simulation [36], e.g. SPICE [37], of the critical path. The advantage 

of this approach is accuracy: the ability to simulate exactly the real-world behavior 

of devices. A circuit is modeled by a collection of differential equations, and the 

equations are solved to predict the circuit's behavior. This approach produces 

highly accurate results, and has resulted in widespread usage of circuit simulators 

as a design tool. 

Unfortunately, the accuracy of the circuit models comes at a high price in exe

cution time. Switch-level simulators typically require several seconds of CPU time 

per transistor [38]. As a result, the programs are impractical for the state-of-the-art 

VLSI circuits, which can take weeks of execution time. This is especially true when 

one considers timing analysis is performed not once but perhaps tens or even hun

dreds of times during the debugging of a design. It is important for each iteration 

of the analysis and modification loop to be as fast as possible. Although there have 
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been recent improvements in the speed of circuit simulators [39, 40, 41], they still 

require too much time for VLSI circuits. 

The SWA synthesis system uses an innovative approach to the delay modeling 

for distributed gates, where speed is the primary consideration. The SWA delay 

model treats each distributed gate as an attribute-based primitive gate with different 

internal and external connection wires. Instead of solving differential equations, the 

SWA model determines delays by lookup from a multi-dimensional table Only a few 

microseconds of execution time are needed per gate. The propagation delay along 

a circuit path is the sum of the delay segments of distributed gates in the path. 

The critical path of an SWA design can be identified with an O(n) timing analysis 

algorithm. For most AHPL Benchmarks, the table-lookup method results is 5 orders 

of magnitude speedup over SPICE for the same circuits with error margin less than 

6%. 

Although extensive literature exists concerning path delay analyses of designs 

with localized gates [42, 43, 44, 45, 46], i.e., standard cells or gate arrays, very 

little work has been reported regarding the electrical properties of distributed gate 

layouts. For localized gate designs, a circuit is represented as a network of full 

custom-designed gates. Each gate contains a detailed description of the physical 

and electrical characteristics in the library. This information provides an absolute 

adva:,ltage to an accurate timing analysis. On the contrast, a distributed gate 

constructed from diversified element cells is not in a position of providing gate 
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level timing information. The continuum of configurations of distributed gates 

with different internal and external length of wires is not consistent with delay 

information in the library. The design of the performance data base for SWA's is a 

new challenge. 

5.1 Gate Attributes 

To characterize diversified configurations of a distributed gate, the following def

initions are central to the proposed SWA table-lookup timing analysis technique. 

Definition 5.1 An SWA cell contains a pair of complementary N-channel and 

P-channel transistors and a set of horizontal and vertical wires across 

the cell. 

Definition 5.2 An input cell is an SWA cell whose transistor inputs connect 

to an input literal. 

Definition 5.3 A distributed gate is an SWA row of consecutive cells from 

the first input cell to the last input cell. 

Definition 5.4 An output cell of a distributed gate is an input cell of another 

distributed gate. 

Definition 5.5 An intemal wire cell is an SWA cell in a distributed gate 

other than an input cell. 
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Gate Attribute = (3, 3, 2,4) 
Symbolic Representation: X-O-XOO-X 
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.......... , ................... ,. ........ . 
: III . 
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Figure 5.1: An Example Distributed Ga;te with an Attribute of (3,3,2,4). 

Definition 5.6 An external wire cell is an SVI/A cell connecting to an output 

cell outside the gate. 

Definition 5.7 A primitive gate is an SWA gate containing no wire cells. 

Definition 5.8 A distributed gate attribute is characterized by a description 

containing four slots (n, m, Li , Le), where n is the number of gate inputs, 

m is the number of gate outputs, Li is the number of internal wire cells 

in the gate, and Le is the number of external wire cells out of the gate. 
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According to the above definitions, the example distributed gate illustrated in Fig-

ure 5.1 has an attribute of (3,3,2,4). 

The effectiveness of the timing model is based on an observation that distributed 

gates with the same attribute have about same delay regardless of cell configuration. 

For example, Figure 5.2 shows a set of gates characterized by an attribute of (3,3,2,4) 

all have same SPICE delay of 1.595 ns for an input excitation from low to high. 
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Figure 5.2: Various Gate Configurations with Same Attribute of (3,3,2,4). 
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This property allows a uniform and compact approach to storage of delay values 

for diverse configurations of distributed gates. 

Primitive gutes and wires are considered as the basic constructs of a distributed 

gate in the delay model. The delay properties of the basic components are measured 

by running SPICE and distilling the results down to a multi-dimensional table. 

When analyzing a circuit, distributed gates are first broken down and mapped into 

the basic components according to the gate attribute and then the delay values for 

these components are looked up from the table. Neglecting the effect of input rise 

time, the proposed delay estimate of a gate is computed quickly by the empirical 

linear approximation given in Equation 5.1. 

Delay(n, m, L j , Le) = Gate(n, m, 0, 0)+ l¥ir'e(n, m, L j , 0)+ l¥ire(n, m, 0, Le) (5.1) 
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The following sections will justify this expression and develop the mechanism for 

computing and retrieving each term. We shall conclude that this simple equation 

is justified because delay is very nearly linearly related to capacitance values. 

5.2 Primitive Gate Delay Modeler 

The first term of Equation 5.1 is primitive gate delay Gate(n, m, 0, 0) represent-

ing the intrinsic delay of the gate with n input cells and the loading delay resulting 

from capacitances on the m output cells. The input excitation is made active only 

on the input having the longest path length to the farthest output. Both delays 

of rising (low to high) and falling (high to low) are measured for NAND gates with 

input and output numbers varying from 1 to 9 respectively. All SPICE simulations 

and delay tabulations are based on the processing conditions of 2/1 technology. The 

tabulation would be redone as more refined technologies are adopted. 

The delay of a single isolated primitive gate with n inputs and m loads is repre-

sen ted in the table as S PIC E( n, m). However, the delay of a gate within a network 

is more complex to estimate than the delay of a single isolated gate. Equation 5.2 

provides an approximate delay value for a primitive gate within a path. 

1 
Gate(n,m,O,O) = SPICE(n,O) + [(SPICE(n,m) - SPICE(n, 0)] * (1 --) 

m 

(5.2) 
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Figure 5.3: Delay Estimation of Primitive Gate along a Path 

SPICE(n, 0) is the approximate intrinsic delay assignable to the n inputs without 

output load as determined by SPICE simulation. Similarly, SPICE(n,m) is the 

SPICE measurement of the n input gate but with m output loads. The difference 

between those two terms is the delay assignable to the m output loads. In a gate 

network, the loading capacitance seen from the stage v of a path of interest will 

become the driving capacitance when the delay computation focuses on the gate of 

stage 11 + 1. The delay associated with a single capacitance will be counted twice as 

a load in one stage and as a drive in the next stage if a gate delay is simply equal 

to SPICE(n,m), as shown in Figure 5.3(a). Equation 5.2 considers all the gate 

capacitances along the path effective in terms of intrinsic driving delay, as shown 

in Figure 5.3(b). The 11m loading delay of each gate along the path is therefore 

remoyed from the gate delay estimation of Equation 5.2. 
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5.3 Wire Delay Modeler 

The second term of Equation 5.1 is the internal wire delay vVire(n, m, Lj, 0) pa

rameterized with the wire length Li measured for a gate with n input and m output 

cells. Some of the results of SPICE delay simulation for gates with 1 through 9 in

put and output cells and with varying internal wire length are shown in Figure 5.4. 

Unit wire cell delay increases linearly for most gate configurations. But some gates 

with lower input number n have non-linear curves in the short wire length region. 

An empirical linear Equation 5.3 was obtained from extensive experiments to ap

proximate the internal wire delays. 

Wire(n, m, L;, 0) = { (5.3) 

The solid line in Figure 5.5 graphically represents Equation 5.3 applied to an 

instance of a gate with 2 inputs and 4 outputs to approximate the dash line mea

surements of SPICE. 51 of Equation 5.3 is the average delay increase assignable to 

long internal wires. J(I is determined by the maximum difference of SPICE mea

surements and values of 51 * L i • The intention is to make the table lookup values 

J(I + SI * Li a close upper bound of the corresponding SPICE delays. Experimen

tal results demonstrate that J(I + 51 * Li is a very good approximation for long 

wires-. However, it yields excessively high values for short lines of gates with low 

input number n. A critical wire length Nn,m is found for every SPICE curve of gate 
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Figure 5.4: Short Wire Delays of SPICE. 
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(n,m), where delay at this point is equal to ! *](1 + S[ * Nn,m' For those wires 

shorter than Nn,m, delays are computed by the term SI * Li only. By not adding 

the constant term to some gates with very short wires, Equation 5.3 balances delay 

estimations over the whole region. Equation 5.3 is particular necessary in a critical 

path of short lines than the wire length Nn,m' With similar analysis, the third term 

of Equation 5.1, the external wire delay, can be determined by Equation 5.4 

if Le < Mn,m 
(5.4) 

otherwise 

The values of Gate(n, m, 0, 0), ](J, ](E, S[, SE, Nn,m, and A1n,m measured from 

SPICE for each gate (n,m) for values 0 through 9 is given in the table in Appendix D. 

Figure 5.6 lists part of the data of this lookup table for convenience. From this table, 

the delay of an example gate with the attribute of (2,4,15,8) excited from low to 

high can be determined as follows. 

Delay(2,4,4,9) = 

= 1.8002 ns 

0.988 

+ (0*0.3605 + 0.0714*4) 

+ (1*0.1441 + 0.0425*9) 

Gate (2,4,0,0) 

Wire (2,4,4,0) N=8 

Wire (2,4,0,9) M=6 

The table lookup delay 1.8002 ns is 99.42% accurate as compared to the SPICE 

result of 1.8106 ns for this exam9le. 



+========================================+ 
Input Excitation: 0 --> 1 unit = ns 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Row = Number of Gate Input 
Column = Number of Fanout Load 

======================================== 
o 1 2 3 4 

-----+------+------+------+------+------
I 0.01410.302 10.511 10.681 10.830 
I 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 
I 10.841 10.690 10.575 10.482 

1 I 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 
I 10.021910.021910.021910.0220 
I 10 10 10 10 
I 110 110 110 110 

-----+------+------+------+------+------
I 0.21810.465 10.663 10.833 10.988 -> Primitive Gate Delay 
I 10.582 10.498 10.433310.3605 -> K (Internal Wire) 
I 10.339 10.251 10.189710.1441 -> K (External Wire) 

2 I 10.070710.070710.070810.0714 -> S (Internal Wire) 
I 10.042510.042510.042510.0425 -> S (External Wire) 
I 17 18 18 18 1-> N (Internal Wire) 
I 16 16 16 16 1-> M (External Wire) 

-----+------+------+------+------+------1 
I 0.39310.640 10.862 11.066 11.259 I 
I 10.583910.518710.479110.42241 
I 10.160010.103910.064110.03931 

3 I 10.095310.095510.095510.09611 
I 10.063410.063410.063510.06341 
I 18 18 18 18 I 
I 14 14 13 13 I 

1-----+------+------+------+------+------1 
I 0.62410.905 11.160 11.400 11.632 I 
I 10.596010.492510.517110.51131 
I 10.067610.029510.011 10.0 I 

4 I 10.117810.119410.118310.11811 
I 10.084410.084410.084310.08541 
I 18 18 19 110 I 
I 12 12 11 10 I 

-----+------+------+------+------+------1 
I 0.92611.235 11.530 11.801 12.071 I 
I 10.590810.510910.517710.52081 
I 10.014810.0 10.0 10.0 I 

5 I 10.140010.140010.140010.14001 
I 10.105610.105910.105810.10581 
I 19 19 110 19 I 
I 11 11 10 10 I 

+========================================+ 

Figure 5.6: Parti<iJ Lookup Table. 
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~~ Node 
..:.;...:..:...:...:..-- Path -----

,--- EndPoint ~ 

Figure 5.7: Path Delay Analysis of a Circuit. 

5.4 Critical Path Analysis 

In synchronous digital systems, the maximum speed of the clock is determined 

by the slowest of all possible signal propagation paths during a machine cycle. This 

path is the critical path. As depicted in Figure 5.7, critical path analysis of the 

SWA synthesis system begins at input or start points and computes arrival times 

at successive nodes in the logic graph. A start point of a critical path is either an 

input to the SLF design database or the output of a storage element. The maximum 

arrival of a node output is determined by the largest sum over all node inputs of 

input arrival time plus the delay of the node. Each node delay is computed with the 

distributed gate delay modeler of Equation 5.1. The computational complexity of 

a single node is constant as given by Equation 5.1 regardless of the number of start 



CriticalPath(StartPoints) 
{ 

} 

for (i=O; i<# of StartPoints; i++) 
StartPointPathDealys = LongestPath(StartPoints); 

CriticalStartPoint = MaxDelay(StartPointPathDealys); 
CriticalXSHEs = PathXSHEs of the CriticalStartPoint; 
CriticalDelay = PathDelay of the CriticalStartPoint; 

LongestPath(node) 
{ 

} 

if (node == EndPoint){ 
NodeDelay = Delay(node); 
LongestNode = node; 

} 
else{ 

} 

for (j=O; j<# of node's children; j++) 
ChildDelays = LongestPath(Children); 

MaxNodeDelay = MaxDelay(ChildDelays); 
LongestNode = the node with MaxNodeDelay; 

PathXSHEs += LongestNode; 
PathDelay += MaxNodeDelay; 
return (PathXSHEs, PathDelay); 

Figure 5.8: A Critical Path Trace Algorithm. 
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points in the SLF. A single pointer to the worst predecessor, which determines the 

arrival time, is kept for each node. This process continues through the graph until 

all the end points of paths are reached. An end point is defined similarly as either 

an output from the SLF layout or the input of a storage element. 

The worst path of each start point may contain numerous nodes depending on 

the efficiency of logic synthesis algorithms. The number of nodes along the path is 

limited and not proportional to the number of start points. This makes the total 

complexity of identifying the worst path of each starting point a constant. with 

respect to the number of start points. Finally the critical path of an SWA design 
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of n start points can be found by comparing the worst case of each start point with 

the complexity of O( n). Figure 5.8 summarizes the critical path trace algorithm 

coded in the SWA Synthesis System. 

5.5 Correction for Input Rise and Fall Time 

The propagation delay of each path is assumed to be the sum of gate delays 

calculated by Equation 5.1. However, the waveform through a chain of gates may 

have different transition times from the default value (5 ns) in the lookup table. 

Figure 5.9 shows two consecutive gates A and B in a gate network. An input transi

tion waveform of gate B is the output waveform of its predecessor gate A. In practice, 

the effective resistance of gate B depends on the input transition waveform. If the 

trigger transistor of gate B turns on instantaneously, then its full driving power is 

used to charge or discharge the output capacitance and the transistor has a rela

tively low effective resistance. According to the Mead and Conway T model [47], 

delay = R*C, gate B then has a lower delay and a relatively faster output transition 

time. On the other hand, if the trigger of gate B turns on slowly, then much of the 

charge or discharge of Co may take place while only the gate is partially turned-on. 

In this case its effective resistance and the corresponding delay will be higher. 

Experimental results in Appendix E.1 shows a slow output transition waveform 

or a long delay of gate A in Figure 5.9 makes its next stage gate B have a longer 
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transition 

Critical Path 

waveform Stage v+1 

Stage v 

Figure 5.9: Signal Waveform in a Gate Network. 

delay than the table lookup estimation by Equation 5.1. This difference, 

DiJJ= SPICE(n,m,Lj,Le ) - Table(n,m,Lj,Le), (5.5) 

is almost linearly proportional to gate B input delay, as shown in Figure 5.10. 

Furthermore, the difference value of Equation 5.5 also depends on the configura

tion of gate B. For a given same input transition, the difference increases with the 

load on the driving transistor of gate B. Appendix E.2 illustrates the experimental 

data for a 25 ns input delay versus various gate configurations. Those results are 

graphically illustrated in Figure 5.11. From the figure, it shows that the difference 

does not increase linearly with respect to the gate delay. The slope e of the differ

ence decreases as the gate configuration becomes complex. Further data analysis 

shows that the difference is actually linearly sensitive to the cube root of the gate 

delay. The relationship is clearly illustrated in Figure 5.12 where the gate delay 

value is replaced by its cube root. 
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Figure 5.10: Experimental Results for Determining the Correction for Input Rise 
or Fall Time (Approximated by Input Delay). 
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Figure 5.11: Necessary Correction for 25 ns Input Rise Time versus Delay for 
Various Gate Configuration. 
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Figure 5.12: Necessary Correction for 25 ns Transition Time versus Cube Root of 
Gate Delay for Various Gate Configuration. 
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The difference between the actual delay and the table lookup value due to dif-

ferent transition times from the default in the table must be corrected into the 

timing model. Equation 5.6 is proposed as an expression for the difference given in 

Equation 5.5. The constant J(t and the values of exponents power a and b are to 

be determined. 

Diff - J{t * f(a, b) 

- J{t * (Input Delayt * (Gate Delay)b (5.6) 

Extensive experiments as one set documented in Appendix E.3 were conducted 

to determine the value of the constant J{t for different powers a and b of Equa-

tion 5.6. The ratio of the difference to the parameters are calculated in each sct 

of experiments. As summarized in Appendix E.4, an individually accurate value of 

J{t was computed for each pair (a, b) for each input delay/gate delay data point. 

Based on the hypothesis that a constant J(t could be found, the average ]{t for 
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all data points was computed. The values of a and b were selected for which the 

average deviation from this proposed mean J(t as computed from Equation 5.7 was 

minimal. 

A verage Deviation 
D;· IT " Dill 

"(~ _ ~ !(a.b) )2 
~ J(a,b) n 

n 

(5.7) 

Input delay varies in a 20 ns interval from i? ns to 165 ns for the high to low input 

excitation and in a 5 ns interval from 5 ns to 45 ns for the high to low excitation for 

each set of 17 different gate configurations. J(t is determined by taking the average 

ratio of all the experiments except the inverters with an attribute of (1,1,0,1). The 

inverter results were not included in the calculation because the transition correction 

for small gates with short wires depends on more than Input Delay and Gate Delay. 

For some inverter cases in the experiments, gate delays of SPICE measurements 

are negative. This is due to the output transition occurring ahead of the input 

transition at the time of 50% signal transition, as shown in Figure 5.13. Not adding 

the transition correction term to small gates with very short wires will have little 

impact to the final result since most delay estimate discrepancy comes from complex 

gates with long delay. 

The set of experiments with a = 0.77 and b = 0.25, and with input excitation 

high to low yielded an average [(t of 0.839 with an average deviation of 7%. In 

another set of experiments with a = 0.66 and b = 0.33, and with low to high input 
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transition yielded a different constant J(t of 0.206 with 16% average deviation. 

Appendix E.4 lists the results for the various values of a and b which were tried. In 

summary, gate delays along a path can be computed from Equation 5.8 for various 

input delays, where Delay(n, m, Lj, Le) is the uncorrected gate delay estimated from 

Equation 5.1. 

if Input Delay < 5 ns 

Delay = 
Delay( n, m, Lj, Le) + J(t * (Input. Delay) a * (Gate Delay)b otherwise 

J(t = 0.839, a = 0.77, b = 0.25 for input 1 -+ 0 

J(t = 0.206, a = 0.66, b = 0.33 for input 0 -+ 1 

(5.8) 

5.6 Delay Determination for AHPL Benchmarks 

A pilot version of the timing analysis phase of the SWA synthesis system has 

been implemented and successfully applied to the AHPL Benchmarks over a range 

of network size and complexity. The input of the timing analyzer is the l'outing-

completed SLF representation. The critical path of each design is identified with 

path segments containing gate configurations and their corresponding delays cal-

culated by the table lookup method. Those critical paths are then simulated with 

SPICE for the purpose of comparison. The intention is to use the SPICE measure-

ments to evaluate the accuracy and efficiency of the table lookup timing analysis 

approach to assure the benefit of the input transition correction term. The absolute 
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# of Path Table SPICE Ratio 
Benchmark Segments (ns) (ns) (Table/SPICE) Accuracy 
SHIFTR 7 5.98 5.62 106.40 % 93.60 % 
HWTEST 10 11.11 11.08 100.27 % 99.73 % 
SEQSEL 10 10.36 10.66 97.19 % 97.19 % 
SERCOM 15 30.02 30.98 96.90 % 96.90 % 
STACK4 8 20.24 21.18 95.56 % 95.56 % 
PROCER 33 265.50 333.83 79.53 % 79.53 % 

Table 5.1: Performance of the AHPL Benchmarks without the Correction Term. 

performance of the designs depends on details of the SWA cell design and the actual 

processing technology. 

Table 5.1 illustrates circuit performance of the AHPL Benchmarks based on 

the 2/1 technology detailed in Appendix F. Critical path complexity varies from 7 

segments of a simple shift register circuit HWTEST to 33 segments of a 4-bit proces-

sor. Path delays are calculated using Equation 5.1 without adding the correction 

term. Most benchmarks have highly accurate delay estimation as compared to the 

corresponding SPICE measurement except for the processor. 

The discrepancy of the processor results between table lookup value and SPICE 

measurement is the result of many complex gates along the critical path which cause 

inaccurate estimates of successor gate delays. The input rise time correction term 

given by Equation 5.8 makes an improvement in accuracy, which is summarized in 

Table 5.2. The table based delay calculations for all benchmarks are within 6 % 

of the SPICE's results, while requiring an 5 orders magnitude less execution time 

than SPICE. Appendix G lists detailed timing analysis of each path. 
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Performance Analysis (ns) Execution Time (sec.) 
Benchmark Table SPICE Ratio Table SPICE Efficiency 
SHIFTR 5.98 5.62 106.40 % 0.00038 60 2.5*10e4 
HWTEST 11.11 11.08 100.27 % 0.00027 135 5.0*10e5 
SEQSEL 10.36 10.66 97.19 % 0.00058 180 3.1 *10e5 
SERCOM 30.02 30.98 96.90 % 0.00042 385 9.2*10e5 
STACK4 21.59 21.18 101.94 % 0.00042 235 5.6*10e5 
PROCER 345.59 333.83 103.52 % 0.00049 11640 2.9*10e7 

Table 5.2: Performance of the AHPL Benchmarks with the Correction Term. 

Simple, fast and accurate are the merits of the timing analysis phase of the SWA 

synthesis system. Two features contribute to the success of the timing analyzer. 

The first feature, the table lookup approach based on the gate attribute, enables 

the system to handle a variety of different circuit constructs in a uniform fashion. 

The second feature is the simple and adequately accurate correction term, which 

tunes table lookup results in atypical path configurations without any additional 

table. Those issues makes the S\VA synthesis system a complete and efficient design 

automation system. 
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CHAPTER 6 

Implementation 

The SWA synthesis system implements the ideas and the synthesis algorithms 

presented in Chapter 4 and 5. The system consists of a coherent set of programs 

that perform the synthesis of a digital system from its description in the hardware 

language to the symbolic specifications of the masks needed to fabricate the chip. 

This chapter describes some implementation characteristics of the system. That 

implementation was accomplished at the Computer-Aided Design and Test Labo

ratory of the University of Arizona on the VAXstation 3100s. The system contains 8 

software modules with a total of more than 22,000 lines of C code. Figure 6.1 shows 

the first level of the system organization and the size of each software modules in 

terms of code lines. 

6.1 Design Representations and Data Files 

The front-end design entry of the SWA synthesis system is expected to be the 

text-based representation in a Hardware Description Language (HDL). The design 
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Module 0 Module 1 

Main User 
inJer/ace 

Size: 83 Size: 1383 

//\'" ~ 
Module 2 Module 3 Module 4 

RlF / ConJrol ~ Placement 
inJer/ace Realization 

Size: 1137 Size: 970 Size: 1705 

/ J '" Module 5 Modula 6 Module 7 

Routing Space Timing 
Compaction Analysis 

Size: 7050 Size: 7256 Size: 2690 

Figure 6.1: Software Modules of the SWA Synthesis System. 

and development of the HDL compiler are beyond the research scope of this disser-

tation. The rapid implementation of the S\VA synthesis system is facilitated by an 

already existing three stage AHPL-based hardware compiler [10]. Basic structure 

of the AHPL hardware compilation system is as follo~vs. The first stage of the 

compiler scans and parses the AHPL description and converts it to a set of exe-

cutable tables. Stage 2 assigns control states and translates the stage 1 tables into 

a linked list description of hardware segments and interconnecting logic. Stage 3 is 

the actual hardware compiler developed for different target design methodologies 

from standard cells, gate arrays to SLAs. 

The first two stages of the AHPL hardware compiler are currently incorporated 

into the S\VA synthesis system as a design entry pre-compiler. Four different design 
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Figure 6.2: Design Representation Files of the SWA Synthesis System. 
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representations of a VLSI object evolve in the synthesis system, as shown in Fig

ure 6.2. Those representations are organized into files of design. x with different 

extensions of x characterizing the representation level. design. hpc is the design en

try of the system specified with a register-transfer-Ievellanguage, specifically AHPL. 

An example of design .hpc file was shown in Figure 3.4. The pre-compiler translates 

the design entry into a technology independent table-based data file design. tab. 

Detailed data format of this stage is documented in [10]. The RIF interface arranges 

design. tab into a segment-oriented data representation design. rif in the RTL 

intermediate format detailed in Chapter 3. Finally the system compiles the design 

into the cell-based SWA representation design. slf in the symbolic layout format. 

An example of the graphical representation of the S'vVA object file is illustrated 

in Figure 3.5. The wire connection characteristics of design. slf can be further 

extracted into a text file design. wir, as an example given in Appendix B. Those 

design representations are the essential data files of the system. 

Figure 6.3 shows five other data files in the system supporting the execution of 

design compilations. Four of them have been introduced in the previous chapters. 

espo. inp and espo. out are the interface files between the system and the two

level logic minimizer Espresso. Espresso is employed in the system to simplify 

the combinational logic of the control unit. Those interface files are automatically 

generated and applied by the system. Appendix C is an example of the data format 

of the two files. 
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Figure 6.3: Data Files of the SWA Synthesis System. 
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Besides the fully automatic placement option, the system also provides a user 

interface file place. aux to accept user placement suggestions. It allows designers 

to explore different system solutions by changing the positions of the XSHEs in 

the placement table. Figure 4.20 shows an example of the place. aux file. The 

lookup table lookup. tab listed in Appendix D provides SPICE simulation data for 

different configurations of the distributed gates in the SWA. This table facilitates a 

simple, fast and accurate timing analysis of the S\VA designs as shown in Chapter 

5. 

Finally the system options file user. opt allows the designer to tailor the S\VA 

synthesis system to meet particular desig,n needs or environments. For example, 
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the designer can determine the placement mechanism, the procedures of the design 

flow, and the result printout format, etc., by adjusting the following flags. 

1* System Options *1 
int AUTO PLACE = 1 ; 1* 1 : automatic placement 

0: user suggestion placement *1 
int OLD_AUTO PLACE = o· , 1* 1 : using old placement algorithm 

0: using connection complexity matrix *1 
int ite_time_improve = l' 1* 1 : iterative timing improvement , 

0: single pass *1 
int ite_before_min = o· , 1* 1 : space compaction in the loop 

0: after the loop *1 
int min_Cpath_delay = 1 ; 1* 1 : performance effective 

0: area effective *1 
....... 

The system is designed to be applicable for different technology limitations. The 

users may provide technology constraints for different design objects, as examples 

given below. 

1* Technology Constraints 
int add_inverter = 1; 1* 

*1 
1: inverter explicitly realized 
0: implicitly *1 

int MAXFANIN 
int MAXFANOUT 
int io_delay 

= 1; 1* 1: limited # of fanin and fanout 

= 
= 
= 

g. , 
9; 
o· , 

0: without limitation *1 
1* max # of fanin *1 
1* max # of fanout *1 
1* 1: considering external I/o as an 

path delay item 
0: I/o not included *1 

= 3; 1* 1: alloc new lines for each gate 
2: combine several gates together 
3: leave the most critical path 

in the original gate *1 

The system also provides different formulas for computing the critical path delay 

in the timing analysis phase. In addition, the contents of Equation 5.1 and 5.7 can 

be modified by changing following paramGters. 

1* Timing Analysis Formulas *1 
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int formula = 3; /* 0: delay = primitive + Si*Li + Se*Le + load 
1: delay = primitive + Si*Li + Se*Le + load + 

max(Ki IKe) 
2: delay = primitive + Si*Li + Se*Le + load + 

Ki + Ke 
3: same as 2 but using the critical # to 

determine Ki and Ke */ 
float threshold = 5e-9; /* default input delay for correction */ 
int precise_formula = 1; /* transition correction formulas 
0: 0->1 diff = Kh2la*(input delay) * cbrt(gate delay) 

1->0 diff = K12ha*(input delay) * cbrt(gate delay) 
1: 0->1 diff = Kh2lb*(input delay)**ah2l * (gate delay)**bh2l 

1->0 diff = K12hb*(input delay)**a12h * (gate delay)**b12h */ 
float Kh2la = 186.6718; /* simple formula for 1->0 */ 
float K12ha = 90.1216; /* simple formula for 0->1 */ 
float Kh2lb = 0.8395851; /* constant K for 1->0 */ 
float Kl2hb = 0.206337; /* constant K for 0->1 */ 
float ah21 = 0.77; /* power a for 1->0 */ 
float bh21 = 0.25; /* power b for 1->0 */ 
float al2h = 0.66; /* power a for 0->1 */ 
float bl2h = 0.33; /* power b for 0->1 */ 

For different SWA cell libraries, the system is able to synthesize the correspond-

ing layouts by changing fundamental cell configurations. 

/* Cell Configurations */ 
int MEMRSIZE = 2; /* memory row size */ 
int MEMCSIZE = 2; /* memory column size */ 
int MEMCIN = 1 ; /* memory input location */ 
int MEMCOUT = 2; /* memory output location */ 
int CELLROW = 2; /* # of row wires in cell */ 
int CELLCOL = 3' 1* # of column wires in cell */ J 

........ 

Furthermore, the designer is allowed to define his or her own symbols for the 

graphical SLF layouts. The circuit is not necessarily printed with the default sym-

boIs as follows. 

/* Layout Symbols */ 
char LMEM = 'm' ; /* memory */ 
char LOR = 'x' ; /* OR cell */ 
char LAND = 'Il)' ; /* AND cell */ 
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char LBAND = '0' ; /* NAND cell */ 
char LCOL = , I ' ; /* Horizontal wire */ 
char LROW = ,-, . /* Vertical wire *1 • 
char LCROS = '+' ; /* Crossing .. Tire *1 
char LNULL = , , . 1* Blank cell *1 . • 
char LVCC = 'e' ; 1* vee cell *1 
char LVDD = 'D' ; 1* VDD cell *1 
char LINV = 'I' ; 1* INVERTER *1 
........ 

Appendix H illustrates a complete list of the system options. This feature makes 

the SWA synthesis system a very flexible and efficient design environment. 

6.2 Data Structures 

The essential data structures of different representation levels of a VLSI object 

are defined in the header files SOla. h and layout. h of the system. Header file SOla. h 

contains data structures of a design in the logic RIF data base and in the physical 

SLF data organization. The basic data element in swa. h is the segment-oriented 

XSHE. Header file layout. h specifies the data representation of an SWA from the 

perspective of wires. Each wire defined with layout. h is an independent object 

regardless of the logic meaning of the signals conveyed in the wire. 

An XSHE is a well-organized data structure designed appropriately for RIF. Fig-

ure 6.4 illustrates the primary data fields of an XSHE and their corresponding data 

structures defined in the two data objects of segoodb and datoodb. Routings of 

the Placement and Routing phase manipulate design data of XSHEs and synthesis 
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segoodb.iml./oco/ 
segoodb.int2.hico/ db segoo . type 

~--~------~~~~~-------------, 
Segment [5]- A[O:3] type m 1 <J----T 

FAN OUT Logic step target fanoutcond 
segoodb.ptr 3 !outp 

3 (11) B[O:3] NULL 

datoodb.nextp c::: all BUS[O:3] DCD[O] 

FAN IN Logic step source segoodb.ptr2.clkp 
segoodb.ptrl.finp 3 (11) X[O:3] NULL 

datoodb.step datoodb.data 
segoodb.ptr3.casign 

Figure 6.4: Primary Data Structure Fields of an XSHE. 

it into physical layouts. Figure 6.5 shows the major layout objects and their cor-

responding names used in the routings. Detailed compilation algorithms applied in 

those two phases were elaborated in Chapter 4. 

The data structure of an SWA layout is designed hierarchically. Table 6.1 lists 

different hierarchical line types in the SWA layout data structure and their corre-

sponding objects of the representation data structure. A pointer symlay connects 

to a system layout structure specifying characteristics of the circuit. Figure 6.6 

illustrates the application of the layout data structure in an SWA ftoorplan. This 

includes the height and the width of the chip in terms of numbers of segment 

columns (ncseg) and rows (nrseg) in the layout. The system layout structure also 

defines locations of the XSHEs of control bus and external I/O, denoted as ctrcsub, 

upiorseg and lowiorseg respectively. Real estate of the two-dimensional data 
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Figure 6.5: Major Layout Objects and Names in the Routings. 

Laout S\VA Representation 
Level Data Structure Data Structure 

1 syrnlay system 
2 lsegline segment columns 

segment rows 
3 lsubline bit-slices of a segment column 

fanin, fanout, segment objects 
4 llayline WHes 
5 lsecline wire sections in a folded llayline 
6 lsigline wire signals in a folded llayline 

Table 6.1: Hierarchical Line Types of the S\VA Layout Data Structure. 
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upioseg 

E)(temaJ 1/0 Ports 

lsegline Segment Row 

nrseg 

\ E)(!emalllO Ports 
~~~~ 

ctrcsub Bus lowioseg 

Figure 6.6: Layout Data Structure Applied in an SWA Floorplan. 

unit of an SWA is specified in the two data link lists beginning with the heads of 

lsubline (layout sub-segment line) and lsegline (layout segment line), as also 

shown in Figure 6.6. 

A layout segment line may contain several sub-segment lines which are con-

structed with actual wires of the SWA, as shown in Figure 6.7(a). \Vire is the 

basic line unit named as llayline (layout line) in the SWA data structure. The 

horizontal side of an SWA has the same hierarchical partitioned line structure as 

the vertical side. The intersection of a horizontal wire and a vertical wire is a basic 

grid point of the SWA data structure. A basic physical layout line may contain 

several logic wire sections (denoted as lsecline in the data structure) after wire 

folding. Line sections may overlap in a basic layout line, as shown in Figure 6. 7(b). 
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Figure 6.7: Organization of Hierarchical Line Types in SWA Layouts. 
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Line sections overlapping occurs frequently in a data bus. Those sections belong to 

a same logic signal and can not fold with other lines separately. The data structure 

lsigline contains line sections of the same signal in a folded SWA wire. 

Detailed definitions of layout data structures of those hierarchical lines are listed 

in the header files layout. h of the source program. Table 6.2 illustrates the major 

layout data structure manipulated in the corresponding synthesis phases. 

6.3 System Organization 

The SWA synthesis system has been implemented in 8 software modules of 40 

major C source routing files. Each file Gontains several subroutines. Figure 6.8 
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Level Data Structure Synthesis Phase 
1 symlay Placement 
2 lsegline Placement 
3 lsubline Placement 
4 llayline Routing 
5 lsecline Routing, Space Compaction 
6 lsigline Space Compaction 

Table 6.2: Layout Data Structure and the Corresponding Synthesis Phases. 

illustrates the file organization of the software modules. The main program deter-

mines the design flow of the SWA synthesis system. The space compaction phase 

may be executed only once after the most effective placement has been found for 

a performance preferred design. As shown in Figure 4.19, the design flow may be 

changed from the default by including the space compaction phase into the iteration 

loop. 

The user interface module adjust system options to fit a particular design en-

vironment by reading a user provided decision file user. opt. It also reports the 

intermediate and final synthesized results to the designer. The RIF interface module 

translates the pre-compiler (stage02) table-based design representation into the RIF 

data base as the front-end design entry for the following synthesis phases. Modules 

of the actual hardware compilation executes the algorithms developed in Chapter 4 

and 5. Table 6.3 summarizes major functions of each software module of the SWA 

synthesis system. The corresponding data files applied in the modules are listed in 

Table 6.4 separately. 



Software Module 

O. Main Program 

1. User Interface: 

2. RIF Interface: 

3. Control Realization: 

4. Placement: 

5. Routing: 

6. Space Compaction: 

7. Timing Analysis: 

Source File 

main.c 

interact.c 
readdef.c 

printoodb.c 
printseg.c 

printlayout.c 

getsegtab.c 
setupoodb.c 

loadid.c 
loadseg.c 

getdata.c 
getclu.c 

minctr.c 
routectr.c 

assignbus.c 
placement.c 
replace.c 

routing.c 
routeO.c 
route1. c 

malllmem.c 
route2.c 
route3.c 
route4.c 
route5.c 
route6.c 

layoutclu.c 
route8.c 
route9.c 

routedcd.c 
routecond.c 

minlayout.c 
minlogic.c 

separatesig.c 
translatesec.c 
fixclock.c 

freealloc.c 

estdelay.c 
gatedelay.c 
limit_fanio.c 

Figure 6.8: Source Code File Organization of the SWA Synthesis System. 
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# Software Module Function 
0 Main organizing design flow 
1 User Interface determining system options 

reporting design results 
2 RIF Interface setting up the RIF data base 

organing XSHEs 
3 Control Realization control state assignment 

control minimization 
4 Placement assigning Control Bus 

chip floorplan 
placing XSHEs 
performance-driven replacement 

5 Routing interconnecting XSHEs 
6 Space Compaction logic simplification 

physical layout minimization 
7 Timing Analysis critical path identification 

delay computation 

Table 6.3: Major Functions of the Software Modules 

# Software Module Data File 
Input Output 

0 Main 
1 User Interface user.opt design.rif 

design.slf 
design.wir 

2 RIF Interface design. tab 
3 Control Realization espo.inp espo.out 
4 Placement place.aux 
5 Routing 
6 Space Compaction 
7 Timing Analysis lookup. tab 

Table 6.4: Data Files with the Corresponding Software Modules 



CHAPTER 7 

Evaluation 
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A pilot version of the SWA synthesis system has been implemented and success

fully applied to AHPL benchmarks over a range of network size and complexity. 

The efficiency of the system will be demonstrated by the comparisons between SWA 

layouts and the ones from other synthesis systems for the same set of benchmarks. 

Table 7.1 summarizes the characteristics of the AHPL benchmarks, whose detailed 

descri ptions are documented in [11]. 

7.1 Experimental Results 

An S\VA layout is a two phase design. The system initially produces a SLF layout 

according to the Cluster Growth Placement Algorithm. The synthesis results of this 

stage are shown in Table 7.2. The effectiveness of the layouts strongly depends on 

the configurations of the basic cells. The system may produce different results for 

one benchmark if the wiring capacity varies (see Section 2.3). The results shown in 

Table 7.2 are based on a chip architecture which allows 2 horizontal and 3 vertical 

wires to be contained in a unit cell. Table 7.2 illustrates the circuit area, the critical 
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Benchmark #Statements #CLU #FF Function 
SHIFTR 1 0 4 4 bit shift register with 

parallel load. 
HWTEST 4 0 4 4 bit circular shift register 

module. 
SEQSEL 4 2 16 storage registers sequentially 

selecting strings and delivering 
most recent vectors. 

STACK4 11 3 28 4 bit stack with a 4 x 4 RAM. 
SERCOM 4 0 28 serial comparison module 

checking for duplicate bits. 
PROCER 20 4 39 4 bit general purpose processor. 

Table 7.1: Characteristics of the AHPL Benchmarks. 

Benchmark Layout Area (cells) Max Delay Run Time 
SHIFTR 12 x 14 - 168 6.78 ns 2.28 sec 
HWTEST 29 x 14 - 406 12.22 ns 3.08 sec -
SEQSEL 30 x 16 - 480 10.10 ns 3.58 sec -
STACK4 86 x 28 - 2408 26.35 ns 43.68 sec 
SERCOM 85 x 44 - 3740 27.65 ns 140.40 sec 
PROCER 693 x 99 - 68607 399.50 ns 4791.60 sec 

Table 7.2: Synthesis Results of the Initial Placement. 

path delay and system execution time of the benchmarks after routing and spacing 

in the first design phase. 

The system then improves the area and performance by a series of re-placements 

of XSHEs according to the Performance-driven Placement Algorithm. The system 

may explore different solutions at this stage with different design flows, as shown in 

the flow chart of Figure 4.19. Table 7.3 illustrates an improvement from Table 7.2 
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Benchmark Area (cells) Ratio Delay(ns) Ratio Time(sec) Ratio 
SHIFTR 12 x 14 = 168 1.0 6.78 1.0 3.07 1.52 
HWTEST 29 x 14 = 406 1.0 12.22 1.0 4.40 1.35 
SEQSEL 30 x 16 = 480 1.0 10.10 1.0 5.47 1.43 
STACK4 87 x 31 = 2697 1.12 21.92 0.83 53.62 1.23 
SERCOM 70 x 42 = 2940 0.79 24.57 0.89 160.00 1.14 
PROCER 693 x 99 = 68607 1.0 399.50 1.0 5426.63 1.13 

Table 7.3: Synthesis Results of Single Pass Minimization after Re-placement. 

by executing the space compaction phase only once after the final placement pat-

tern is determined. The input of the timing analysis routing in this design flow 

is an uncompact preliminary layout. The critical path, on which the re-placement 

algorithm depends, obtained from the preliminary layout may be different from 

the one in the final minimized layout. This suggests that some placement pattern 

which might result in a higher performance than the one given in Table 7.3 may 

not be tried. Critical path delay of two of the benchmarks, STACK4 and SERCOM, 

was reduced in Table 7.3. The performance of STACK4 is improved at the expense 

of a larger chip area. For SERCOM both chip area and critical path delay were re-

duced from the original result. System execution time grows for all benchmarks 

because more placement patterns were explored in the second design phase. The 

data difference between the two tables is simply labeled Ratio (Table 7.3/Table 7.2) 

in Table 7.3 of the corresponding data entries. 

Table 7.4 illustrates still another set of experimental results in which space com-

paction phase is included in the re-place~ent loop. In this design flow, the input 
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Benchmark Area (cells) Ratio Delay(ns) Ratio Time(sec) Ratio 
SHIFTR 12 x 14 = 168 1.0 6.78 1.0 3.07 1.52 
HWTEST 29 x 14 = 406 1.0 12.22 1.0 4.40 1.35 
SEQSEL 30 x 16 = 480 1.0 10.10 1.0 5.47 1.43 
STACK4 87 x 31 = 2697 1.12 21.92 0.83 82.08 1.88 
SERCOM 70 x 42 = 2940 0.79 24.57 0.89 292.12 2.08 
PROCER 640 x 84 = 53760 0.78 347.90 0.87 12241.10 2.55 

Table 7.4: Synthesis Results of High Performance Design Flow. 

of the timing analysis phase is the layout after space compaction or minimization. 

More of the benchmarks have performance improved in Table 7.4. This is because 

the re-placement phase has more accurate timing information to determine the next 

trial placement pattern in each loop. This design flow produces the highest perfor-

mance layouts subject to a fixed wiring capacity at the expense of greater system 

run time. 

An important characteristic of the SVvA design methodology is that an SWA 

cell can contain various numbers of horizontal and vertical wires depending on the 

chip architecture. Wiring capacity of the circuit is determined by the cell design. 

It is assumed that the size of a basic S\VA cell is equal to 1190 ).2 (34.5), x 34.5),) 

which is about the size of a typical SCMOS inverter. The design rules, set forth by 

Mead and Conway [47], for metal 1 are 2). in width and 2), in separation. Thus the 

maximum number of wires in an SWA cell is 8 x 8, as shown in Figure 7.1. Multiple 

row and column wires promotes the efficiency of cell utilization and directly results 

in a saving in silicon area. Both area and the critical path delay will be reduced 
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2A. 2A. 

2A.'-r----t 

34.5 A. 

2A. r--T"----t 

34.5A. 

Figure 7.1: Maximum \\Tiring Capacity of a 34.5;\ x 34.5;\ Cell. 

while wiring capacity increases up to a performance saturation number. Sometimes 

this saturation number is less than the maximum capacity. Table 7.5 shows the 

synthesis results for the benchmark STACK4 with different wiring capacities. The 

system produces a best layout for STACK4 if the wiring capacity is higher than 5 

x 5. Table 7.6 summarizes the most efficient results of the benchmarks presently 

synthesized from the system with the wiring capacity less than 8 x 8. Re-placement 

was not applied in the experiments leading to Table 7.5 and Table 7.6. 
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Benchmark: STACK4 
Wiring Capacit.y Layou t Area (cells) Max Delay Run Time 

2x3 86 x 28 = 2408 26.35 ns 43.68 sec 
3x3 73 x 29 = 2117 22.31 ns 44.00 sec 
3x4 72 x 25 = 1800 22.06 ns 45.55 sec 
4x4 65 x 25 = 1625 20.43 ns 46.98 sec 
4x5 65 x 24 = 1560 20.30 ns 47.97 sec 
5x5 63 x 24 = 1512 20.20 ns 47.88 sec 
5x6 63 x 24 = 1512 20.20 ns 48.35 sec 
6x7 63 x 24 = 1512 20.20 ns 48.37 sec 

Table 7.5: Various Synthesis Results due to Different Wiring Capacities. 

Benchmark Layout Area Utiliz. Delay Wiring Run Time 
(cells) ( ,,\2) {ns) Cap. (sec) 

SHIFTR 9 x 14 = 149940 92.1% 6.68 3x3 1.83 
HWTEST 25 x 11 = 327250 87.8% 11.92 3x4 2.55 
SEQSEL 28 x 16 = 533120 89.3% 9.96 3x3 3.60 
STACK4 63 x 24 = 1799280 87.4% 20.20 5x5 47.88 
SERCOM 65 x 23 = 1779050 91.6% 20.64 8xS 179.20 
PROCER 412 x 70 = 34319600 81.3% 206.10 7 x 7 11477.82 

Table 7.6: The Most Efficient Results of the Benchmarks. 
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Benchmark Layout Area of SWA Layout Area of SLA Ratio 
1992 version (cells) 1984 version (cells) (SVlA/SLA) 

SHIFTR 12 x 14 - 168 11 x 25 - 275 61.09% 
HWTEST 29 x 14 - 406 23 x 29 - 667 60.87% - -
SEQSEL 30 x 16 - 480 44 x 38 - 1672 28.71% 
STACK4 86 x 28 - 2408 86 x 45 - 3870 62.22% 
SERCOM 70 x 42 - 2940 73 x 50 - 3650 80.55% -
PROCER 640 x 84 - 53760 373 x 157 - 58561 91.80% 

Table 7.7: Area Comparison between SWA and SLA Design Methodologies. 

7.2 Comparison with SLA 

The Sea-of-Wires Array is a variant of the Storage Logic Array (SLA) concept 

[8]. The efficiency of the SWA synthesis system is demonstrated by one of the 

comparisons between the SWA and the SLA design methodologies. The SLA results 

are synthesized from the AHPL hardware compiler with a stage 3 targeting on the 

SLA realization. The first version of AHPL SLA stage 3 compiler was created in 

1982 for the NMOS processing technology by Navabi and Chiang [10, 11]. Later, 

routines were added to further reduce layout area and improve cell utilization [12]. 

In order to be an effective comparison, wiring capacity of the SVvA design is defined 

to be the same with the SLA design. That is 2 horizontal wires and 3 vertical 

wires in a unit cell. Table 7.7 shows the area advantage of the SVvA design in each 

benchmark. Especially SEQSEL consumes an S\VA chip area about three-quarters 

less than the one needed in the SLA. 
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Several factors contribute to the area effectiveness of SWA designs. Figure 7.2 

depicts the floorplan of the the SWA and SLA designs for SEQSEL. The first area 

savings of the SWA design comes from the control realization. A clear cut boundary 

between the control unit and the data unit of the SLA design result in large area 

and low cell utilization control unit. This is because the two units with uneven 

logic complexity must be synthesized with the same chip height. A large part of 

the control area is waste in the SLA. On the other hand, the SWA synthesis system 

allows the control and data units to be placed and routed together, and even merged 

with each other. This is because the control unit is organized with the same data 

structure of the data unit elements in the SWA design. In addition, no extra logic is 

necessary to align signals into and out of the two units since there no longer exists 

a clear cut physical boundary between them. Thus, the SWA control unit, realized 

with the minimum number of memory elements logic minimization, uses only 25% 

(7 x 16/44 x 10) of the control area implemented in the SLA design. 

Second, the SWA synthesis system has more effective row ordering algorithm to 

place data objects. Connections between data transactions F ~ INC and A ~ X 

are much shorter in the S\VA than in the SLA, as shown in Figure 7.3(a). Shorter 

connection wires in the SWA will increase the chance of wire folding in the space 

compaction phase, and finally result in a small area and high performance chip. 
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Figure 7.3: Layout Comparison between SWA and SLA for SEQSEL (2). 
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The third feature contributing to an area effective SWA design is the distributed 

decoder realization. Figure 7 .3(b) shows different synthesis strategies for a decoder 

in the SWA and SLA. The localized decoder realization in the SLA SEQSEL design 

costs 8 rows and 6 columns for the decoder itself and extra signal transmissions. 

In the SWA, a decoder is realized distributively wherever these signals are required. 

Such realization saves a significant area in detoured connections. This feature is 

especially important when a large decoder is needed in the design. 

Those factors plus the efficient space compaction algorithms makes the SWA 

synthesis system much more effective than the SLA synthesis system developed in 

1984. Performance and execution time are not compared here between the results 

of the two systems since the information of path delay analysis and system run time 

for the benchmarks is not available in the SLA results. 

7.3 Comparison with Other Design Methodologies 

Figure 7.4 depicts the performance comparison between the described SWA algo

rithm and other design methodologies considered at the University of Arizona. The 

first comparison target is standard cell realizations. A preliminary result, illustrated 

in Table 7.8, shows that S\VA designs enjoy a chip area advantage over standard 

cell layouts. The standard cell results are synthesized by the LEDIT automatic 

placement and 'routing system version 3.1 with 2J.l SCMOS library on a low-end 

386 workstation. The area minimization phase of the standard cell experiments 
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Figure 7.4: Layout Comparison between SWA and Other Methodologies. 
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are limited to 10 minutes of simulated annealing. The SWA realizations are based 

on the unit cell of 1190 ,\2 SCM OS with wiring capacity less than 8 x 8. For 2Jl 

technology, ,\ is equal to 1. Thus a basic SWA cell occupies 1190 pm2 • The total 

chip area of SWA designs of Table 7.6 are listed in Table 7.8 in terms of pm2
• The 

design flow of the SWA experiments in Table 7.8 does not include re-placement. 

All of the benchmarks use less area in the S'VVA alternative except SERCoM. This 

is because SERCoM has 12 EX OR gates in the design. Since the SWA cell library does 

not currently provide super cells, an EXoR must be realized by NAND-NAND gates. 

An EX OR costs 6 basic cells (7140 pm 2 total) in the SWA designs, which is 2.4 times 

bigger than the full-custom design (2944 11m2) in the standard cell library. Thus the 

SWA SERCOM has a total area slightly larger than the one constructed from standard 
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Benchmark SWA (1992 version) LEDIT (V3.1, 1990) Ratio 
Area (JLm~) Time (sec) Area (JLm~) Time (sec) (Area) 

SHIFTR 149940 1.83 183438 595 81.74% 
HWTEST 327250 2.55 385592 601 84.87% 
SEQSEL 533120 3.60 876368 570 60.83% 
STACK4 1799280 47.88 2435690 607 73.87% 
SERCOM 1779050 179.20 1647151 605 108.00% 
PROCER 34319600 11477.82 not available 

Table 7.8: Area Comparison between SWA Layouts and Standard Cell Layouts. 

cells. It is believed that SERCOM would have a SWA layout more compact than the 

one with standard cells if S\VA super cells are applied. Developing SWA full-custom 

super cells is one of the future research directions. Standard cell realization for 

PROCER is not available since its circuit complexity exceeds the capacity of LEDIT. 

Comparisons between S~'As and sea of gates realization is under investigation. 

A translator mapping the RIF data base into the SLC design hub, as suggested in 

Figure 7.4, will be developed in the next phase of research. Once the software is de-

veloped to facilitate such comparisons, SWA synthesis will become compatible with 

many other design environments [17]. Future comparisons will further strengthen 

the conclusion that the S\VA synthesis methodology holds great potential in the 

ASIC market and can potentially replace full custom design in many applications. 
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CHAPTER 8 

Conclusions and Future Research 

The goal of this dissertation was to study many aspects related to automating 

the synthesis of digital systems to VLSI circuit realizations. This includes the 

design and analysis of heuristic algorithms for every issue related to synthesis, logic 

minimization and layout optimization with respect to both delay and chip area. 

The research emphasis was directed toward the design method of VLSI Sea-of

Whes Arrays. The implementation of the S\VA synthesis system has made the 

design of high-performance SWA circuits from HDL specifications possible. 

The research begins by showing that the Sea-of-Wires Arrays architecture based 

on distributed gates is a promising approach to VLSI design. The synthesis and 

optimization algorithms are the core of the system. The SWA synthesis system 

initially produces a SLF layout according to the Cluster Growth Placement Algo

rithm. This is followed by a series of timing optimization processes to achieve a 

high-performance SWA design with the Performance-driven Placement Algorithm. 

The innovative table lookup timing analysis approach facilitates a fast and accurate 

performance evaluation. 
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Numerous programs have been written to constitute the performance-driven 

SWA synthesis system that maps the input RIF (RTL Intermediate Format) spec

ification onto the output SLF (Symbolic Layout Format) layout with satisfaction 

of constraints dictated by technology, design flow, and manufacturability. This is 

based on a well-designed Data Modeler which specifies both RIF and SLF design 

representations. 

The system has been conceived as an open architecture that allows the experi

enced designer to interact at the various levels and to accomplish further optimiza

tion as necessary. Alternatively, the user need only specify characteristics of the 

cell architecture and let the system make the major decisions. A key part of the 

system is the ease with which it can be enhanced, thus offering the possibility of 

future extensions to various data types of HDL specifications. 

The present results, obtained from a number of benchmark designs, indicate 

that the research goals have been fulfilled. Fast turn-around time and a density 

advantage make the SWA approach a potentially important player in the commercial 

market. However, the research project presented here is not yet the final solution. 

Further research is needed in at least the following areas: 

o Extension of the synthesis algorithms to include more global optimization 

techniques with more elaborate cost functions. 

o Determine more accurate timing model for distributed gates. 
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o Simplification of the critical path logic to enhance chip performance by break

ing large gates along the path into several small gates out of the path. 

o Develop a CMOS cell set for all distinct unit cells and all memory elements. 

o Incorporation of macro-cell libraries into the system, e.g., an EXOR gate, to 

enhance chip density. 

o Extend system flexibility with respect to layout restrictions of delay con

straints, chip aspect ratio, etc. 

o Develop a mechanism for SV/A layout verification to ensure design correctness. 

o Develop compatibility with other synthesis systems to extend the application 

domain of the SWAs. 

o Replacement of the AHPL front-end with a compiler for an appropriate VI-IDL 

subset. 

o Integrate search of performance based tradeoffs within the inner loops of the 

space minimization block. 

o Extend the benchmark set to larger examples more closely related to existing 

products and ongoing design efforts. 

o Evaluate the trace of the synthesis algorithm on specific benchmarks to un

cover potential enhancements. 
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These subjects will be the main target of extended SWA synthesis research and 

development efforts in the near future. The ultimate goal is to achieve a SWA chip 

layout that compares favorably with manual design of the same architecture. 
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Appendix A 

A Description of the RIF REPRESENTATION Object 

# Time: Tue May 12 14:36:30 1992 
Module: SEQSEL 
+--------------------------------------------------------------+ 1 Segment[ 5] = A[ 0: 3] type = 1 1 
1==============================================================1 
1 FAN OUT Logic 1 step 1 target 1 fan out cond 1 
1--------------------------------------------------------------1 
1 1 1 3 (11) 1 B [ 0: 3] 1 NULL 1 
1 2 1 all 1 BUS[ 0: 3] 1 oeo[ 0: 0] 1 
1==============================================================1 
1 FAN IN Logic 1 step 1 source 1 clock control 1 
1--------------------------------------------------------------1 
1 1 1 3 (11) 1 X [ 0: 3] 1 NULL 1 
+--------------------------------------------------------------+ 

+--------------------------------------------------------------+ 
1 Segment [ 6] = B [ 0: 3] type = 1 1 
1==============================================================1 
1 FAN OUT Logicl step 1 target 1 fan out cond 1 
1--------------------------------------------------------------1 
1 1 1 3 (11) 1 e [ 0: 3] 1 NULL 1 
1 2 1 all 1 BUS [ 0: 3] 1 OeD [ 1: 1] 1 
1==============================================================1 
1 FAN IN Logic 1 step 1 source 1 clock control 1 
1--------------------------------------------------------------1 
1 1 1 3 (11) 1 A[ 0: 3] 1 NULL 1 
+--------------------------------------------------------------+ 

+-----------------------------~--------------------------------+ 
1 Segment [ 7] = C [ 0: 3] type = 1 1 
1==============================================================1 
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1 FAN OUT Logicl step 1 target 1 fan out cond 1 
1--------------------------------------------------------------1 
1 1 1 all 1 BUS [ 0: 3] 1 DCD [ 2: 2] 1 
1==============================================================1 
1 FAn IN Logic 1 step 1 source 1 clock control 1 
1--------------------------------------------------------------1 
1 1 1 3 (11) 1 B[ 0: 3] 1 NULL 1 
+--------------------------------------------------------------+ 

+--------------------------------------------------------------+ 1 Segment[ 8] = F[ 0: 3] type = 1 1 
1==============================================================1 
1 FAN OUT Logicl step 1 target 1 fan out cond 1 
1--------------------------------------------------------------1 
1 1 1 all 1 Z [ 0: 3] 1 NULL 1 
1==============================================================1 
1 FAN IN Logic 1 step 1 source 1 clock control 1 
1--------------------------------------------------------------1 
1 1 1 4 (10) 1 INC [ 0: 3] 1 NULL 1 
+-----------------------------------------------------------_._-+ 

+--------------------------------------------------------------+ 1 Segment[ 9] = Z[ 0: 3] type = 3 1 
I==========================~===================================1 
1 FAN OUT Logicl step 1 target 1 fan out cond 1 
1--------------------------------------------------------------1 
1 0 1 1 1 1 
1==============================================================1 
1 FAN IN Logic 1 step 1 source 1 clock control 1 
1--------------------------------------------------------------1 
1 1 1 all 1 F[ 0: 3] 1 NULL 1 
+--------------------------------------------------------------+ 

+--------------------------------------------------------------+ 
1 Segment[10] = BUSi[ 0: 3] type = 2 1 
1==============================================================1 
1 FAN OUT Logicl step 1 target 1 fan out cond 1 
1--------------------------------------------------------------1 
1 i 1 all 1 INC[ 0: 3] 1 NULL 1 
I====~=========================================================1 
1 FAN IN Logic 1 step 1 source 1 clock control 1 
1--------------------------------------------------------------1 



1 
2 
3 
4 

all 
all 
all 
all 

A[ 0: 3] 
B[ 0: 3] 
C[ 0: 3] 

Binary( 24) 

NULL 
NULL 
NULL 
NULL 

+--------------------------------------------------------------+ 

+--------------------------------------------------------------+ 
1 Segment[ll] = CLK[ 0: 0] type = 3 1 
1==============================================================1 
1 FAN OUT Logicl step 1 target 1 fan out cond 1 
I--------~-----------------------------------------------------1 
1 0 1 1 1 1 
1==============================================================1 
1 FAN IN Logic 1 step 1 source 1 clock control 1 
1--------------------------------------------------------------1 
I 0 1 1 1 1 
+--------------------------------------------------------------+ 

+--------------------------------------------------------------+ 
Segment[12] = P[ 0: 0] type = 3 1 

==============================================================1 
FAN OUT Logicl step 1 target 1 fan out cond 1 

--------------------------------------------------------------1 
1 1 1 (00) 1 Control[ 1] 1 NULL 1 
2 1 2 (01) 1 Control[ 2] 1 NULL 1 
3 1 2 (01) 1- Control[ 2] 1 NULL 1 
4 1 all 1- Logic( 17) 1 NULL 1 

==============================================================1 
FAN IN Logic 1 step 1 source 1 clock control 1 

--------------------------------------------------------------1 
o 1 1 1 1 

+--------------------------------------------------------------+ 

+--------------------------------------------------------------+ 
1 Segment[13J = Q[ 0: OJ type = 3 1 
1==============================================================1 
1 FAN OUT Logicl step 1 target I fan out cond 1 
1--------------------------------------------------------------1 
1 1 1 1 (00) 1 Control[ 1J 1 NULL 1 
1 2 1 . all 1- Logic( 17) 1 NULL 1 
1==============================================================1 
1 FAN IN Logic 1 step 1 source 1 clock control 1 
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1--------------------------------------------------------------1 
1 0 1 1 1 1 
+--------------------------------------------------------------+ 

+--------------------------------------------------------------+ 
1 Segment[14J = X[ 0: 3J type = 3 1 
1==============================================================1 
1 FAN OUT Logicl step 1 target 1 fan out cond 1 
1--------------------------------------------------------------1 
1 1 1 3 (11) 1 A[ 0: 3J 1 NULL 1 
1==============================================================1 
1 FAN IN Logic 1 step 1 source 1 clock control 1 
1--------------------------------------------------------------1 
1 0 1 1 1 1 
+--------------------------------------------------------------+ 

+--------------------------------------------------------------+ 
1 Segment[15J = RESE[ 0: OJ type = 3 1 
1==============================================================1 
1 FAN OUT Logicl step 1 target 1 fan out cond 1 
1--------------------------------------------------------------1 
1 1 1 all 1 NULL 1 NULL 1 
1==============================================================1 
1 FAN IN Logic 1 step 1 source 1 clock control 1 
1--------------------------------------------------------------1 
1 0 1 1 1 1 
+--------------------------------------------------------------+ 

+--------------------------------------------------------------+ 
1 Segment[16J = Y[ 0: 1J type = 3 1 
1==============================================================1 
1 FAN OUT Logicl step 1 target 1 fan out cond 1 
1--------------------------------------------------------------1 
1 1 1 all 1 DCD [ 0: 3J 1 NULL 1 
1==============================================================1 
1 FAN IN Logic 1 step 1 source 1 clock control 1 
1--------------------------------------------------------------1 
1 0 1 1 1 1 
+--------------------------------------------------------------+ 



+--------------------------------------------------------------+ 
Segment[17] = Logic[ 0: 0] type = 5 1 

==============================================================1 
FAN OUT Logicl step 1 target 1 fan out cond 1 

--------------------------------------------------------------1 
1 1 1 (00) 1 Control [1] 1 NULL 1 

==============================================================1 
FAN IN Logic 1 step 1 source 1 clock control 1 

--------------------------------------------------------------1 
1 1 all 1- P [ 0: 0] 1 NULL 1 
2 1 all 1- Q[ 0: 0] 1 NULL 1 

==============================================================1 
operation = - P & -Q 1 

+--------------------------------------------------------------+ 

+--------------------------------------------------------------+ 
Segment[18] = INC[ 0: 3] type = 6 1 

==============================================================1 
FAN OUT Logicl step 1 target 1 fan out cond 1 

--------------------------------------------------------------1 
1 1 4 (10) 1 F [ 0: 3] I NULL I 

==============================================================1 
FAN IN Logic I step I source 1 clock control 1 

--------------------------------------------------------------1 
1 1 all I BUS[ 0: 3] I NULL 1 

============================================================== 
id gate 

OUT[ 0] 
1 OR 
2 AND 
3 FIN 
4 AND 
5 IN [ 0] < 
6 FIN 
7 AND 
8 IN [ 0] < 
9 FIN 

10 IN [ 0] < 
11 IN [ 0] < 
12 AND 

OUT[ 1] 
14 OR 
15 AND 
16 AND 

1 
2 

-3 
4 
5 

1> 
7 
8 

2> 
10 

3> 
0> 

-11 

14 
15 

-6 
-5 

input(s) 

12 
11 

6 

9 

3 

16 
5 
6 
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OUT[ 2J 18 
18 OR 19 20 
19 AND -9 8 
20 AND -8 9 

OUT[ 3J 21 
21 FIN -10 

+--------------------------------------------------------------+ 

+--------------------------------------------------------------+ 
Segment[19J = DCD[ 0: 3J type = 8 1 

==============================================================1 
FAN OUT Logicl step 1 target 1 fan out cond 1 

--------------------------------------------------------------1 
1 1 all 1 DCD[ 0: OJ 1 NULL 1 
2 1 all 1 DCD [ 1: lJ 1 NULL 1 
3 1 all 1 DCD[ 2: 2J 1 NULL 1 
4 I all 1 DCD[ 3: 3J 1 NULL 1 

===================================================~==========1 
FAN IN Logic 1 step 1 source 1 clock control 1 

--------------------------------------------------------------1 
1 1 all 1 Y[ 0: lJ I NULL I 

==============================================================1 
id gate input(s) 

------ ------
OUT [ OJ 0 

0 FIN 1 
1 AND -2 -3 
2 IN [ OJ < 0> 
3 IN[ OJ < 1> 

OUT[ 1J 4 
4 FIN 5 
5 AND -2 3 

OUT[ 2J 6 
6 FIN 7 
7 AND 2 -3 

OUT[ 3J 8 
8 FIN 9 
9 AND 2 3 

+--------------------------------------------------------------+ 
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+--------------------~-----------------------------------------+ 
1 Segment[20] = DCD[ 0: 0] type = 9 1 
1==============================================================1 
1 FAN OUT Logicl step 1 target 1 fan out cond 1 
1--------------------------------------------------------------1 
1 1 1 all 1 A[ 0: 3] 1 NULL 1 
1==============================================================1 
1 FAN IN Logic 1 step 1 source 1 clock control 1 
1--------------------------------------------------------------1 
1 1 1 all 1 DCD[ 0: 3] 1 NULL 1 
+--------------------------------------------------------------+ 

+--------------------------------------------------------------+ 
1 Segment[21] = DCD[ 1: 1] type = 9 1 
1==============================================================1 
1 FAN OUT Logicl step 1 target 1 fan out cond 1 
1--------------------------------------------------------------1 
1 1 1 all 1 B[ 0: 3] 1 NULL 1 
1==============================================================1 
1 FAN IN Logic 1 step 1 source 1 clock control 1 
1--------------------------------------------------------------1 
1 1 1 all lOCO [ 0: 3] 1 NULL 1 
+--------------------------------------------------------------+ 

+--------------------------------------------------------------+ 
1 Segment[22] = DCO[ 2: 2] type = 9 1 
1==============================================================1 
1 FAN OUT Logicl step 1 target 1 fan out cond 1 
1--------------------------------------------------------------1 
1 1 1 all 1 C [ 0: 3] 1 NULL 1 
1==============================================================1 
1 FAN IN Logic 1 step 1 source 1 clock control 1 
1--------------------------------------------------------------1 
I 1 1 all 1 OCD[ 0: 3] 1 NULL 1 

+--------------------------------------------------------------+ 

+--------------------------------------------------------------+ 
1 Segruent[23] = DCO[ 3: 3] type = 9 1 
1==============================================================1 
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1 FAN OUT Logicl step 1 target 1 fan out cond 1 
1--------------------------------------------------------------1 
1 1 1 all 1 Binary( 24) 1 NULL 1 
1==============================================================1 
1 FAN IN Logic 1 step 1 source 1 clock control 1 
1--------------------------------------------------------------1 
1 1 1 all 1 DCD[ 0: 3] 1 NULL 1 
+--------------------------------------------------------------+ 

+--------------------------------------------------------------+ 
1 Segment[24] = Binary[ 0: 3] type = 0 1 

1==============================================================1 
1 FAN OUT Logic 1 step 1 target 1 fan out cond 1 
1--------------------------------------------------------------1 
1 1 1 all 1 BUS [ 0: 3] 1 DCD [ 3: 3] 1 
1==============================================================1 
1 Binary[ 4] = 1111 1 

+--------------------------------------------------------------+ 
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Appendix B 

A Description of the SLF REPRESENTATION Object 

(REPRESENTATION 
(NAME SEQS 

(m ( 1, 1, 3,12)( 1, 6, 2,12)( 1, 14, 2,12)( 1, 18, 2,12) 
( 9, 1, 3,12)( 9, 6, 2,12)( 9, 14, 2,12)( 9. 18, 2.12) 
( 14, 1, 3.15)( 14. 6. 2.15)( 14. 14. 2.15)( 14. 18. 2.15) 
( 16. 1. 3, 0)( 16, 6. 2. 0)( 16. 14. 2, 0)( 16. 18. 2. 0) 
( 24. 1, 3, 3)( 24, 6. 2. 3)) 

(x ( 3, 1, 1, 0)( 3, 6, 1, 0)( 3, 14. 1, 0)( 3, 18, 1, 0) 
( 4. 3. 1. 0)( 4. 8. 0, 0)( 4. 16, 0, 0)( 4. 20. 0, 0) 
( 5, 4. o. 0)( 5. 9. O. 0)( 5, 17. 0, 0)( 5. 21, o. 0) 
( 6. 4, 1. 0)( 6. 9. o. 0)( 6. 17. o. 0)( 6. 21. o. 0) 
( 7. 3. 1. 0)( 7. 8. O. 0)( 7. 16. o. 0)( 7. 20. o. 0) 
( 8. 4. O. 0)( 8. 9. o. 0)( 8. 17. o. 0)( 8. 21. o. 0) 
( 11. 1. 1. 0)( 11, 6. 1. 0)( 11. 14. 1. 0)( 11. 18. 1. 0) 
( 12. 3. 1. 0)( 12. 8. o. 0)( 12. 16. o. 0)( 12. 20. o. 0) 
( 13. 4. o. 0)( 13. 9. o. 0)( 13. 17. o. 0)( 13. 21. o. 0) 
( 18. 3. 0, 0)( 18, 8. O. 0)( 18. 18. 1. 3)( 19. 1. 1. 0) 
( 19. 6. 1. 0)( 20. 1. 1. 3)( 2O. 6. 1. 3)( 21. 5. 1. 3) 
( 21, 14. 1. 0)( 22. 11. 0, 0)( 22. 14. 1. 3)( 23. 12. 0. 0) 
( 24. 1O, 1. 3)( 26. 1. 1, 0)( 27. 6. 0. 0)( 28. 1. 1, 3) 
( 28. 6, 0, 3)) 

(co ( 2, 11. 0, 0)( 2, 12. 0, 0)( 2, 13, o. 0)( 3. 2, 0, 0) 
( 3. 7, 0, 0)( 3, 15, 0, 0)( 3, 19. 0, 0)( 5. 2, 1. 3) 
( 5, 3. 0, 3)( 5. 7. 1, 3)( 5, 8, o. 3)( 5, 15. 1, 3) 
( 5, 16, 0, 3)( 5, 19, 1, 3)( 5. 20. 0, 3)( 6. 5, 0, 0) 
( 6, 10, 0, 0)( 7, 10, 0, 0)( 8, 2, 1. 0)( 8, 3. 0, 3) 
( 8, 1, 1, 0)( 8, 8. 0, 3)( 8, 15, 1. 0)( 8, 16, 0, 3) 
( 8, 19, 1, 0)( 8, 20, 0, 3)( 10, 11, 0, 0)( 1O, 12, 0, 0) 
( 10, 13. 0, 0)( 11. 2. 0, 3)( 11, 1. o. 3)( 11, 15, 0, 3) 
( 11, 19, 0, 3)( 12, 5, 0, 3)( 13. 2, 1, 0)( 13. 3, 0. 3) 
( 13. 1. 1, 0)( 13, 8. 0, 3)( 13, 15, 1, 0)( 13, 16, 0, 3) 
( 13. 19, 1. 0)( 13, 20, 0, 3)( 15. 11. 0, 0)( 15, 12, 0, 0) 
( 15, 13. 0, 0)( 11. 11. 0, 0)( 11, 13. o. 0)( 18, 2, 1, 3) 
( 18, 1. 1. 3)( 19. 4, 0, 0)( 19. 10, 0, 0)( 20. 5. 0, 0) 
( 2O, 9, 0, 0)( 21, 9, 0, 3)( 21, 10, 0, 0)( 21, 11, 0, 0) 
( 22, 2, 1. 0)( 22. 21. 0, 0)( 23, 1, 1, 0)( 24, 17, 0, 3) 
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( 24, 21, 0, 3)( 25, 13, 0, 0)( 26, 4, o. 0)( 27, 2, 1, 0) 
( 28, 12, 0, 3» 

(0 ( 4, 5, 0, 0)( 4, 10, 0, 0)( 7, 5, 0, 0)( 12, 10, 0, 3) 
( 17, 12, 0, 0)( 18, 21, 0, 0)( 19, 5, 0, 0)( 19, 9, 0, 0) 
( 20, 4, 0, 3)( 20, 10, 0, 0)( 21, 21, 0, 0)( 22, 17, 0, 0) 
( 26, 2, 0, 0)( 26. 7, 0, 0)( 26, 11, 0, 0)( 27, 7, 0, 0) 
( 27, 11, 0, 0)( 28, 2, 0, 0)( 28, 7, 0, 0)( 28, 11, 0, 3» 

(. ( 1, 3, 1, 0)( 1, 8, 1, 0)( 1, 16, 1, 0)( 1, 20, 1, 0) 
( 2, 20, 1, 0)( 3, 3, 1, 3)( 3, 8, 1, 3)( 3, 16, 1, 3) 
( 3, 20, 1, 3)( 4, 4, 0, 3)( 4, 9, 0, 3)( 4, 17, 0, 3) 
( 4, 21, 1, 3)( 5. 5, 1, 0)( 5, 10, 1, 0)( 5, 18, 1, 0) 
( 6, 3, 0, 3)( 6, 8, 0, 3)( 6, 16, 0, 3)( 6, 20, 0, 3) 
( 7, 2, 0, 3)( 7, 7, 0, 3)( 7, 15, 0, 3)( 7, 19, 0, 3) 
( 7, 21, 1, 0)( 8, 5, 1, 0)( 8, 10, 1, 0)( 8, 18, 1, 0) 
( 9, 3, 1, 0)( 9, 8, 1, 0)( 9, 16, 1, 0)( 9, 20, 1, 0) 
( 10, 20, 1, 0)( 11, 3, 1, 3)( 11, 8, 1, 3)( 11, 16, 1, 3) 
( 11, 20, 1, 3)( 12, 2, 0, 3)( 12, 7, 0, 3)( 12, 15, 0, 3) 
( 12, 19, 0, 3)( 12, 21, 1, 0)( 13, 5, 1, 0)( 13, 10, 1, 0) 
( 13, 18, 1, 0)( 14, 3, 1, 0)( 14, 8, 1, 0)( 14, 16, 1, 0) 
( 14, 20, 1, 0)( 15, 20, 1, 0)( 16, 3, 1, 0)( 16, 8, 1, 0) 
( 16, 16, 1, 0)( 16, 20, 1, 0)( 17, 3, 0, 3)( 17, 8, 0, 3) 
( 17, 20, 1, 0)( 18, 4, 1, 0)( 18, 5, 0, 3)( 18, 9, 1, 0) 
( 18, 10, 0, 3)( 19, 11, 1, 0)( 20, 11, 1, 0)( 21, 2, 0, 3) 
( 21, 11, 1, 0)( 22, 7, 0, 3)( 22, 12, 1, 0)( 23, 1, 0, 3) 
( 23, 6, 0, 3)( 23, 13, 1, 0)( 24, 3, 1, 0)( 24, 8, 1, 0) 
( 25, 4, 0, 3)( 25, 14, 1, 0)( 26, 12, 1, 0)( 27, 12, 1, 0) 
( 28, 13, 1, 0» 

) 
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Appendix C 

A Complete Version of the Interface Files with 

Espresso 

C.l Input File of the SEQSEL Control Unit 

# 
# Time: Wed Jun 17 18:01:17 1992 
# Module: SEQSEL 
# Control Unit: #1 
# # of Control Steps = 4 
# Min # of Control FF = 2 
# # of Branch Conditions = 5 
# 
# Control State Assignments: 
# step=lOOOl assign=OO 
# step=10002 assign=Ol 
# step=10003 assign=ll 
# step=10004 assign=lO 
# 
# 
# 
# 
# 
# 
# 
it 

Branch Conditions: 
condition[l]= CLOCK 
condition[2]= P 
condition[3]= Q 
condition[4]= Logic[17] 
condition[5]= RESET 

.~ 7 

.0 2 

. type fr 

.phase 11 
00 11000 01 
01 11--0 01 
11 1---0 00 
10 1---0 00 



00 10100 10 
01 10--0 11 
00 10010 00 

1---1 00 
.end 

C.2 Output File of the SEQSEL Control Unit 

.i 7 

.0 2 
#.phase 11 
.p 3 
0--01-0 10 
0--1--0 01 
01-0--0 11 
.e 
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Appendix D 

A Complete Version of the Lookup Table (Table 

D) 

+========================================+ 
Input Excitation: 0 --> 1 unit = ns I 

========================================1 
Row = Number of Gate Input I 
Column = Number of Fanout Load I 

========================================1 
10111213141 

-----+------+------+------+------+------1 
I 0.01410.302 10.511 10.681 10.830 1-> Primitive Gate Delay 
I 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 1-> K (Internal Wire) 
I 10.841 10.690 10.575 10.482 1-> K (External Wire) 

1 I 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 1-> S (Internal Wire) 
I 10.021910.021910.021910.02201-> S (External Wire) 
I 10 10 10 10 1-> N (Internal Wire) 
I 110 110 110 110 1-> M (External Wire) 

-----+------+------+------+------+------1 
I 0.21810.465 10.663 10.833 10.988 I 
I 10.582 10.498 10.433310.36051 
I 10.339 10.251 10.189710.14411 

2 I 10.070710.070710.070810.07141 
I 10.042510.042510.042510.04251 
I 17 18 18 18 I 
I 16 16 16 16 I 

-----+------+------+------+------+------1 
I 0.39310.640 10.862 11.066 11.259 I 
I 10.583910.518710.479110.42241 
I 10.160010.103910.064110.03931 

3 I 10.095310.095510.095510.09611 
I 10.063410.063410.063510.06341 
I 18 18 18 . 18 I 
I 14 14 13 13 I 

+========================================+ 



+========================================+ 
Input Excitation: 0 --> 1 unit = ns I 

========================================1 
Rov = Number of Gate Input I 
Column D Number of Fanout Load I 

========================================1 
10111213141 

-----+------+------+------+------+------1 

177 

I 0.62410.905 11.160 11.400 11.632 1-> Primitive Gate Delay 
I 10.596010.492510.517110.51131-> K (Internal Wire) 
I 10.067610.029510.011 10.0 1-> K (External Wire) 

4 I 10.117810.119410.118310.11811-> S (Internal Wire) 
I 10.084410.084410.084310.08541-> S (External Wire) 
I 18 18 19 110 1-> N (Internal Wire) 
I 12 12 11 10 1-> M (External Wire) 

-----+------+------+------+------+------1 
I 0.92611.235 11.530 11.801 12.071 I 
I 10.590810.510910.517710.52081 
I 10.014810.0 10.0 10.0 I 

5 I 10.140010.140010.140010.14001 
I 10.105610.105910.105810.10581 
I 19 19 110 19 I 
I 11 11 10 10 I 

-----+------+------+------+------+------1 
I 1.27311.615 11.939 12.263 12.580 I 
I 10.606 10.556 10.599 10.547 I 
I 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 I 

6 I 10.162 10.163 10.164 10.164 I 
I 10.126510.127010.127010.12701 
I 110 19 19 18 I 
I 10 10 10 10 I 

+========================================+ 
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+========================================+ 
Input Excitation: 0 --> 1 unit = ns I 

========================================1 
Row = Number of Gate Input I 
Column = Number of Fanout Load I 

========================================1 
10111213141 

-----+------+------+------+------+------1 
I 1.65512.033 12.410 12.784 13.159 1-> Primitive Gate Delay 
I 10.673 10.561 10.664410.71191-> K (Internal Wire) 
I 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 1-> K (External Wire) 

7 I 10.183 10.186 10.183610.1827 -> S (Internal Wire) 
I 10.147610.148010.148010.1480 -> S (External Wire) 
I 19 18 19 19 -> N (Internal Wire) 
I 10 10 10 10 -> M (External Wire) 

-----+------+------+------+------+------
I 2.07512.509 12.939 13.364 13.804 
I 10.721910.755610.740510.7537 
I 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 

8 I 10.204 10.204 10.204 10.204 
1 10.169310.169010.169010.1690 
I 19 19 19 18 
I 10 10 10 10 

-----+------+------+------+------+------
2.55013.043 13.533 14.029 14.520 

10.713110.811410.803310.5775 
10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 

9 10.227510.225310.225510.23141 
10.189910.189910.189910.18991 
18 19 19 16 I 
10 10 10 10 I 

+========================================+ 



+========================================+ 
I Input Excitation: 0 --> 1 unit = ns I 
1========================================1 
I Row c Number of Gate Input I 
I Column = Number of Fanout Load I 
1======================================== 
I 1516171819 
-----+------+------+------+------+------

179 

10.963 11.082 11.194 11.297 11.394 -> Primitive Gate Delay 
10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 -> K (Internal Wire) 
10.406 10.342 10.287 10.242 10.201 -> K (External Wire) 

1 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 -> S (Internal Wire) 
10.022010.022010.022010.022010.0220 -> S (External Wire) 
10 10 10 10 10 -> N (Internal Wire) 
110 110 110 19 19 -> M (External Wire) 

-----+------+------+------+------+------
11.133 11.271 11.403 11.529 11.651 
10.343510.326010.285510.277810.2591 
10.106010.080810.055710.039310.0249 

2 10.070910.070710.071110.070910.07101 
10.042510.042510.042510.042510.04251 
19 19 19 110 111 I 
16 15 15 14 14 I 

-----+------+------+------+------+------1 
11.438 11.612 11.784 11.953 12.113 I 
10.448910.440710.416410.412310.42661 
10.020810.007810.002910.000110.0 I 

3 10.095110.095010.095410.095410.09511 
10.063410.063510.063510.063410.06341 
110 110 110 110 111 I 
12 12 11 11 10 I 

-----+------+------+------+------+------1 
11.854 12.071 12.284 12.500 12.700 I 
10.497710.466310.518610.511710.52871 
10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 I 

4 10.118210.119010.118010.118310.11831 
10.085410.085410.085410.085410.08541 
110 19 110 110 19 I 
10 10 10 10 10 I 

-----+------+------+------+------+------1 
12.340 12.602 12.863 13.131 13.394 I 
10.565510.626610.630510.623 10.613 I 
10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 I 

5 10.140010.140010.140010.140010.14001 
10.105810.105810.105810.105810.10581 
19 110 19 I Q . 19 1 
10 10 10 10 10 I 

+========================================+ 
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+========================================+ 
Input Excitation: 0 --> 1 unit = ns I 

========================================1 
Row = Number of Gate Input I 
Column = Number of Fanout Load I 

========================================1 
15161718191 

-----+------+------+------+------+------1 
12.907 13.216 13.542 13.862 14.183 1-> Primitive Gate Delay 
10.658 10.650 10.634710.551710.619 1-> K (Internal Wire) 
10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 1-> K (External Wire) 

6 10.161 10.162 10.162 10.162 10.16311-> S (Internal Wire) 
10.127010.127010.127010.127010.1270 -> S (External Wire) 
19 19 Is 18 18 -> N (Internal Wire) 
10 10 10 10 10 -> M (External Wire) 

-----+------+------+------+------+------
3.530 13.910 14.285 14.662 15.033 
0.674710.726910.665 10.722 10.6417 
0.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 

7 0.183710.182610.184410.183110.1856 
0.148010.148010.148010.148010.1480 
8 19 18 18 17 
o 10 10 10 10 

----- ------+------+------+------+------
4.229 14.672 15.105 15.535 15.962 
0.705510.706710.733410.768010.74081 
0.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 I 

8 0.205 10.205 10.204910.204410.20521 
0.169010.169010.169010.169010.16901 
7 18 17 18 18 I 
o 10 10 10 10 I 

-----+------+------+------+------+------1 
15.005 15.501 15.991 16.481 16.970 I 
10.644610.807410.715710.846310.81671 
10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 I 

9 10.229510.225210.227510.225210.22561 
10.189910.189910.189910.189910.19101 
16 19 17 18 18 I 
10 10 10 10 10 I 

+========================================+ 
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+========================================+ 
Input Excitation: 1 --> 0 unit = ns I 

========================================1 
Row = Number of Gate Input I 
Column = Number of Fanout Load I 

========================================1 
10111213141 

-----+------+------+------+------+------1 
I 0.56910.994 11.305 11.552 11.769 1-> Primitive Gate Delay 
I 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 1-> K (Internal Wire) 
I 10.292 10.160 10.095 10.03891-> K (External Wire) 

1 I 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 1-> S (Internal Wire) 
I 10.05 10.05 10.05 10.05 1-> S (External Wire) 
I 10 10 10 10 1-> N (Internal Wire) 
I 15 15 15 14 1-> M (External Wire) 

-----+------+------+------+------+------1 
I 0.80511.135 11.421 11.654 11.870 I 
I 10.252 10.148 10.1 10.066 I 
I 10.227 10.113 10.052 10.02761 

2 I 10.086210.086210.086210.08621 
I 10.05 10.05 10.05 10.05 I 
I 12 12 12 14 I 
I 15 15 16 19 I 

-----+------+------+------+------+------1 
I 0.95211.251 11.525 11.754 11.965 I 
I 10.221 10.143 10.094710.06681 
I 10.185 10.083 10.040710.01581 

3 I 10.078010.078010.078010.07801 
I 10.05 10.05 10.05 10.05 I 
I 13 12 12 13 I 
I 15 16 16 110 I 

-----+------+------+------+------+------1 
I 1.06511.354 11.591 11.806 12.008 I 
I 10.196 10.127 10.127 10.096 I 
I 10.157 10.093310.072110.02981 

4 I 10.071010.071010.071010.07101 
I 10.05 10.05 10.05 10.05 I 
I 13 12 12 11 I 
I 15 14 15 13 I 

-----+------+------+------+------+------1 
I 1.16211.448 11.680 11.895 12.100 I 
I 10.166 10.140910.098510.08041 
I 10.139 10.091310.402 10.01171 

5 I 10.067510.067510.067510.06751 
I 10.05 10.05 10.05 10.05 I 
I 1312 11 13 I 
I 14 15 13 14 I 

+========================================+ 
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+========================================+ 
Input Excitation: 1 --> 0 unit = ns I 

========================================1 
Row = Number of Gate Input I 
Column = Number of Fanout Load I 

============~===========================I 
15161718191 

-----+------+------+------+------+------1 
I 1.25011.532 11.779 11.988 12.189 1-> Primitive Gate Delay 
I 10.137 10.094710.063610.04761-> K (Internal Wire) 
I 10.128 10.057410.028 10.0 1-> K (External Wire) 

6 I 10.064410.064410.064410.06441-> S (Internal Wire) 
I 10.05 10.05 10.05 10.05 1-> S (External Wire) 
I 13 12 15 14 1-> N (Internal Wire) 
I 15 15 16 10 1-> M (External Wire) 

-----+------+------+------+------+------1 
I 1.33411.601 11.859 12.074 12.271 I 
I 10.133 10.066710.045710.02591 
I 10.127 10.049310.010110.0 I 

7 I 10.062310.062310.062310.06231 
I 10.05 10 .05 10.05 10.05 I 
I 12 14 12 12 I 
I 14 15 19 10 I 

-----+------+------+------+------+------1 
I 1.41311.679 11.907 12.118 12.318 I 
I 10.106 10.077310.049210.03361 
I 10.114 10.066610.026710.01741 

8 I 10.060010.060010.060010.06001 
I 10.05 10.05 10.05 10.05 I 
I 13 11 11 12 I 
I 14 13 13 18 I 

-----+------+------+------+------+------1 
I 1.49111.757 11.989 12.201 12.401 I 
I 10.086 10.041910.133 10.006 I 
I 10.105 10.045910.0140 10.0 I 

9 I 10.060010.060010.060010.06001 
I 10.05 10.05 10.05 10.05 I 
I 13 13 11 110 I 
I 14 14 119 10 I 

+========================================+ 



+=============~==========================+ 

Input Excitation: 1 --> 0 unit = ns I 
========================================1 

Row = Number of Gate Input I 
Column = Number of Fanout Load I 

========================================1 
15161718191 

-----+------+------+------+------+------
11.981 12.182 12.323 12.539 12.662 
10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 
10.022210.0 I 0 . 009 10.0 10.0 

1 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 
10.05 10.05 10.05 10.05 10.05 
10 10 10 10 10 
19 10 12 11 11 

-----+------+------+------+------+------
12.076 12.221 12.419 12.591 12.756 
10.022 10.059 10.030 10.146 10.026 
10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 

2 10.086210.086210.086210.086210.0862 
10.05 10.05 10.05 10.05 10.05 
11 17 15 18 17 
10 12 10 10 10 

-----+------+------+------+------+------
12.116 12.314 12.475 12.635 12.839 
10.082510.080 10.062 10.072 10.052 
10.018 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 

3 10.078010.078010.078010.078010.07801 
10.05 10.05 10.05 10.05 10.05 I 
12 17 13 13 111 I 
12 10 10 10 10 I 

-----+------+------+------+------+------1 
12.211 12.408 12.547 12.729 12.934 I 
10.069110.029910.085610.101 10.105 I 
10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 I 

4 10.071010.071010.071010.071010.07101 
10.05 10.05 10.05 10.05 10.05 I 
11 14 14 15 15 I 
14 10 10 10 10 I 

-----+------+------+------+------+------1 
12.305 12.459 12.621 12.795 13.021 I 
10.015710.046210.090310.108710.125 I 
10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 I 

5 10.067510.067510.067510.067510.06751 
10.05 10.05 10.05 10.05 10.05 I 
18 19 17 15 14 I 
10 10 10 10 10 I 

+========================================+ 
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-> Primitive Gate Delay 
-> K (Internal Wire) 
-> K (External Wire) 
-> S (Internal Wire) 
-> S (External Wire) 
-> N (Internal Wire) 
-> M (External Wire) 
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+========================================+ 
Input Excitation: 1 --> 0 unit = ns I 

========================================1 
Row = Number of Gate Input I 
Column = Number of Fanout Load I 

========================================1 
15161718191 

-----+------+------+------+------+------1 
12.349 12.543 12.705 12.918 13.037 1-> Primitive Gate Delay 
10.069510.054210.079410.027410.10601-> K (Internal Wire) 
10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 1-> K (External Wire) 

6 10.064410.064410.064410.064410.06441-> S (Internal Wire) 
10.05 10.05 10.05 10.05 10.05 1-> S (External Wire) 
12 14 16 117 14 1-> N (Internal Wire) 
10 10 10 10 10 1-> M (External Wire) 

-----+------+------+------+------+------1 
12.471 12.591 12.805 12.949 13.149 I 
10.047410.051410.048610.048110.09621 
10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 I 

7 10.062310.062310.062310.062310.06231 
10.05 10.05 10.05 10.05 10.05 I 
12 14 14 110 14 I 
10 10 10 10 10 I 

-----+------+------+------+------+------1 
12.510 12.670 12.846 13.053 13.188 I 
10.010410.056310.034910.064210.05491 
10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 I 

8 10.060010.060010.060010.060010.06001 
10.05 10.05 10.05 10.05 10.05 I 
15 13 113 14 17 I 
10 10 10 10 10 I 

-----+------+------+------+------+------1 
12.551 12.737 12.948 13.082 13.243 I 
10.046910.052710.051710.020610.06291 
10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 I 

9 10.060010.060010.060010.060010.06001 
10.05 10.05 10.05 10.05 10.05 I 
13 13 15 17 14 I 
10 10 10 10 10 I 

+========================================+ 
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Appendix E 

Experimental Results for Determining the Input 

Rise (Fall) Time Correction Factor 

E.1 For a Gate with Attribute (4,4,18,103) 

· ............. · ............. 
Input Transistion: High to Loy · ............. · ............. 
Input Delay -> Gate SPICE Table D Diff. 
5.424ns -> (4,4, 18,103) 11.894ns 8.326ns 3.568ns 

10.383ns -> (4,4, 18,103) 13.968ns 8.326ns 5.642ns 
15.211ns -> (4,4, 18,103) 15.630ns 8.326ns 7.304ns 
20.210ns -> (4,4, 18,103) 17.425ns 8.326ns 9.099ns 
25.209ns -> (4,4, 18,103) 18.742ns 8.326ns 10.415ns 
30.209ns -> (4,4, 18,103) 20.095ns 8.326ns 11.769ns 
35.208ns -> (4,4, 18,103) 21.945ns 8.326ns 13.619ns 
40.207ns -> (4,4, 18,103) 23.011ns 8.326ns 14.685ns 
45.206ns -> (4,4, 18,103) 23.881ns 8.326ns 15.555ns 
50.205ns -> (4,4, 18,103) 24.764ns 8.326ns 16.438ns 
55.205ns -> (4,4, 18,103) 26.025ns 8.326ns 17.699ns 
60.204ns -> (4,4, 18,103) 26.739ns 8.326ns 18.413ns 
65.203ns -> (4,4, 18,103) 27.601ns 8.326ns 19.275ns 
70.202ns -> (4,4, 18,103) 29.044ns 8.326ns 20.718ns 
75.201ns -> (4,4, 18,103) 29.559ns 8.326ns 21.233ns 
80.201ns -> (4,4, 18,103) 30.894ns 8.326ns 22.568ns 
85.200ns -> (4,4, 18,103) 31.900ns 8.326ns 23.574ns 
90.199ns -> (4,4, 18,103) 32.700ns 8.326ns 24.374ns 
95.198ns -> (4,4, 18,103) 33.343ns 8.326ns 25.017ns 

100.197ns -> (4,4, 18,103) 34.388ns 8.326ns 26.062ns 
105.197ns -> (4,4, 18,103) 35.322ns 8.326ns 26.996ns 
110. 196ns -> (4,4, 18,103) 35.623ns 8.326ns 27.297ns 
115.195ns -> (4,4, 18,103) . 37.037ns 8.326ns 28.711ns 
120.194ns -> (4,4, 18,103) 37.688ns 8.326ns 29.362ns 
125.193ns -> (4,4, 18,103) 38.727ns 8.326ns 30.401ns 
130.193ns -> (4,4, 18,103) 39.093ns 8.326ns 30.767ns 
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135.192ns -> (4,4, 18,103) 40.368ns 8.326ns 32.042ns 
140.191ns -> (4,4, 18,103) 40.596ns 8.326ns 32.270ns 
145.190ns -> (4,4, 18,103) 41. 640ns 8.326ns 33.314ns 
150.189ns -> (4,4, 18,103) 42.125ns 8.326ns 33.799ns 
155.189ns -> (4,4, 18,103) 43.422ns 8.326ns 35.095ns 
160.188ns -> (4,4, 18,103) 44.317ns 8.326ns 35.991ns 
165.187ns -> (4,4, 18,103) 44.456ns 8.326ns 36.130ns 
170.186ns -> (4,4, 18,103) 45.782ns 8.326ns 37.456ns 
175. 185ns -> (4,4, 18,103) 46.356ns 8.326ns 38.030ns 
180.185ns -> (4,4, 18,103) 46.653ns 8.326ns 38.327ns 

· ............. · ............. 
Input Transistion: Low to High · ............. · ... , ......... 
Input Delay -> Gate SPICE Table D Ditt. 
5.141ns -> (4,4, 18,103) 13.478ns 12.813ns 0.665ns 
6.021ns -> (4,4, 18,103) 13.702ns 12.813ns 0.888ns 
7.011ns -> (4,4, 18,103) 13.822ns 12.813ns 1.009ns 
8.001ns -> (4,4, 18,103) 13.992ns 12.813ns 1.179ns 
9.101ns -> (4,4, 18,103) 14.098ns 12.813ns 1.285ns 

10.091ns -> (4,4, 18,103) 14.265ns 12.813ns 1.452ns 
11. 081ns -> (4,4, 18,103) 14.421ns 12.813ns 1.608ns 
12.071ns -> (4,4, 18,103) 14.636ns 12.813ns 1.822ns 
13.061ns -> (4,4, 18,103) 14.696ns 12.813ns 1.883ns 
14.051ns -> (4,4, 18,103) 14.812ns 12.813ns 1.999ns 
15.041ns -> (4,4, 18,103) 14.946ns 12.813ns 2.133ns 
16.031ns -> (4,4, 18,103) 15.104ns 12.813ns 2.291ns 
17.021ns -> (4,4, 18,103) 15.191ns 12.813ns 2.377ns 
18.011ns -> (4,4, 18,103) 15.256ns 12.813ns 2.443ns 
19.001ns -> (4,4, 18,103) 15.347ns 12.813ns 2.533ns 
20.101ns -> (4,4, 18,103) 15.517ns 12.813ns 2.704ns 
21. 091ns -> (4,4, 18,103) 15.516ns 12.813ns 2.703ns 
22.081ns -> (4,4, 18,103) 15.640ns 12.813ns 2.826ns 
23.071ns -> (4,4, 18,103) 15.705ns 12.813ns 2.892ns 
24.061ns -> (4,4, 18,103) 15.703ns 12.813ns 2.889ns 
25.051ns -> (4,4, 18,103) 15.866ns 12.813ns 3.052ns 
26.041ns -> (4,4, 18,103) 15.769ns 12.813ns 2.956ns 
27.031ns -> (4,4, 18,103) 15.906ns 12.813ns 3.093ns 
28.021ns -> (4,4, 18,103) 15.996ns 12.813ns 3.182ns 
29.011ns -> (4,4, 18,103) 16.015ns 12.813ns 3.202ns 
30.001ns -> (4,4, 18,103) 15.948ns 12.813ns 3.134ns 
31.101ns -> (4,4, 18,103) 16.019ns 12.813ns 3.206ns 
32.091ns .. > (4,4, 18,103) 16.103ns 12.813ns 3.289ns 
33.081ns -> (4,4, 18,103) 16.082ns 12.813ns 3.269ns 
34.071ns -> (4,4, 18,103) 16.200ns 12.813ns 3.387ns 
35.061ns -> (4,4, 18,103) 16.080ns 12.813ns 3.267ns 
36.051ns -> (4,4, 18,103) 16.209ns 12.813ns 3.396ns 
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37.041ns -> (4,4, 18,103) 16.064ns 12.813ns 3.251ns 
38.031ns -> (4,4, 18,103) 16.103ns 12.813ns 3.290ns 
39.021ns -> (4,4, 18,103) 16. 118ns 12.813ns 3.305ns 
40.011ns -> (4,4, 18,103) 16.193ns 12.813ns 3.380ns 
41. 001ns -> (4,4, 18,103) 16.301ns 12.813ns 3.488ns 
42.101ns -> (4,4, 18,103) 16.297ns 12.813ns 3.483ns 
43.091ns -> (4,4, 18,103) 16.308ns 12.813ns 3.494ns 
44.081ns -> (4,4, 18,103) 16.156ns 12.813ns 3.342ns 
45.071ns -> (4,4, 18,103) 16.130ns 12.813ns 3.317ns 
46.061ns -> (4,4, 18,103) 16.156ns 12.813ns 3.343ns 
47.051ns -> (4,4, 18,103) 16.241ns 12.813ns 3.428ns 
48.041ns -> (4,4, 18,103) 16.298ns 12.813ns 3.485ns 
49.031ns -> (4,4, 18,103) 16.210ns 12.813ns 3.397ns 

E.2 For a 25 ns Input Delay and Various Gate Configura-

tions 

· ............. · ............. 
Input Transistion: High to Low · ............. · ............. 
Input Delay -> Gate SPICE Table D Diff. 
25.051ns -> (1,2, 0, 48) 4.187ns 2.004ns 2.183ns 
25.051ns -> (2,2, 0, 95) 8.622ns 4.729ns 3.893ns 
25.051ns -> (2,3, 47, 95) 13.884ns 8.616ns 5.268ns 
25.051ns -> (3,3, 47,142) 20.014ns 14.890ns 5.124ns 
25.051ns -> (3,4, 94,142) 26.573ns 19.540ns 7.032ns 
25.051ns -> (4,4, 94,189) 35.701ns 29.133ns 6.567ns 
25.051ns -> (4,5,141,189) 42.928ns 34.913ns 8.0i6ns 
25.051ns -> (5,5,141,236) 55.451ns 47.332ns 8.120ns 
25.051ns -> (5,6,188,236) 63.445ns 54.238ns 9.207ns 
25.051ns -> (6,6,188,283) 78.783ns 69.939ns 8.844ns 
25.051ns -> (6,7,235,283) 88.019ns 77.864ns 10.155ns 
25.051ns -> (7,7,235,330) 106.504ns 96.748ns 9.756ns 
25.051ns -> (7,8,282,330) 116.593ns 105.482ns 11. 110ns 
25.051ns -> (8,8,282,377) 138.380ns 127.224ns 11.156ns 
25.051ns -> (8,9,329,377) 149.446ns 137.495ns 11. 951ns 
25.051ns -> (9,9,329,424) 174.415ns 162.502ns 11.913ns 

· ............ . · ............. . 
Input Transistion: Low to High 
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· ............. · ............. 
Input Delay -> Gate SPICE Table Diff. 
25.209ns -> (1,1, 1, 1) 5.225ns 0.619ns 4.606ns 
25.209ns -> (1,2, 0, 48) 12. 118ns 3.497ns 8.621ns 
25.209ns -> (2,2, 0, 95) 15.703ns 5.976ns 9.727ns 
25.209ns -> (2,3, 47, 95) 22.326ns 10.324ns 12.002ns 
25.209ns -> (3,3, 47,142) 24.767ns 12.388ns 12.379ns 
25.209ns -> (3,4, 94,142) 30.010ns 16.226ns 13.783ns 
25.209ns -> (4,4,94,189) 32.601ns 18.022ns 14. 579ns 
25.209ns -> (4,5,141,189) 36.554ns 21.512ns 15.042ns 
25.209ns -> (5,5,141,236) 38.668ns 23.410ns 15.259ns 
25.209ns -> (5,6,188,236) 43. 170ns 26.779ns 16.391ns 
25.209ns -> (6,6,188,283) 45.160ns 28.639ns 16.521ns 
25.209ns -> (6,7,235,283) 48.489ns 31. 861ns 16.629ns 
25.209ns -> (7,7,235,330) 50.557ns 33.784ns 16.773ns 
25.209ns -> (7,8,282,330) 53.897ns 36.864ns 17.033ns 
25.209ns -> (8,8,282,377) 56.612ns 38.682ns 17.930ns 
25.209ns -> (8,9,329,377) 59.603ns 41.636ns 17.967ns 
25.209ns -> (9,9,329,424) 61. 941ns 44.051ns 17.890ns 

E.3 Determination of Parameters of Correction Expres-

. 
slon 

· ............. · ............. 
Input Transistion: High to Low · ............. · ............. 

Input Delay-> Gate SPICE Table D Diff. Const. 
5.424ns -) (1,1, 0, 1) 2.158ns 0.619ns 1.539ns ***** 5.424ns -) (1,2, 0, 48) 6.340ns 3.497ns 2.843ns 0.790 
5.424ns -) (2,2, 0, 95) 9. 114ns 5.976ns 3.138ns 0.763 
5.424ns -) (2,3, 47, 95) 13.931ns 10.324ns 3.606ns 0.766 
5.424ns -) (3,3, 47,142) 16.131ns 12.388ns 3.743ns 0.764 
5.424ns -) (3,4, 94,142) 20. 188ns 16.226ns 3.962ns 0.750 
5.424ns -) (4,4,94,189) 22.379ns 18.022ns 4.357ns 0.806 
5.424ns -) (4,5,141,189) 26.067ns 21.512ns 4.555ns 0.809 
5.424ns -) (5,5,141,236) 28.199ns 23.410ns 4.790ns 0.825 
5.424ns -> (5,6,188,236) 31.621ns 26.779ns 4.842ns 0.802 
5.424ns -) (6,6,188,283) 33.708ns 28.639ns 5.069ns 0.837 
5.424ns -> (6,7,235,283) 37.267ns 31. 861ns 5.406ns 0.866 
5.424ns -) (7,7,235,330) 39.412ns 33.784ns 5.628ns 0.884 
5.424ns -> (7,8,282,330) 4·2.697ns 36.864ns 5.833ns 0~883 

5.424ns -> (8,8,282,377) 44.695ns 38.682ns 6.013ns 0.922 
5.424ns -> (8,9,329,377) 47.975ns 41.636ns 6.339ns 0.934 
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5.424ns -> (9,9,329,424) 49.975ns 44.051ns 5.923ns 0.879 
10.383ns -> (1,1, 0, 1) 2.930ns 0.619ns 2.311ns ***** 
10.383ns -> (1,2, 0, 48) 7.712ns 3.497ns 4.215ns 0.758 
10.383ns -> (2,2, 0, 95) 11.081ns 5.976ns 5.105ns 0.803 
10.383ns -> (2,3, 47, 95) 16.342ns 10.324ns 6.018ns 0.827 
10.383ns -> (3,3, 47,142) 18.436ns 12.388ns 6.048ns 0.794 
10.383ns -> (3,4, 94,142) 22.500ns 16.226ns 6.274ns 0.770 
10.383ns -> (4,4,94,189) 24.835ns 18.022ns 6.813ns 0.813 
10.383ns -> (4,5,141,189) 28.832ns 21. 512ns 7.321ns 0.837 
10.383ns -> (5,5,141,236) 30.698ns 23,410ns 7.289ns 0.817 
10.383ns -> (5,6,188,236) 34. 145ns 26.779ns 7.366ns 0.792 
10.383ns -> (6,6,188,283) 36.272ns 28.639ns 7.634ns 0.813 
10.383ns -> (6,7,235,283) 39.739ns 31. 861ns 7.878ns 0.810 
10.383ns -> (7,7,235,330) 42.036ns 33.784ns 8.252ns 0.840 
10.383ns -> (7,8,282,330) 45.445ns 36.864ns 8.581ns 0.843 
10.383ns -> (8,8,282,377) 47.018ns 38.682ns 8.335ns 0.815 
10.383ns -> (8,9,329,377) 50.438ns 41.636ns 8.802ns 0.849 
10.383ns -> (9,9,329,424) 53.022ns 44.051ns 8.970ns 0.854 
25.209ns -> (1,1, 0, 1) 5.225ns 0.619ns 4.606ns ***** 
25.209ns -> (1,2, 0, 48) 12.118ns 3.497ns 8.621ns 0.783 
25.209ns -) (2,2, 0, 95) 15.703ns 5.976ns 9.727ns 0.774 
25.209ns -> (2,3, 47, 95) 22.326ns 10.324ns 12.002ns 0.831 
25.209ns -) (3,3, 47,142) 24.767ns 12.388ns 12.379ns 0.821 
25.209ns -> (3,4, 94,142) 30.010ns 16.226ns 13.783ns 0.855 
25.209ns -> (4,4, 94,189) 32.601ns 18.022ns 14.579ns 0.879 
25.209ns -> (4,5,141,189) 36.554ns 21.512ns 15.042ns 0.868 
25.209ns -> (5,5,141,236) 38.668ns 23,410ns 15.259ns 0.860 
25.209ns -> (5,6,188,236) 43.170ns 26.779ns 16.391ns 0.894 
25.209ns -> (6,6,188,283) 45.160ns 28.639ns 16.521ns 0.887 
25.209ns -> (6,7,235,283) 48.489ns 31.861ns 16.629ns 0.868 
25.209ns -) (7,7,235,330) 50.557ns 33.784ns 16.773ns 0.863 
25.209ns -> (7,8,282,330) 53.897ns 36.864ns 17.033ns 0.860 
25.209ns -> (8,8,282,377) 56.612ns 38.682ns 17.930ns 0.893 
25.209ns -) (8,9,329,377) 59.603ns 41.636ns 17.967ns 0.877 
25.209ns -> (9,9,329,424) 61. 941ns 44.051ns 17.890ns 0.861 
45.206ns -> (1,1, 0, 1) 7.796ns 0.619ns 7.177ns ***** 
45.206ns -> (1,2, 0, 48) 16.312ns 3.497ns 12.815ns 0.749 
45.206ns -> (2,2, 0, 95) 20.759ns 5.976ns 14.783ns 0.756 
45.206ns -) (2,3, 47, 95) 28.096ns 10.324ns 17.772ns 0.793 
45.206ns -> (3,3,47,142) 31. 266ns 12.388ns 18.878ns 0.805 
45.206ns -) (3,4, 94,142) 36.756ns 16.226ns 20.529ns 0.818 
45.206ns -) (4,4, 94,189) 39.267ns 18.022ns 21.245ns 0.825 
45.206ns -) (4,5,141,189) 44.665ns 21.512ns 23.153ns 0.858 
45.206ns -) (5,5,141,236) 46.710ns 23 Al0ns 23.300ns 0.841 
45.206ns -) (5,6,188,236) 51.205ns 26.779ns 24,426ns 0.857 
45.206ns -> (6,6,188,283) 53.343ns 28.639ns 24.704ns 0.851 
45.206ns -> (6,7,235,283) 57.349ns 31.861ns 25.489ns 0.856 
45.206ns -) (7,7,235,330) 59.666ns 33.784ns 25.882ns 0.856 
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45.206ns -> (7,8,282,330) 63.359ns 36.864ns 26.495ns 0.854 
45.206ns -> (8,8,282,377) 65.745ns 38.682ns 27.062ns 0.866 
45.206ns -> (8,9,329,377) 69.057ns 41.636ns 27.422ns 0.861 
45.206ns -> (9,9,329,424) 72.231ns 44.051ns 28.180ns 0.874 
65.203ns -> (1,1, 0, 1) 11.128ns 0.619ns 10.509ns ***** 
65.203ns -> (1,2, 0, 48) 19.959ns 3.497ns 16.462ns 0.728 
65.203ns -> (2,2, 0, 95) 33.156ns 5.976ns 27. 180ns 1.050 
65.203ns -> (2,3, 47, 95) 36.473ns 10.324ns 26.149ns 0.882 
65.203ns -> (3,3, 47,142) 43.024ns 12.388ns 30.636ns 0.987 
65.203ns -> (3,4, 94,142) 45.394ns 16.226ns 29.168ns 0.879 
65.203ns -> (4,4, 94,189) 50.294ns 18.022ns 32.272ns 0.947 
65.203ns -> (4,5,141,189) 52.665ns 21. 512ns 31.153ns 0.874 
65.203ns -> (5,5,141,236) 57.803ns 23.410ns 34.393ns 0.945 
65.203ns -> (5,6,188,236) 60.394ns 26.779ns 33.615ns 0.893 
65.203ns -> (6,6,188,283) 64.718ns 28.639ns 36.079ns 0.943 
65.203ns -> (6,7,235,283) 66.862ns 31.861ns 35.002ns 0.890 
65.203ns -> (7,7,235,330) 71.301ns 33.T84ns 37.517ns 0.941 
65.203ns -> (7,8,282,330) 73.333ns 36.864ns 36.470ns 0.895 
65.203ns -> (8,8,282,377) 77.375ns 38.682ns 38.693ns 0.938 
65.203ns -> (8,9,329,377) 79.600ns 41.636ns 37.964ns 0.903 
85.200ns -> (1,1, 0, 1) 23.608ns 0.619ns 22.989ns ***** 
85.200ns -> (1,2, 0, 48) 29.009ns 3.497ns 25.512ns 0.919 
85.200ns -> (2,2, 0, 95) 38. 110ns 5.976ns 32. 134ns 1.013 
85.200ns -> (2,3, 47, 95) 41.152ns 10.324ns 30.827ns 0.848 
85.200ns -> (3,3, 47,142) 47.793ns 12.388ns 35.404ns 0.930 
85.200ns -> (3,4, 94,142) 50.311ns 16.226ns 34.085ns 0.837 
85.200ns -> (4,4, 94,189) 55.S70ns 18.022ns 37.848ns 0.906 
85.200ns -> (4,5,141,189) 58.236ns 21.512ns 36.725ns 0.841 
85.200ns -> (5,5,141,236) 63.608ns 23.410ns 40. 198ns 0.901 
85.200ns -> (5,6,188,236) 65.658ns 26.779ns 38.879ns 0.842 
85.200ns -> (6,6,188,283) 70.708ns 28.639ns 42.069ns 0.897 
85.200ns -> (6,7,235,283) 73.038ns 31.861ns 41.177ns 0.854 
85.200ns -> (7,7,235,330) 77.262ns 33.784ns 43.478ns 0.889 
85.200ns -> (7,8,282,330) 79.674ns 36.864ns 42.810ns 0.856 
85.200ns -> (8,8,282,377) 83.997ns 38.682ns 45.315ns 0.896 
85.200ns -> (8,9,329,377) 86.236ns 41.636ns 44.600ns 0.865 

105.197ns -> (1,1, 0, 1) 26.813ns 0.619ns 26.194ns ***** 
105.197ns -> (1,2, 0, 48) 32.416ns 3.497ns 28.919ns 0.886 
105.197ns -> (2,2, 0, 95) 42.417ns 5.976ns 36.441ns 0.977 
105.197ns -> (2,3, 47, 95) 45.127ns 10.324ns 34.803ns 0.814 
105.197ns -> (3,3, 47,142) 52.617ns 12.388ns 40.229ns 0.899 
105.197ns -> (3,4, 94,142) 54.541ns 16.226ns 38.315ns 0.800 
105.197ns -> (4,4, 94,189) 61.008ns 18.022ns 42.986ns 0.874 
105.197ns -> (4,5,141,189) 63. 197ns 21. 512ns 41.685ns 0.811 
105.197ns -) (5,5,141,236) 68.828ns 23.410ns 45.418ns 0.866 
105.197ns .-> (5,6,188,236) 70.874ns 26.779ns 44.095ns 0.813 
105.197ns -> (6,6,188,283) 75.654ns 28.639ns 47.015ns 0.852 
105.197ns -> (6,7,235,283) 77.962ns 31.861ns 46.101ns 0.813 
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105.197ns -> (7,7,235,330) 82.864ns 33.784ns 49.080ns 0.853 
105. 197ns -> (7,8,282,330) 85.164ns 36.864ns 48.301ns 0.821 
105.197ns -> (8,8,282,377) 89.578ns 38.682ns 50.895ns 0.855 
105.197ns -> (8,9,329,377) 91.920ns 41.636ns 50.285ns 0.830 
125. 193ns -> (1,1, 0, 1) 30. 188ns 0.619ns 29.569ns ***** 
125.193ns -> (1,2, 0, 48) 36.172ns 3.497ns 32.675ns 0.875 
125.193ns -> (2,2, 0, 95) 46.862ns 5.976ns 40.886ns 0.958 
125.193ns -> (2,3, 47, 95) 49.533ns 10.324ns 39.209ns 0.801 
125.193ns -> (3,3, 47,142) 57.555ns 12.388ns 45.167ns 0.882 
125.193ns -> (3,4, 94,142) 59.352ns 16.226ns 43. 126ns 0.787 
125.193ns -> (4,4, 94,189) 65.932ns 18.022ns 47.910ns 0.852 
125.193ns -> (4,5,141,189) 67.850ns 21.512ns 46.339ns 0.788 
125. 193ns -} (5,5,141,236) 73.347ns 23.410ns 49.938ns 0.832 
125.193ns -> (5,6,188,236) 75.137ns 26.779ns 48.358ns 0.779 
125.193ns -> (6,6,188,283) 80.895ns 28.639ns 52.256ns 0.828 
125.193ns -> (6,7,235,283) 82.723ns 31. 861ns 50.862ns 0.784 
125.193ns -> (7,7,235,330) 87.839ns 33.784ns 54.055ns 0.821 
125.193ns -> (7,8,282,330) 90.010ns 36.864ns 53.146ns 0.790 
125.193ns -> (8,8,282,377) 94.476ns 38.682ns 55.794ns 0.820 
125.193ns -> (8,9,329,377) 96.638ns 41.636ns 55.002ns 0.793 
145.190ns -> (1,1, 0, 1) 33.389ns 0.619ns 32.770ns ***** 
145.190ns -> (1,2, 0, 48) 39.232ns 3.497ns 35.735ns 0.853 
145.190ns -> (2,2, 0, 95) 50.570ns 5.976ns 44.594ns 0.931 
145.190ns -> (2,3, 47, 95) 53.421ns 10.324ns 43.097ns 0.785 
145.190ns -> (3,3, 47,142) 61.546ns 12.388ns 49.158ns 0.856 
145.190ns -> (3,4, 94,142) 63.425ns 16.226ns 47.198ns 0.768 
145.190ns -> (4,4, 94,189) 69.881ns 18.022ns 51.859ns 0.822 
145.190ns -> (4,5,141,189) 71.656ns 21.512ns 50.144ns 0.760 
145.190ns -> (5,5,141,236) 77.862ns 23.410ns 54.453ns 0.808 
145.190ns -> (5,6,188,236) 79.276ns 26.779ns 52.497ns 0.754 
145.190ns -> (6,6,188,283) 85.244ns 28.639ns 56.605ns 0.799 
145.190ns -> (6,7,235,283) 86.972ns 31.861ns 55.111ns 0.757 
145.190ns -> (7,7,235,330) 91. 921ns 33.784ns 58. 137ns 0.787 
145.190ns -> (7,8,282,330) 94.115ns 36.864ns 57.251ns 0.759 
145.190ns -> (8,8,282,377) 99.113ns 38.682ns 60.431ns 0.791 
145.190ns -> (8,9,329,377) 101. 079ns 41.636ns 59.444ns 0.764 
165.187ns -> (1,1, 0, 1) 36.206ns O.619ns 35.587ns ***** 
165.187ns -> (1,2, 0, 48) 42.489ns 3.497ns 38.992ns 0.842 
165.187ns -> (2,2, 0, 95) 54.247ns 5.976ns 48.271ns 0.912 
165.187ns -> (2,3, 47, 95) 56.991ns 10.324ns 46.667ns 0.769 
165.187ns -> (3,3,47,142) 65.432ns 12.388ns 53.044ns 0.835 
165.187ns -> (3,4, 94,142) 67.107ns 16.226ns 50.880ns 0.749 
165.187ns -> (4,4, 94,189) 74.102ns 18.022ns 56.080ns 0.804 
165.187ns -> (4,5,141,189) 75.309ns 21.512ns 53.797ns 0.738 
165.187ns -> (5,5,141,236) 82.067ns 23.410ns 58.658ns 0.788 
165.187ns -> (5,6,188,236) 83.308ns 26.779ns 56.529ns 0.734 
165.187ns -> (6,6,188,283) 89.189ns 28.639ns 60.550ns 0:773 
165.187ns -> (6,7,235,283) 90.780ns 31.861ns 58.920ns 0.732 
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165. 187ns -> (7,7,235,330) 96.045ns 33.784ns 62.261ns 0.763 
165.187ns -> (7,8,282,330) 97.791ns 36.864ns 60.927ns 0.730 
165.187ns -> (8,8,282,377) 103.245ns 38.682ns 64.562ns 0.765 

· ............ · ............ 
Input Transistion: Low to High · ............. · ............. 

Input Delay-> Gate SPICE Table D Diff. Const. 
5.141ns -> (1,1, 0, 1) 0.287ns 0.036ns 0.251ns ***** 
5.141ns -> (1,2, 0, 48) 3.162ns 2.004ns 1.158ns 0.243 
5.141ns -> (2,2, 0, 95) 5.879ns 4.729ns 1.150ns 0.183 
5.141ns -> (2,3, 47, 95) 9.977ns 8.616ns 1.361ns 0.178 
5.141ns -> (3,3, 47,142) 16.256ns 14.890ns 1.366ns 0.151 
5.141ns -> (3,4, 94,142) 21.265ns 19.540ns 1.724ns 0.168 
5.141ns -> (4,4, 94,189) 30.879ns 29.133ns 1.745ns 0.152 
5.141ns -> (4,5,141,189) 36.844ns 34.913ns 1.932ns 0.156 
5.141ns -> (5,5,141,236) 49.434ns 47.332ns 2.103ns 0.153 
5.141ns -> (5,6,188,236) 56.428ns 54.238ns 2.190ns 0.153 
5.141ns -> (6,6,188,283) 72.169ns 69.939ns 2.229ns 0.144 
5.141ns -> (6,7,235,283) 80.392ns 77.864ns 2.529ns 0.156 
5.141ns -> (7,7,235,330) 99.244ns 96.748ns 2.496ns 0.144 
5.141ns -> (7,8,282,330) 108.402ns 105.482ns 2.920ns 0.163 
5.141ns -> (8,8,282,377) 130.375ns 127.224ns 3.151ns 0.166 
5.141ns -> (8,9,329,377) 140.662ns 137.495ns 3.168ns 0.163 
5.141ns -> (9,9,329,424) 165.816ns 162.502ns 3.314ns 0.161 

10.091ns -> (1,1, 0, 1) -0.169ns 0.036ns -0.205ns ***** 
10.091ns -> (1,2, 0, 48) 3.889ns 2.004ns 1.885ns 0.257 
10.091ns -> (2,2, 0, 95) 7.041ns 4.729ns 2.312ns 0.237 
10.091ns -> (2,3, 47, 95) 11.653ns 8.616ns 3.037ns 0.256 
10.091ns -> (3,3, 47,142) 17.670ns 14.890ns 2.779ns 0.196 
10.091ns -> (3,4, 94,142) 23.255ns 19.540ns 3.715ns 0.240 
10.091ns -> (4,4, 94,189) 32.692ns 29. 133ns 3.558ns 0.199 
10.091ns -> (4,5,141,189) 39.192ns 34.913ns 4.280ns 0.227 
10.091ns -> (5,5,141,236) 51. 611ns 47.332ns 4.279ns 0.206 
10.091ns -> (5,6,188,236) 59.446ns 54.238ns 5.208ns 0.240 
10.091ns -> (6,6,188,283) 74.941ns 69.939ns 5.002ns 0.213 
10.091ns -> (6,7,235,283) 83.370ns 77.864ns 5.507ns 0.226 
10.091ns -> (7,7,235,330) 102.096ns 96.748ns 5.348ns 0.204 
10.091ns -> (7,8,282,330) 111. 522ns 105.482ns 6.039ns 0.223 
10.091ns -> (8,8,282,377) 133.491ns 127.224ns 6.267ns 0.216 
10.091ns -> (8,9,329,377) 144.090ns 137.495ns 6.596ns 0.222 
10.091ns -> (9,9,329,424) 169.112ns 162.502ns 6.610ns 0.210 
15.041ns -> (1,1, 0, 1) -0.749ns O.036ns -0.785ns ***** 
15.041ns -> (1,2, 0, 48) 4.176ns 2.004ns 2. 172ns 0.229 
15.041ns -> (2,2, 0, 95) 7.830ns 4.729ns 3.101ns 0.246 
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15.041ns -> (2,3, 47, 95) 12.615ns 8.616ns 3.999ns 0.259 
15.041ns -> (3,3, 47,142) 18.631ns 14.890ns 3.740ns 0.202 
15.041ns -> (3,4, 94,142) 24.693ns 19.540ns 5.153ns 0.253 
15.041ns -> (4,4, 94,189) 33.894ns 29.133ns 4.761ns 0.207 
15.041ns -> (4,5,141,189) 40.697ns 34.913ns 5.785ns 0.235 
15.041ns -> (5,5,141,236) 53. 142ns 47.332ns 5.810ns 0.216 
15.041ns -> (5,6,188,236) 61.060ns 54.238ns 6.822ns 0.243 
15.041ns -> (6,6,188,283) 76.777ns 69.939ns 6.837ns 0.224 
15.041ns -> (6,7,235,283) 85.197ns 77.864ns 7.334ns 0.230 
15.041ns -> (7,7,235,330) 104.031ns 96.748ns 7.283ns 0.213 
15.041ns -> (7,8,282,330) 113.782ns 105.482ns 8.300ns 0.235 
15.041ns -> (8,8,282,377) 135.981ns 127.224ns 8.756ns 0.235 
15.041ns -> (8,9,329,377) 146.360ns 137.495ns 8.866ns 0.229 
15.041ns -> (9,9,329,424) 171. 513ns 162.502ns 9.011ns 0.222 
20.101ns -> (1,1, 0, 1) -1.322ns 0.036ns -1.358ns ***** 
20.101ns -> (1,2, 0, 48) 4.233ns 2.004ns 2.229ns 0.193 
20.101ns &.> (2,2, 0, 95) 8.246ns 4.729ns 3.517ns 0.229 
20.101ns -> (2,3, 47, 95) 13.411ns 8.616ns 4.795ns 0.257 
20.101ns -> (3,3, 47,142) 19.450ns 14.890ns 4.560ns 0.202 
20.101ns -> (3,4, 94,142) 25.629ns 19.540ns 6.089ns 0.249 
20.101ns -> (4,4, 94,189) 34.891ns 29.133ns 5.757ns 0.206 
20.101ns -> (4,5,141,189) 41. 831ns 34.913ns 6.918ns 0.232 
20.101ns -> (5,5,141,236) 54.526ns 47.332ns 7.194ns 0.220 
20.101ns -> (5,6,188,236) 62.215ns 54.238ns 7.977ns 0.231 
20.101ns -> (6,6,188,283) 77.714ns 69.939ns 7.775ns 0.207 
20.101ns -> (6,7,235,283) 86.929ns 77.864ns 9.066ns 0.236 
20.101ns -> (7,7,235,330) 105.218ns 96.748ns 8.469ns 0.203 
20.101ns -> (7,8,282,330) 115.508ns 105.482ns 10.025ns 0.236 
20.101ns -> (8,8,282,377) 137.130ns 127.224ns 9.905ns 0.217 
20.101ns -> (8,9,329,377) 148.249ns 137.495ns 10.754ns 0.232 
20.101ns -> (9,9,329,424) 173.262ns 162.502ns 10.760ns 0.220 
25.051ns -> (1,1, 0, 1) -1. 774ns 0.036ns -1.810ns ***** 
25.051ns -> (1,2, 0, 48) 4.187ns 2.004ns 2.183ns 0.164 
25.051ns -> (2,2, 0, 95) 8.622ns 4.729ns 3.893ns 0.220 
25.051ns -> (2,3, 47, 95) 13.884ns 8.616ns 5.268ns 0.243 
25.051ns -> (3,3, 47,142) 20.014ns 14.890ns 5.124ns 0.197 
25.051ns -> (3,4, 94,142) 26.573ns 19.540ns 7.032ns 0.249 
25.051ns -> (4,4, 94,189) 35.701ns 29.133ns 6.567ns 0.203 
25.051ns -> (4,5,141,189) 42.928ns 34.913ns 8.016ns 0.233 
25.051ns -> (5,5,141,236) 55.451ns 47.332ns 8.120ns 0.213 
25.051ns -> (5,6,188,236) 63.445ns 54.238ns 9.207ns 0.231 
25.051ns -> (6,6,188,283) 78.783ns 69.939ns 8.844ns 0.204 
25.051ns -> (6,7,235,283) 88.019ns 77.864ns 10.155ns 0.226 
25.051ns -> (7,7,235,330) 106.504ns 96.748ns 9.756ns 0.202 
25.051ns -> (7,8,282,330) 116.593ns 105.482ns 11.110ns 0.223 
25.051ns -> (8,8,282,377) 138.380ns 127.224ns 11.156ns 0.211 
25.051ns -> (8,9,329,377) 149.446ns 137.495ns 11.951ns 0.220 
25.051ns -> (9,9,329,424) 174.415ns 162.502ns 11.913ns 0.208 
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30.001ns -> (1,1, 0, 1) -3.250ns 0.036ns -3.286ns "''''''''''''' 
30.001ns -> (1,2, 0, 48) 3.706ns 2.004ns 1.702ns 0.113 
30.001ns -> (2,2, 0, 95) 8.744ns 4.729ns 4.015ns 0.200 
30.001ns -> (2,3, 47, 95) 14.425ns 8.616ns 5.809ns 0.238 
30.001ns -> (3,3,47,142) 20.430ns 14.890ns 5.539ns 0.190 
30.001ns -> (3,4, 94,142) 27.001ns 19.540ns 7.461ns 0.233 
30.001ns -> (4,4, 94,189) 36.430ns 29.133ns 7.296ns 0.200 
30.001ns -> (4,5,141,189) 44.156ns 34.913ns 9.244ns 0.239 
30.001ns -> (5,5,141,236) 56.481ns 47.332ns 9.149ns 0.213 
30.001ns -> (5,6,188,236) 64.419ns 54.238ns 10.181ns 0.226 
30.001ns -> (6,6,188,283) 79.772ns 69.939ns 9.833ns 0.201 
30.001ns -> (6,7,235,283) 89.367ns 77.864ns 11.503ns 0.229 
30.001ns -> (7,7,235,330) 107.940ns 96.748ns 11. 192ns 0.207 
30.001ns -> (7,8,282,330) 118.180ns 105.482ns 12.698ns 0.229 
30.001ns -> (8,8,282,377) 139.915ns 127.224ns 12.690ns 0.215 
30.001ns -> (8,9,329,377) 151.104ns 137.495ns 13.610ns 0.225 
30.001ns -> (9,9,329,424) 175.979ns 162.502ns 13.477ns 0.211 
35.061ns -> (1,1, 0, 1) -3.076ns 0.036ns -3. 112ns "''''''''''''' 
35.061ns -> (1,2, 0, 48) 3.510ns 2.004ns 1.507ns 0.090 
35.061ns -> (2,2, 0, 95) 8.747ns 4.729ns 4.018ns 0.181 
35.061ns -> (2,3, 47, 95) 14.718ns 8.616ns 6.102ns 0.225 
35.061ns -> (3,3, 47,142) 20.695ns 14.890ns 5.804ns 0.179 
35.061ns -> (3,4, 94,142) 27.482ns 19.540ns 7.942ns 0.224 
35.061ns -> (4,4, 94,189) 37.454ns 29. 133ns 8.320ns 0.205 
35.061ns -> (4,5,141,189) 44.948ns 34.913ns 10.036ns 0.233 
35.061ns -> (5,5,141,236) 57.206ns 47.332ns 9.875ns 0.207 
35.061ns -> (5,6,188,236) 65.405ns 54.238ns 11.167ns 0.224 
35.061ns -> (6,6,188,283) 80.818ns 69.939ns 10.879ns 0.201 
35.061ns -> (6,7,235,283) 90. 144ns 77.864ns 12.280ns 0.219 
35.061ns -> (7,7,235,330) 108.951ns 96.748ns 12.203ns 0.203 
35.061ns -> (7,8,282,330) 118.912ns 105.482ns 13.430ns 0.216 
35.061ns -> (8,8,282,377) 140.654ns 127.224ns 13.429ns 0.203 
35.061ns -> (8,9,329,377) 151. 943ns 137.495ns 14.448ns 0.213 
35.061ns -> (9,9,329,424) 176.809ns 162.502ns 14.307ns 0.200 
40.011ns -> (1,1, 0, 1) -4. 153ns 0.036ns -4.189ns "''''''''''* 
40.011ns -> (1,2, 0, 48) 3.272ns 2.004ns 1.269ns 0.069 
40.011ns -> (2,2, 0, 95) 8.869ns 4.729ns 4.140ns 0.171 
40.011ns -> (2,3, 47, 95) 14.917ns 8.616ns 6.301ns 0.213 
40.011ns -> (3,3,47,142) 20.913ns 14.890ns 6.023ns 0.170 
40.011ns -> (3,4, 94,142) 27.852ns 19.540ns 8.312ns 0.215 
40.011ns -> (4,4, 94,189) 37.758ns 29.133ns 8.625ns 0.195 
40.011ns -> (4,5,141,189) 45.603ns 34.913ns 10.690ns 0.228 
40.011ns -> (5,5,141,236) 58. 147ns 47.332ns 10.815ns 0.209 
40.011ns -> (5,6,188,236) 66.444ns 54.238ns 12.206ns 0.225 
40.011ns -> (6,6,188,283) 81. 693ns 69.939ns 11.753ns 0.199 
40.011ns -> (6,7,235,283) .91.033ns 77.864ns 13.169ns 0,215 
40.011ns -> (7,7,235,330) 109.540ns 96.748ns 12.792ns 0.194 
40.011ns -> (7,8,282,330) 119.974ns 105.482ns 14.492ns 0.214 
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40.011ns -> (8,8,282,377) 141. 601ns 127.224ns 14.376ns 0.200 
40.011ns -> (8,9,329,377) 153.019ns 137.495ns 15.524ns 0.210 
40.011ns -> (9,9,329,424) 177.851ns 162.502ns 15.349ns 0.197 
45.071ns -> (1,1, 0, 1) -4.349ns 0.036ns -4.385ns ***** 45.071ns -> (1,2, 0, 48) 3.027ns 2.004ns 1.023ns 0.051 
45.071ns -> (2,2, 0, 95) 8.832ns 4.729ns 4.103ns 0.156 
45.071ns -> (2,3, 47, 95) 15.084ns 8.616ns 6.468ns 0.202 
45.071ns -> (3,3, 47,142) 21.072ns 14.890ns 6.182ns 0.161 
45.071ns -> (3,4, 94,142) 28.310ns 19.540ns 8.770ns 0.209 
45.071ns -> (4,4,94,189) 38.107ns 29.133ns 8.973ns 0.187 
45.071ns -> (4,5,141,189) 45.839ns 34.913ns 10.927ns 0.214 
45.071ns -> (5,5,141,236) 58.733ns 47.332ns 11.402ns 0.203 
45.071ns -> (5,6,188,236) 67.203ns 54.238ns 12.965ns 0.220 
45.071ns -> (6,6,188,283) 82.602ns 69.939ns 12.663ns 0.198 
45.071ns -> (6,7,235,283) 92.073ns 77.864ns 14.209ns 0.214 
45.071ns -> (7,7,235,330) 110.530ns 96.748ns 13.781ns 0.193 
45.071ns -> (7,8,282,330) 121. 254ns 105.482ns 15.772ns 0.216 
45.071ns -> (8,8,282,377) 142.907ns 127.224ns 15.683ns 0.202 
45.071ns -> (8,9,329,377) 154.102ns 137.495ns 16.607ns 0.208 
45.071ns -> (9,9,329,424) 178.882ns 162.502ns 16.380ns 0.194 
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E.4 Various Formulas for the Correction Term 

DiiJ = K t * (Input Delayt * (Gate Delay)b (E.1) 

Assumed Parameter Input 0 ~ 1 Input 1 ~ 0 
Set a b K t Deviation K t Deviation 

1 0.9 0.4 - - 1.0ge+2 18.70% 
2 0.8 0.3 - - 3.38e+0 8.48% 
3 0.77 0.25 - - 8.3ge-1 7.08% 
4 0.7 0.2 - - 1.07e-1 10.26% 
5 0.6 0.1 - - 3.42e-3 19.55% 
6 0.8 0.5 4.56e+1 29.58% - -
7 0.7 0.4 1.3ge+0 18.25% - -
8 0.66 0.33 2.06e-1 16.11% - -
9 0.6 0.3 4.30e-2 17.33% - -
10 0.5 0.1 1.36e-3 25.01% - -
11 1 1 1.1ge+ 7 125.33% 2.91e+7 73.14% 
12 1 0.5 1.58e+3 37.76% 3.55e+3 32.06% 
13 1 0.33 8.47e+1 25.83% 1.72e+2 27.48% 
14 1 0.2 9.2Se+0 28.30% 1.71e+1 28.19% 
15 0.5 1 1.67e+3 102.19% 6.67e+3 79.09% 
16 0.33 1 8.40e+1 9S.92% 4.0Se+2 87.69% 
17 0.5 0.5 2.30e-1 26.8S% 8.02e-1 34.91% 
18 0.33 0.5 1.16e-2 30.02% 4.88e-2 45.97% 
19 0.5 0.33 1.23e-2 19.07% 3.86e-2 27.55% 
20 0.33 0.33 6.26e-4 25.03% 2.35e-3 39.77% 
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Appendix F 

Processing Data of 2~ Technology Used in the 

Lookup Table 

Data 
Name Parameter Units N P 

1 LEVEL model index - 2 2 
2 VTO zero-bias threshold V 0.827 -0.895 

voltage 
3 KP transconductance A/v2 2.3E-5 7.5E-6 

parameter 
4 GAMMA bulk threshold parameter VO. 5 1.00 0.5 
5 PHI surface potential V 0.6 0.6 
6 LAMBDA channel-length modu- l/V 1.605E-2 4.709E-2 

lation (MOS1 and MOS2 
only) 

7 CGSO gate-source overlap ca- F/m 5.2E-13 4.0E-13 
pacitance per meter chan-
nel width 

8 CGDO gate-drain overlap capac- F/m 5.2E-13 4.0E-13 
itance per meter channel 
width 

9 RSH drain and source difTusion Ohm/sq. 30 80 
sheet resistance 

10 CJ zero-bias bulk junction F/m"l. 3.2E-7 2E-7 
bottom cap. per sq-meter 
of junction area 
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Data 
Name Parameter Units N P 

11 MJ bulk junction bottom - 0.5 0.5 
grading coef. 

12 CJSW zero-bias bulk junction F/m 9E-13 4.5E-13 
sidewall cap. per meter of 
junction perimeter 

13 MJSW bulk junction sidewall - 0.33 0.33 
grading coer. 

14 TOX oxide thickness meter 5E-S 5E-S 
15 NSUB substrate doping l/cmJ 1.0E16 1.12E14 
16 NSS surface state density 1/cm2 0 0 
17 NFS fast surface state density 1/cm2 1.235E12 S.79E11 
IS TPG type of gate material: + 1 - 1 -1 

opp. to substrate -1 same 
as substrate 0 Al gate 

19 XJ metallurgical junction meter 4E-7 4E-7 
depth 

20 LD lateral diffusion meter 2.SE-7 2.8E-7 
21 UO surface mobility cm2 /V - s 200 100 
22 UCRIT critical field for mobility V/cm 9.95E5 1.64E4 

degradation (MOS2 only) 
23 UEXP critical field exponent in - 1.001E-3 0.1534 

mobility degradation 
(MOS2 only) 

24 VMAX maxImum drift velocity m/s 1E5 1E5 
of carriers 

25 NEFF total channel - 1.001E-2 1.001E-2 
charge (fixed and mobile) 
coefficient (M OS2 only) 

26 DELTA width effect on thrcsh- - 1.2405 1.938 
old voltage (MOS2 and 
MOS3) 
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Appendix G 

Critical Path Analysis of AHPL Benchmarks 

AHPL Benchmark:SEQSEL 
Path Gate Gate Delay Path Delay Path Delay Table/SPICE 
Segment Configuration from Table from Table from SPICE (Yo) 

1 (1,2, 0, 4) 0.35 ns 0.35 ns 0.76 ns 46.05 Yo 

2 (2,1, 0, 1) 0.86 ns 1. 21 ns 1.41 ns 85.82 Yo 

3 (4,3, 5,10) 2.59 ns 3.79 ns 4.26 ns 88.97 Yo 

4 (2,1, 4, 6) 1.93 ns 5.72 ns 6.48 ns 88.27 Yo 

5 (1,3, 0, 3) 0.52 ns 6.25 ns 7.25 ns 86.21 Yo 

6 (2,1, 4, 2) 1.50 ns 7.75 ns 8.32 ns 93.15 Yo 

7 0,2, 0, 2) 0.31 ns 8.05 ns 8.86 ns 90.86 1. 
8 (1,1, 0, 2) 0.67 ns 8.72 ns 9.36 ns 93.16 Yo 

9 (2,1, 0, 1) 0.26 ns 8.98 ns 9.79 ns 91. 73 Yo 

10 (2,1, 2, 3) 1.38 ns 10.36 ns 10.66 ns 97.19 Yo 

AHPL Benchmark:HWTEST 
Path Gate Gate Delay Path Delay Path Delay Table/SPICE 
Segment Configuration from Table from Table from SPICE (Yo) 

1 (1,1, 0, 2) 0.06 ns 0.06 ns 0.46 ns 13.04 Yo 

2 (1,1, 0, 3) 0.72 ns 0.78 ns 1.05 ns 74.29 Yo 

3 (1,9, 0,24) 1.97 ns 2.75 ns 2.46 ns 111.79 Yo 

4 (1,8, 0,25) 3.54 ns 6.29 ns 5.95 ns 105.71 Yo 

5 (3,3, 1, 5) 1.32 ns 7.61 ns 7.55 ns 100.79 Yo 

6 (1,1, 0, 1) 0.62 ns 8.23 ns 8.40 ns 97.98 Yo 

7 (2,1, 5, 0) 0.57 ns 8.80 ns 9.23 ns 95.34 Yo 

8 (2,1, 1, 2) 0.99 ns 9.79 ns 10.04 ns 97.51 Yo 

9 (1,1, 0, 1) 0.04 ns 9.83 ns 10.38 ns 94.70 Yo 

10 (2,1, 0, 5) 1.28 ns 11.11 ns 11.08 ns 100.27 Yo 
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AHPL Benchmark:SHIFTR 
Path Gate 'Gate Delay Path Delay Path Delay Table/SPICE 
Segment Configuration from Table from Table from SPICE (Y.) 

1 (1,2, 0, 2) 1.50 ns 1.50 ns 1.78 ns 84.27 Y. 
2 (1,1, 0, 3) 1.16 ns 2.66 ns 2.68 ns 99.25 Y. 
3 (1,1, 0,24) 0.62 ns 3.28 ns 3.20 ns 102.50 Y. 
4 (2,1, 0,25) 0.26 ns 3.54 ns 3.64 ns 97.25 Y. 
5 (1,1, 1, 5) 0.62 ns 4.16 ns 4.08 ns 101. 96 Y. 
6 (1,1, 0, 1) 0.08 ns 4.24 ns 4.44 ns 95.50 Y. 
7 (2,1, 5, 0) 1. 75 ns 5.98 ns 5.62 ns 106.41 Y. 

AHPL Benchmark:SERCOM 
Path Gate Gate Delay Path Delay Path Delay Table/SPICE 
Segment Configuration from Table from Table from SPICE (Y.) 

1 (1,2, 0, 4) 1.14 ns 1.14 ns 1.54 ns 74.03 Y. 
2 (1,1, 0, 4) 0.10 ns 1.24 ns 2.03 ns 61.08 Y. 
3 (1,2, 0,41) 3.15 ns 4.39 ns 4.61 ns 95.23 Y. 
4 (1,1, 0,41) 1. 75 ns 6.14 ns 6.96 ns 88.22 Y. 
5 (2,1, 3, 1) 1.37 ns 7.50 ns 8.26 ns 90.80 Y. 
6 (2,1,0,16) 1.24 ns 8.74 ns 9.45 ns 92.49 Y. 
7 (2,1,4, 2) 1.50 ns 10.24 ns 10.77 ns 95.08 Y. 
8 (1,1, 0, 3) 0.08 ns 10.32 ns 11.24 ns 91.81 Y. 
9 (1,1, 0,15) 1. 61 ns 11. 93 ns 12.35 ns 96.60 Y. 

10 (4,1,21, 7) 4.35 ns 16.29 ns 16.71 ns 97.49 Y. 
11 (1,1, 0, 2) 0.67 ns 16.95 ns 18.04 ns 93.96 Y. 
12 (2,1,21,12) 3.13 ns 20.09 ns 20.66 ns 97.24 Y. 
13 (1,2, 0,28) 2.50 ns 22.59 ns 23.51 ns 96.09 Y. 
14 (2,1,13, 4) 1.89 ns 24.47 ns 25.57 ns 95.70 Y., 
15 (2,1,32,30) 5.54 ns 30.02 ns 30.98 ns 96.90 Y. 

AHPL Benchmark:STACK4 
Path Gate Gate Delay Path Delay Path Delay Table/SPICE 
Segment Configuration from Table from Table from SPICE (Y.) 

1 (1,1, 0, 6) 0.15 ns 0.15 ns 0.73 ns 20.55 Y. 
2 (1,1, 0, 9) 1.31 ns 1.46 ns 1.67 ns 87.43 Y. 
3 (1,9, 0,44) 2.41 ns 3.87 ns 3.76 ns 102.93 Y. 
4 (1,9, 0,80) 6.43 ns 10.30 ns 10.39 ns 99.13 Y. 
5 (1,1, 0, 1) 0.33 ns 10.62 ns 10.61 ns 100.09 Y. 
6 (1,8, 0,75) 6.04 ns 16.66 ns 16.17 ns 103.03 Y. 
7 (4,1, 5, 9) 3.09 ns 19.76 ns 18.89 ns 104.61 Y., 
8 (4,1, 8, 0) 1.83 ns 21.59 ns 21.18 ns 101. 94 Y. 
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AHPL Benchmark:PROCER 
Path Gate Gate Delay Path Delay Path Delay Table/SPICE 
Segment Configuration ·from Table from Table from SPICE ('l.) 

1 (1,1, 0, 10) 1.36 ns 1.36 ns 1.70 ns 80.00 'l. 

2 (1,1, 0, 41) 1.75 ns 3.11 ns 3.29 ns 94.53 'l. 

3 (1,9, 0,239) 14.38 ns 17.49 ns 17.62 ns 99.26 'l. 

4 (1,9, 0,525) 16.43 ns 33.92 ns 39.65 nB 85.55 'l. 

5 (5,4, 11, 54) 12.70 ns 46.62 ns 50.57 nB 92.19 'l. 

6 (1,1, 0, 1) 0.49 ns 47.11 ns 50.45 ns 93.38 'l. 

7 (2,1, 1, 0) 0.89 ns 48.00 ns 51.05 ns 94.03 'l. 

8 (4,1, 3, 12) 2.06 ns 50.06 ns 53.14 ns 94.20 'l. 

9 (1,1, 0, 3) 0.72 ns 50.78 ns 54.60 nB 105.35 'l. 
10 (9,9, 25,460) 100.80 nB 151.57 ns 154.76 ns 97.94 Yo 

11 (1,1, 0,141) 40.37 ns 191. 94 ns 193.70 ns 99.09 'l. 

12 (2,1, 22, 0) 6.22 ns 198.16 ns 196.45 ns 100.87 Yo 

13 (2,4, 28, 68) 11.26 ns 209.42 ns 206.29 ns 101. 52 Yo 

14 (2,1, 4, 10) 2.62 ns 212.04 ns 207.74 ns 102.07 Yo 

15 (2,2, 97, 0) 9.62 ns 221.67 ns 217.82 ns 101. 77 Yo 

16 (1,1, 0, 3) 0.57 ns 222.24 ns 217.94 ns 101. 97 'l. 

17 (2,1, 17, 0) 2.52 ns 224.76 ns 220.62 ns 101. 88 Yo 

18 (2,4, 0, 50) 3.06 ns 227.82 ns 223.89 ns 101. 76 Yo 

19 (1,1, 0, 1) 0.62 ns 228.44 ns 225.12 ns 101.47 'l. 
20 (2,1, 32, 0) 3.06 ns 231.51 ns 228.06 ns 101. 51 'l. 

21 (2,2, 1, 5) 1.56 ns 233.07 ns 229.85 ns 101.40 'l. 

22 ( 1,1, 0, 6) 0.15 ns 233.21 ns 230.32 ns 101.25 'l. 
23 (2,1, 4, 9) 2.08 ns 235.29 ns 231.86 ns 101.48 'l. 
24 (2,4, 1, 9) 1.39 ns 236.69 ns 233.26 ns 101.47 Yo 

25 (2,1, 21, 0) 2.87 ns 239.55 ns 236.21 ns 101.41 'l. 
26 (3,1, 3, 0) 0.68 ns 240.23 ns 237.35 ns 101. 21 'l. 
27 (2,1, 8, 17) 2.82 ns 243.06 ns 239.74 ns 101.38 'l. 
28 (4,2,459,107) 65.25 ns 308.30 ns 304.85 ns 101.13 'l. 
29 (4,1,36,48) 28.37 ns 336.68 ns 326.45 ns 103.13 'l. 
30 (1,1, 0, 75) 5.62 ns 342.30 ns 331.64 ns 103.21 Yo 

31 (1,1, 0, 1) 2.48 ns 344.78 ns 333.35 ns 103.43 'l. 

32 (1,1, 0, 6) 0.15 ns 344.92 ns 333.46 ns 103.44 'l. 
33 (1,1, 0, 2) 0.67 ns 345.59 ns 333.83 ns 103.52 'l. 



Appendix H 

A Complete List of the System Options 

1* Data Files *1 
char designvdir[aO] = [ . example] 1* design file dir (VMS)*I 
char datavdir [ao] = [.data_fi1e] 1* data file dir (VMS)*I 
char designudir[aO] = examplel 1* design file dir (unix)*1 
char dataudir [ao] = data_filel 1* data file dir (unix)*1 
char stage02_ tab [ao] = design. tab 1* output of pre-compiler *1 
char rif [ao] = design.rif 1* RIF data base *1 
char slf [ao] = design.slf 1* SLF data base *1 
char place_aux [ao] = place.aux 1* user placement *1 
char layout_text [ao] = design.wir 1* wire connection pattern *1 

1* System Options *1 
int AUTO PLACE = 1 ; 1* 1: automatic placement 

0: user suggestion placement *1 
int OLD_AUTOPLACE = 0; 1* 1 : using old placement algorithm 

0: using connection complexity matrix 
int ite_time_improve = 1 ; 1* 1: iterative timing improvement 

0: single pass *1 
int ite_before_min = O· 1* 1: space compaction in the loop , 

0: after the loop *1 
int min_Cpath_delay = l' 1* 1: performance effective , 

0: area effective *1 
int oper_sys = 1 ; 1* 1 : VMS 

0: UNIX *1 

1* Technology Constraints *1 
int add inverter = l' , 

int limit_io_number = 

int MAXFANIN = 
int MAXFANOUT = 
int io_delay = 

1* 

1 ; 

9' , 
9; 
O· , 

1: inverter explicitly realized 
0: implicitly *1 

1* 1: limited # of fanin and fanout 
0: without limitation *1 

1* max 1t of fanin *1 
1* max 1t of fanout *1 
1* 1: considering external liD as an 

path delay item 
0: liD not included *1 

202 

*1 
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int limit_fanio_method = 3; 1* 1: alloc new lines for each gate 
2: combine several gates together 
3: leave the most critical path 

in the original gate *1 

1* Timing Analysis Formulas *1 
int formula = 3; 1* 0: delay = primitive + Si*Li + Se*Le + load 

1: delay = primitive + Si*Li + Se*Le + load + 
max(Ki,Ke) 

2: delay = primitive + Si*Li + Se*Le + load + 
Ki + Ke 

3: same as 2 but using the critical # to 
determine Ki and Ke *1 

float threshold = 5e-9; 1* default input delay for correction *1 
int precise_formula = 1; 1* transition correction formulas 
0: 0->1 diff = Kh2Ia*(input delay) * cbrt(gate delay) 

1->0 diff = KI2ha*(input delay) * cbrt(gate delay) 
1: 0->1 diff = Kh2Ib*(input delay)**ah21 * (gate delay)**bh21 

1->0 diff = KI2hb*(input delay)**aI2h * (gate delay)**bI2h *1 
float Kh2la = 186.6718; 1* simple formula for 1->0 *1 
float Kl2ha = 90.1216; 1* simple formula for 0->1 *1 
float Kh2lb = 0.8395851; 1* constant K for 1->0 *1 
float Kl2hb = 0.206337; 1* constant K for 0->1 *1 
float ah21 = 0.77; 1* power a for 1->0 *1 
float bh21 = 0.25; 1* power b for 1->0 *1 
float al2h = 0.66; 1* power a for 0->1 *1 
float bl2h = 0.33; 1* power b for 0->1 *1 
int TRACEDELAY = 1; 1* 1: trace delay time 

0: not *1 
int show_cpath_bf_min = 1; 1* 1: show critical path(s) BEFORE 

space compaction 
0: not *1 

int show_cpath_af_min = 1; 1* 1: show critical path(s) AFTER 
space compaction 

0: not *1 
int PrMtCpath = 0; 1* 1: show all critical paths with the 

same delay time 
0: show the first one only *1 

int SHOWDELAYTRACE = 0; 1* 1: show detailed path delay 
0: not *1 

1* System Reports *1 
int show_layout_break = 0; 1* 1 : show tvire connection patterns 

0: not *1 
int show_rough_layout = 0; 1* 1 : layout based on cell 

0: layout based on wire *1 
int show_phase1 = o· 1* 1 : show layout after phase 1 , 

0: not *1 
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int show_inverter = o· • 1* 1: show inverters 
0: not *1 

int paper_width = 125; 1* paper width *1 
int SHOWNUM = o· • 1* 1: show coordinates 

0: not *1 
int SHOWLAYOUT = O· 1* 1: show layout • 

0: not *1 
int SHOWSUMMARY = 1; 1* 1: show summary 

0: not *1 
int SHOWORIG = o· 1* 1: show layout before minimization • 

0: not *1 
int LAYOUT_FORM = l' 1* 1 : show multiple wires • 

0: not *1 
int SHOWFINAL = l' 1* 1: show final layout result • 

0: not *1 
int SHOWID = 0; 1* 1: show line id in original layout 

0: not *1 
int ECHO = 1; 1* 1 : echo design phases 

0: not *1 
int SHOWPLACE = 1; 1* 1 : show placement on screen 

0: not *1 

1* Space Compaction *1 
int density_factor = 10; 1* cost function parameter *1 
int use_ceIl_density = o· 1* cost function parameter *1 • 
int compress_factor = 50; 1* cost function parameter *1 
int check_row = l' • 1* 1: check max ROW mergable when 

column merged 
0: not *1 

int ck_row_alg = l' 1* 1 : check estimate mergable rows • 
0: check real mergable rows *1 

int check_mult_mg = o· 1* 1 : check multiple merging when • 
setup mergable list 

0: not *1 

1* System Resource Limitation *1 
int MAXiteration = 1000; 1* max # of iterations *1 
long TIME_2_REDUCE_MIN_REQUIRED_LIMIT = 3600; 

1* time limitation to reduce the line 
merging set *1 

float reduce_factor = 0.90; 1* max mergepairs reduce factor *1 
long TIME_2_STOP = 7200; 1* time limitation in space compaction *1 

1* Layout Symbols *1 
char LMEM = 'm' ; 1* memory *1 
char LOR = I x I ; 1* OR cell' *1 
char LAND = , al' ; 1* AND cell *1 
char LBAND = '0' ; 1* NAND cell *1 
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char LCOL = I I' ; /* Horizontal wire */ 
char LROW = I_I • /* Vertical wire */ , 
char LCROS = , +' ; /* Crossing wire */ 
char LNULL = I I • /* Blank cell */ . , 
char LVCC = , C' ; /* VCC cell */ 
char LVDD = , D I ; /* VDD cell */ 
char LINV = , I I ; 1* INVERTER */ 
char LREDGE = , -, . /* layout boundary (row) */ , 
char LCEDGE = , I ' ; /* layout boundary (column) */ 
char LCONER = , +' ; /* layout boundary (conner) */ 

/* Cell Configurations */ 
int MEMRSIZE = 2; /* memory row size */ 
int MEMCSIZE = 2; /* memory column size */ 
int MEMCIN = 1; /* memory input location */ 
int MEMCOUT :: 2; /* memory output location */ 
int CELLROW = 2; /* # of row wires in cell */ 
int CELLCOL = 3; /* # of column wires in cell */ 

/* Debuging */ 
int TRACEMERGE = O· /* trace detailed merged lines */ , 
int TRACEMERGE1 = 0; /* trace merged lines */ 
int interact on = o· /* interactive */ , 
int dbug = 0; /* for routing phase */ 
int DBUG = 0; /* for system */ 
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